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INTRODUCTION

This book is the product of the LETTER ETHIOPIA programme conducted in Ethiopia between September 2007 and May 2008.

LETTER started from a request from Nirantar (a Delhi-based NGO working on education for empowerment for women) to Brian Street (Professor of Language in Education at Kings College London, an anthropologist with a key interest in literacy) to help them solve a problem with their work. Brian Street involved Alan Rogers, an adult educator working in developing country contexts, and they agreed to locate the project in Uppingham Seminars for Development, a small UK-based NGO. They in turn involved Dave Baker from the University of London Institute of Education who is a numeracy expert.

The problem which Nirantar faced is a common one in all forms of adult education. Nirantar did not treat the women they worked with as ignorant and unskilled but as possessing through long experience a great deal of knowledge and skills, much of which was unconscious. Instead, Nirantar staff sought to build what they were teaching for empowerment on what the women were already doing and thinking. But in building a new curriculum for adult women, they found that the women already held views which contradicted the knowledge which Nirantar wished to impart. For example, when teaching science according to modern views, Nirantar divided all matter into animate and inanimate. They found that the women they talked with felt that rivers should be regarded as animate, not inanimate!

This conflict, which is well known in other contexts, is often regarded as a clash between two cultures – a modern, scientific, rationalist, urban, schooled culture on the one hand and a traditional, ‘superstitious’, irrational, rural and unschooled one on the other hand (in Africa and elsewhere, this contrast is often represented as a clash between global and indigenous knowledge systems!). But in fact what we are faced with is an interaction between many different cultures, not just two!

The problem which Nirantar faced, then, was how can we find out about the existing knowledges, beliefs, and practices of those we seek to teach; how can we explore a culture which is not ours (and in the process look more closely at our own culture)? Our answer to that question is to use ethnographic style approaches.

We therefore constructed a training programme which we called LETTER: Learning for Empowerment Through Training in Ethnographic Research. And we conducted a first programme in India, the report of which is available under the title Exploring the Everyday. There was a first workshop on ethnography and literacy; then the participants went home and conducted (with e-mail support) a small research project looking at literacy and/or numeracy in their local communities and writing this up. A second workshop revised these studies and started a process of building an adult curriculum on

---

1 Initially the acronym stood for Literacy for Empowerment Through Training in Ethnographic Research; at the instance of Dave Baker, it became LANETTER (Literacy and Numeracy for Empowerment Through Training in Ethnographic Research) but eventually settled down as LETTER (Learning for Empowerment Through Training in Ethnographic Research)
the basis of the findings. We hoped to have a third workshop to consolidate this curriculum development but funds did not allow this.

Through the initiative of ANFEAE (the Adult and Non-Formal Education Association of Ethiopia) and the hard work of Alemayehu Hailu Gebre and Katy Anis of PACT, and with funding from PACT and other sources, Uppingham Seminars in Development were invited to run a second training programme in Ethiopia. Thus LETTER ETHIOPIA was born.

This LETTER project was much the same as LETTER INDIA except that we were able to build in the third workshop:

**WORKSHOP 1** held at Yergalem in September 2007 engaged in practical training in ethnographic tools of researching local literacies and numeracies. There was a short practical exercise in the field during the workshop.

Then there was a period of home work doing a small-scale research project of the workshop participants’ own choice.

**WORKSHOP 2** was a bridge workshop, revising the research projects and starting the curriculum building process. This was held in Bahir Dar in January 2008 and again there was a short field visit.

This was followed by a second period of home work to practise the new skills.

**WORKSHOP 3** held at Debre Zeit in April-May 2008 finalised the writing and brought it all together.

The aims of the programme were set out as follows:

“We feel we could get the following out of the programme

a) a group of trainers trained in ethnographic style research methods who can train facilitators and others and are committed to a view of literacy and numeracy as social practices

b) a set of written guidelines for others on how to conduct ethnographic style research into local literacies and numeracies

c) a set of written case studies of local literacy and numeracy practices in Ethiopia, the first of its kind for the country

d) a set of written guidelines on how to build adult education curricula on the findings of local studies.

These outcomes are summarised here in this book which builds on and records the work of the three workshops and the field studies during each workshop and between the workshops.

This book then is in part a report of the LETTER ETHIOPIA programme and as such it draws heavily on the reports of the three workshops. Some of its sections come from those reports. But in part, it is also a contribution to understanding adult literacy and numeracy in Ethiopia and Africa in general. The aim of this book is that it will throw light on some local literacy and numeracy practices in Ethiopia and will serve as a template for studies of local literacies in other parts of Africa. It can be used as a training
guide for training trainers and facilitators in ethnographic approaches to studying literacy and numeracy and for building new adult literacy learning programmes.

The book falls into three parts:
The first part of the book looks at ethnography: it asks what is it, why is it important, especially for the study of literacy and numeracy, and how can we do it. It can be used as a training guide.

The second part of the book contains eleven case studies from Ethiopia of using ethnographic approaches to literacy and numeracy. These are given here, not just as examples of ethnographic studies but so that others may read them and find within them other themes than those we have chosen.

The third part of the book looks at the major findings from the case studies in both literacy and livelihoods; it then discusses how these findings can be used by adult literacy learning programme planners (curriculum developers) and by literacy teachers (facilitators), using an adapted version of a model first developed in the LETTER INDIA programme and outlined to us in the third workshop by Malini Ghose of Nirantar – a model which we tested and found to work.

In putting this material together, the editors are keenly aware of their debt to so many people:
- to Katy Anis for the report of the first workshop and for the material on which the report of the second workshop was built; and to George Openjuru who responded to a call to act as a resource person in workshops 1 and 2 at very short notice and for his report of the second workshop.
- to Malini Ghose and her colleagues at Nirantar, Delhi, for participating in the third workshop and for reading a draft of this book.
- to Brian Street and Dave Baker both of whom attended workshops, provided huge swathes of learning materials, and read countless drafts of different parts of this book.
- to Rafat Nabi from Pakistan whose enthusiasm at the second and third workshops equalled that of the participants and other resource persons, who wrote the report of the third workshop and contributed from her own ethnographic studies of literacy and numeracy in Pakistan so graphically.

Without their help, we could not have completed this task.

Alan Rogers
Alemayehu Hailu Gebre
George Openjuru
Brian Street
GLOSSARY

Local Language Terms
areque - type of locally brewed alcohol (also arake, araki)
debur - local measurement used
ekub - traditional savings institution at the community level
gabi - local blanket
gonfa - local pants specific to the Yirgalem area
gulit - a petty trade shop
hadith - oral traditions of Islam
idir/edir - traditional community association, particularly responsible for funeral arrangements
injera - locally baked bread
kebele - the lowest government strata in Ethiopia which means village where, on average, about one thousand households reside
kimnd - a local measurement of cotton
kola - is a local skirt used by females
lekakit - spool
nutella - a local scarf
senbete - traditional institution at the community level
sura - Islamic prayer
tej - type of locally brewed alcohol
tella - local drink
woreda - district administrative unit in Ethiopia
PART I:

ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACHES TO LITERACY AND NUMERACY

This book outlines the story of a journey – a journey towards a clearer and more focused understanding of what literacy and numeracy mean in the context of rural and urban society in a country like Ethiopia. The starting point for this journey was the desire of a group of practitioners in Ethiopia to build more effective learning programmes for adults who wish to develop their literacy and numeracy skills and practices, whether through designing better learning programmes, preparing more relevant teaching-learning materials or training literacy instructors.

“STARTING WHERE THEY ARE”

Virtually every manual for the training of adult literacy instructors or facilitators contains a section on adult learning. It goes something like this: “ADULT LEARNING: Adults learn differently from children. Adults bring to their learning a great deal of experience and existing knowledge. Facilitators must build on this experience and knowledge. ‘Start where they are’”

During the third LETTER workshop in Debre Zeit in April-May 2008, we examined about a dozen such literacy manuals from Ethiopia, and we found they all contained some such training session. One of the manuals we examined put it like this: “Adults are not like children who are expected to take everything that they are told by a trainer. So training should take into consideration that adults do have rich experience to the extent of participating in social activities and may have richer experiences than the trainer may have.”

Many other kinds of adult learning programmes follow this approach. Agricultural extension workers, for example, are almost always aware that the men and women they
are dealing with are already farming and seek to build on these practices. Much (but not all) health extension, especially in nutrition programmes, start by examining with the learners their existing practices, beliefs and remedies – for example, what their practices of food selection, marketing and cooking are. They seek out and build on local knowledge.

Traditionally, however, adult literacy and numeracy are treated differently. The world is divided into two, the literate and the illiterate; and by definition, it is thought that illiterates know nothing about and have no experience of literacy. In this case, the adult learners (so it is assumed) do not bring any existing experience and knowledge with them. It is taken for granted that ‘starting where they are’ means starting without any perception of what literacy and numeracy mean, without any existing skills or practices.

And many adult ‘illiterates’ have internalised this themselves. They too claim that they are illiterate, ignorant, indeed (as one of our informants said) ‘a non-person’; that they have nothing to bring to their literacy/numeracy learning.

But this does not tally with life. We know that all adults (including so-called ‘illiterates’) can and do count, that they can and do measure and calculate (for example, in the market, in cooking or in farming) – in other words, they engage in numeracy activities. We know that they can and do negotiate literacy tasks such as money, bills, letters, election notices etc. And in any case, so-called ‘illiterates’ have experience, often deep experience, of being excluded from literacy activities – they see texts and many think, ‘That is not for me’.

So adults do bring to adult literacy learning programmes experience and knowledge, perceptions and some practices relating to both literacy and numeracy. So, if the facilitator is to ‘start where they are’, is to build on their existing knowledge and experience, how can we and the facilitators find out what they know and do?

That was the core question we set ourselves. This formed the basis of the training programme in the three LETTER workshops and in the exercises undertaken between
each of the workshops. This is the journey we began in September 2007; and this is what is described in this book.

**Finding out: the traditional approach**

Now, the simple way would be simply to ask them what their experience of literacy and numeracy has been. That is certainly a good starting point. But we would argue that it is not, by itself, good enough – for three main reasons:

First, a great deal of experience of questionnaire surveys like market research reveals that people tell the questioner what the respondent feels the questioner wants to know. We call this the ‘echo effect’ – people echo back to the researcher what they know is in the mind of the researcher. They tend to talk about those things which they know are important to the researcher rather than what is important to them.

For (and this is the second reason), they may feel that what they know and what they practise is not important, at least not important enough to mention to the researcher. In their view, what they do in the way of literacy and numeracy ‘doesn’t count’ because it has not been learned in school.

But much more important than these two, they may not even be conscious of what they know and what they do. And to understand this, we need to examine what is meant by learning, and how adults learn.

**Informal learning and tacit funds of knowledge.**

Learning is associated in most people’s minds with education – with formal school or college. So some people talk about adults ‘who have done no learning since leaving school’. Which would mean that, in their minds, those who never went to school have done no learning at all – which of course is nonsense.
For we all know that everybody has done a great deal of learning throughout their lives. All adults – including those who have never been to school - have been learning all the time, in the home and family, in the community, the market, the street and the workplace, in the church or mosque etc – in short, “outside formal educational establishments” (Straka 2004: 3). Indeed, it is clear that “the majority of human learning does not occur in formal contexts” (Eraut 2000: 12); it occurs in daily life.

Much of this learning is conscious learning. We set out to learn something, and we pursue strategies which will help us to learn; we search out someone who can help and advise us. Some of us read books or magazines and even look things up on the internet; we may even take lessons (learning a musical instrument, or to drive, for example). But while a good deal of learning is intentional, planned and directed, a great deal of it is unconscious learning. Most of our learning from childhood until the end of life is unplanned, unintended and often unconscious, learning through some activity or play/imagination or social engagement. We set out to solve a problem or complete some task; and we are not conscious at the time of what we have learned, only that we have solved that problem or finished that task more or less satisfactorily.

We can illustrate these two forms of learning by looking at language learning. We all learned our first language unconsciously through engaging with others and imitating them, through play, experiment, trial and error, through struggling to make ourselves understood. Many of us learned a further language more formally – through a teacher who taught us vocabulary and rules of grammar, who controlled and tested our learning. We can call the first kind of learning ‘task-conscious’ learning – that is, we learn through doing some task; we are conscious of the task but not of the learning, and we measure our success by whether we can complete the task or not. The second kind of learning we can call ‘learning-conscious’ learning – we know we are learning and we test the result, measure the success in terms of how much we have learned. While not two completely different forms of learning (they form the opposite ends of a continuum), formal and informal learning are different forms of human learning.
Informal learning is being studied more and more. So that we know that through such informal learning, funds of cultural knowledge (Moll et al, 1992) are built up, tacit, unconscious, implicit knowledge. And with this come understandings, skills and especially attitudes which are developed and elaborated over many years, all equally unacknowledged (Polyani 1966; see Reber 1993).

And this is true of both literacy and numeracy: adults have learned much about literacy and numeracy throughout their lives, unconsciously building up funds of knowledge. But, if we were to ask our learners about their existing funds of knowledge and practices, they may not be able to answer since much of what we all know and do on a daily basis is unrecognised, unconscious.

But when they can answer for themselves, we will find that some of their funds of knowledge, their ways of knowing are very different from our own. Nirantar, a women’s educational agency in India which pioneered this LETTER approach to adult education, was spurred into taking action when they found that the women with whom they were working held quite different views about the world they lived in from those held by the Nirantar staff who were teaching them. For example, when talking about modern approaches to science with its division of all objects into ‘animate’ and ‘inanimate’, the women in their villages said that they regarded rivers as animate, not inanimate. This made Nirantar wish to find out more.

And they felt that asking the women was not enough. What was needed was some way to discover the hidden funds of knowledge and the hidden practices of their women learners and the communities from which they came. So they turned to using ethnographic approaches. The inadequacy of traditional research methods is the main reason why, in this programme of workshops and field work, we adopt an ethnographic approach to trying to learn about the existing literacy and numeracy experiences of our adult learners.
WHAT DO WE MEAN BY AN ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACH?

The workshop participants decided that it is unwise and unnecessary to try to offer firm and universalised definitions of the terms used here such as ‘ethnography’. Rather we took the view that a definition need not be a dictionary definition of words but an operational definition that makes the meaning of the ideas clear and useful. An operational definition is a localised, working definition, and avoids the controversial and often unresolvable discussions of a textbook. We agreed that what we need is a clarification of key concepts of both ethnography and an ethnographic approach, and of literacy and numeracy.

The working definition of ethnography which our workshops arrived at sees it as a research approach in which the researcher attempts to understand and represent the beliefs, values and culture of a group or a community in their own terms. Ethnography can be seen as learning about someone else or about something, not from the outside but as far as possible from the inside (Tacchi et al 2003; Hall 2006; Clifford and Marcus 1986). It consists of changing position, adopting a different point of view, trying to see the world through someone else’s eyes. As George Openjuru said during the second workshop, Ethnography is concerned with learning about and understanding different aspect of other people’s daily lives, their values, meanings, norms and patterns, and doing this in a way that values them as equal partners in the research process.

Conducting research through an ethnographic perspective means employing participatory ways of sharing knowledge, experience and practices of a community or an individual; and it builds links and bridges between the practices, norms, culture and values of the community with those of the outside world.

Ethnography is unlike other forms of research in that it refers to those forms of social research which have a strong emphasis on “exploring the nature of particular social phenomenon rather than setting out to test hypotheses about them” (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995, p. 248). It consists of “close in-depth examinations of social activities as they occur in real life settings” (Papen, 2005, p.59).
“Ethnography is continuous with ordinary life. Much of what we seek to find out in ethnography is knowledge that others already have. Our ability to learn ethnographically is an extension of what every human being must do, that is, learn the meanings, norms, patterns of a way of life” (Hymes, 1996, p. 13)

Brian Street defined ethnography as the exploration of knowledge that people already have. Ethnography is continuous with everyday life. It refers to learning about the patterns of everyday life. It sounds like very specialist knowledge, but yet we are all ethnographers. All of us have knowledge of our worlds. The question is, ‘Who owns the information?’

Brian Street during the first workshop illustrated this need to abandon one’s own position and adopt that of another with the story of the turtle and the fish:

“To illustrate the error of ethnocentrism, Buddhists use several versions of the story of the turtle and fish. One story goes like this:

One day the turtle decides to go for a walk on dry land. He is away from the lake for a few weeks. When he returns, he meets some fish who ask him: “Mister Turtle, hello! We have not seen you for a few weeks. Where have you been?” The turtle says, “I was up on the dry land.” The fish are puzzled: “Up on dry land? What is this dry land? Is it wet?” The turtle answers, “No, it is not.” “Is it cool and refreshing?” the fish asks. “No, it is not.” “Does it have waves and ripples?” “No, it does not have waves and ripples.” “Can you swim in it?” “No, you cannot.” So the fish say: “It is not wet, it is not cool, there are no waves, you can’t swim in it. So this dry land of yours must be completely non-existent, just an imaginary thing, nothing real at all.” The turtle says: “Well, that may be so,” and he leaves the fish and goes for another walk on dry land.


We as ethnographers might think of this story in a briefer form. When the turtle returns from dry land to water, and the fish question him, the turtle answers only
by saying that the land has no waves, no seaweed, etc. The fish admonish: “Don’t tell us what it’s not, tell us what it is!” The longer version of the story is more hopeful than our brief account, for the return “walk on dry land” takes with it refined questions and the intention this time to see what is there” (See Heath and Street 2008).

In ethnography then, we will try to see the dry land still through the eyes of a turtle but one who has come to see that water is not the only context for living, and who is trying to find new words to describe it to himself and to others.

In this search for a way to learn about and describe another world, one of which we have very little experience to guide us, we can suggest that ethnography has a number of characteristics.

1. Ethnography is usually **small scale**.

   It can be seen as looking at one set of activities, at one individual or group in a very concrete way, what has been called ‘a thick description’ (Geertz 1973). It therefore proceeds by cases – taking one small topic, activity or individual/family or group, and seeking to understand as much as possible about it (Hall 2006: 1). “The basic idea is that one case (or perhaps a small number of cases) will be studied in detail, using whatever methods seem appropriate. While there may be a variety of specific purposes and research questions, the general objective is to develop as full an understanding of that case as possible” (Punch 1998: 150).

   Looking at the case studies undertaken by the participants in the LETTER workshops will illustrate this.

2. This **case study** approach involves looking at the chosen set of activities in detail so that new insights and ways of looking are revealed. Mitchell (1984) sees a case study as “the detailed presentation of ethnographic data relating to some sequence of events from which the analyst seeks to make some theoretical inference”. The aim is to stimulate creative thinking.
Each case study is chosen not because it is thought to be typical or a good (or particularly bad) example of some activity but because it is what is called a ‘telling case study’ (Mitchell 1984). In ethnography, we do not set out to utilise a (random or selective) sample of the population – we take a case study which appeals to us or which is accessible: we choose any case study which tells us something significant about ourselves and the world we live in. We do not claim that our findings apply to anything other than that case study – but we do claim that the findings have some value to the whole field.

Some people have challenged ethnographic approaches on the grounds that these result in what they call ‘anecdotal’ accounts. As one ethnographer has put, there is a danger we shall forever be imprisoned in particularities. Each case study tells a good story but it does not signify on the wider stage; it lacks validity and reliability; it reveals only partial truth. But ethnography is about different perspectives, views or practices rather than absolute and complete truthfulness, objectivity and complete understanding (Clifford 1986). We can and should use triangulation to check the different information that we are collecting (Miles and Huberman 1994; Yin 1989). However, we are not after universal truth, but examining situations that raise new questions rather than generalisations, collecting alternatives and trying to understand what the implications of these alternatives are for us. As Dave Baker said during the workshop, “We do not have to prove everything; but we do need to raise questions all the time”.

3. Can ethnographers claim to generalise? A good case study will enable the researcher to establish theoretically valid connections. Ethnography helps one make a theoretical argument that links the parts, albeit seemingly unrelated parts, in a coherent way. As we place generalisations and theories together, gradually we “layer up”, that is to say, our frame becomes more complicated. So while it is true that as ethnographers we do not try to generalise empirically from one case to many, as in statistical surveys, we do nevertheless try to work out general principles that arise in one case and that offer us insights into other cases.
4. And in doing this, ethnography **challenges every generalisation; it tests every assumption** used in our own lives. Part of our aim in using ethnographic approaches in LETTER is to test the ‘great statements’ we all make about literacy and numeracy, to see how far they are true, to “put established conceptions … into useful question” (Geertz 1988: 21). In what circumstances may this statement **not** be true? To give one example, adult literacy providers tend to make the assumption that all illiterate women are poor, down-trodden, oppressed, cheated and abused. But we found non-educated women who are extremely empowered and we can do little or nothing to empower them any further. As one woman in another context said in regard to her illiteracy and cheating: “Who is going to cheat me? If anyone is going to cheat, it will be me” (Uddin 2006). Or to take as another example the generalisation that “literacy empowers women”, an ethnographic case study found that some women working on a farm were not empowered in spite of being literate and more educated than the men on the farm (Prinsloo and Breier 1996); the value system of the farm could not recognise women’s education. Literacy does not empower if the context is against such empowerment.

5. Ethnography even challenges itself all the time. Ethnographers adopt a **reflexive stance**, looking closely at what they are doing and why. What am I doing? Is this the right way to be doing it? What am I bringing to this research? Reflexivity “requires researchers to monitor closely and continually their own interactions with participants” (Cohen et al 2000:141).

The reason for the use of ethnography is that each one of us sees the world through our own lens – a lens which has been built up over many years. And this lens prevents us from seeing many things that are there. The ethnographer will ask, ‘What lens am I using for seeing people’s practices and cultural behaviour?’ As ethnographers, we start with our own lens. We come to see that we make assumptions without having any real evidence. Where is the evidence for the generalisations I am making? How can I get this evidence? In adopting an ethnographic approach, we try to identify and then (as far as we can) abandon our own assumptions and adopt another person’s view. That is why some anthropologists insist on ethnography taking a long time, to give the researcher time to become conscious of and move away from his/her own assumptions.
6. Ethnography then is **turning my world upside down** to try to take the point of view of another person. Ethnography is about understanding an activity through someone else’s eyes. It can be seen as changing position, trying to see the world as someone else sees it; it is learning about someone else or about something, not from the outside but as far as possible from the inside.

One danger of the story of the turtle and the fish is that it may suggest that an ethnographer is only interested in the strange, the ‘other’ – in ‘making the strange familiar’. But ethnography will also look at what is to us ‘normal’. The turtle could use ethnography to look at the fish as well as the strange dry land; it can be used to **make the familiar strange**, to “shift attention from the exotic ‘other’ to [our] own society” (Clifford 1986: 9). It has been suggested that ethnography can be seen as engaging with the experience near through the experience distant (Geertz 1988).

Putting people into two categories of ‘literate’ and ‘illiterate’ means that there is a danger that only illiterates tend to be studied. But as George Openjuru said in relation to our study of local literacy and numeracy practices, “Ethnography is not only about indigenous knowledge systems, but also about what all people are doing. We are not questioning aspects of how primitive people are negotiating modern systems of knowledge. We live in a literate environment and we all have to interact with the written world. There are certain aspects of our lives that interact with the written world and we need to investigate these things, what practices are we using to deal with this?”

Ethnography is not just about those who are not literate; it will need to cover the whole spectrum of literacy in the community.

We do want to stress this, because all existing adult literacy learning programmes are aimed at those who are defined as being ‘illiterate’. This is of course natural, for there is in all adult literacy learning programmes a tendency to focus on non-literate and to ignore those who are literate, finding out what and how they are reading and writing. Yet what the literate people are doing is a large part of what constitutes the literacy practices of that community and it is that which will be relevant to any literacy learner coming
from that community. Certainly we saw the need to discover how the so-called ‘literate’ were using their literacy skills. Our ethnographic concern is not only with the coping methods that are being employed by the non-literate in the community but with how literacy is being used throughout the whole community. For this will form a large part of the experience of the literacy learners.

7. Within this field, however, we cannot decide in advance exactly what we are looking for (although we have the general field of study), because we do not know what is important to the other. An ethnographer avoids determining in advance what to look for, imposing his/her value system on the informants; rather they seek to understand “how people experience and feel events in their lives”, how they make sense of their world and themselves (Beins 2004). For example, one of our case studies explored attitudes towards the benefits of microfinance through the eyes of women borrowers, and found one person who said she “hated it.” In one or two of the case studies, the respondents were said to be ‘illiterate’; but in most cases, this is the researcher speaking. Instead of making such judgments, looking down on other people and saying, ‘We can help you’, we are trying to understand them, to see their value and belief systems. By getting as close to the respondent(s) as possible, we are trying to make the things that are important to them become important to us. We must not under-estimate how difficult this is – it takes time and we will never do it completely, but this is what we attempt to do.

8. But even while doing this, the researcher remains conscious of her/himself. Through reflexivity, we are aware of the reason for undertaking the research in the first place, of the experience, beliefs and values which we bring to the task - in our case, of identifying and understanding the literacy and numeracy practices which the learners do within their own community, practices of which the researched may be completely unconscious. The researcher goes back and forth – enters the situation and then retreats to consider before re-entering again. “Ethnography should be considered as cyclical, with forward and backward movement,” as Brian Street said during the workshop. It is not a question of the researcher abandoning his/her own belief systems and values but as Todorov and others have suggested (Todorov 1988; Geertz 1988), a “paradoxical sense of distance
and closeness”, a continuous process of movement backwards and forwards that one probably never gets out of, once acquired. The terms, ‘emic’ and ‘etic’, taken from the field of linguistic studies, are often used in the field of anthropology to describe this proximity/distance relationship. Thus ‘emic’ is used to describe the insider’s point of view, while ‘etic’ is used for the outsider’s point of view. The ethnographer does not simply try to capture the local but rather tries to understand their way of understanding, using an emic/etic approach, not as either/or but exploring how the local and the outsider views are related. The emic sheds light on the local perspective, and the etic account may see it from outside, but the emic/etic axis or relationship will relate the two together.

9. Ethnography does not even take the statements expressed by the informants as conclusive but **tries to find out what they mean** by what they are saying. Argyris and Schon (1975) have pointed to the gap between what they call ‘the espoused theory’ (the reason we all give for our actions) and the ‘theory-in-practice’ (the real reason we act as we do). An ethnographic approach involves unpacking everything, questioning ‘why?’ and again ‘why?’ until there is no further ‘why?’. In particular, it includes ‘observation’, watching and following sometimes over extended periods to see what happens which the researched may not even notice. Sometimes this will mean ‘participant observation’, joining in some activity to *feel* what it is like.

10. Ethnography **looks for both differences and conformity**. And when it finds difference, it does not count this as deficit. The title of a recent book, *Celebrating the Other*, reminds us that ‘the other’ is not inferior but different. An ethnographic approach does not judge the other but values the other as equal but different. We need to leave our own normative position, that is, the feeling that what we are is the best and should be the norm or the rule by which all other people must be qualified or disqualified. Rather, we seek to value their difference, not assess their ‘lack’ of something or their not knowing.

11. And we **construct our own picture** from what we see, what we touch and what we hear. We imply meaning to what we find – and try to describe it to others. We are not trying to find objective ‘truth’ but to draw a picture through our own lens (Hall 2006: 3-
4). It is our picture – other people will see other things which we may miss or which will not seem so important to us.

To do that, we use language – our language. When we use certain words, we often assume that the meaning is shared. However, sometimes meaning is interpreted differently by different audiences. Sometimes we will observe something and describe it, assuming that the listener/reader understands. But we all know from experience that this is not necessarily true. Ethnography sometimes requires us to describe what may seem to be obvious but in language which is unusual.

**An ethnography or an ethnographic approach?**

There is a distinction between three approaches to carrying out ethnographic work.

*Conducting Ethnography:* refers to framing and conceptualising through an in-depth long-term study of a social group. It is particularly anthropologists have “owned” this approach.

*Adopting an Ethnographic Perspective:* refers to applying an ethnographic approach to a specific situation. This approach is less comprehensive than a full ethnography and more appropriately describes what the participants were attempting to engage in through the LETTER Workshop process. It is a general impulse to notice, to listen, to ask questions, and to reflect which probably once gained is never lost.

*Adopting Ethnographic Tools:* refers to using the tools of observation and participant observation to comprehend a certain situation but without the general theory of culture and society that is involved in either of the other two approaches.

The first is characterised by the pure anthropologist who travels to an area and stays there for a number of years and then writes a major study on a community. However, there is a middle ground between highly specialised skills and the ethnography that we all learn as
members of society. This can be characterised by disciplined and reflective ethnographic inquiry in which an ethnographic perspective is systematically applied to specific situations and processes (Green and Bloome 1997)

**Changing the situation?**

Ethnography also involves different levels of involvement or ‘interference’. An ethnographic approach is different from traditional research which says, “I need to stand back from this activity and look at it.” For the ethnographer is aware that, in both observation and participant observation, the researcher’s presence impacts what is going on: he/she is not just a ‘fly on the wall’. Those being ‘observed’ may adapt their behaviour because of the researcher’s presence. There are different views regarding the appropriateness of “interference” in ethnography, but an ethnographer’s approach to research means that she/he knows that there is always the chance that her/his presence may interfere with the activity that is being observed. The recently developed field of Public Interest Anthropology assumes that the ethnographer has an obligation to get involved and try to change things. To say one is not interfering is to miss the point that doing ethnography is an engagement with other people and their way of life.

**Who should engage in ethnography and when?**

The workshop looked at these two questions and came to the following conclusions.

**Who?** In our context, we see an ethnographic approach as being necessary for the facilitators or instructors in order for them to learn about the existing literacy and numeracy practices of their learners and the community from which they come. But we also see the literacy learners using such approaches to learn about their own literacy and numeracy practices – becoming critically reflective as they become conscious of their own unconscious funds of knowledge and the literacy and numeracy practices they engage in.
And **when**? An ethnographic stance, once acquired, remains with one for life. It becomes natural to enquire into the practices of other people, to try to understand not only their practices but our own. Some such research will be deliberately pursued to solve a problem; but other research will take place during the course of any activity. Ethnography is (as we will see below) a frame of mind, not a special activity.

**WHY USE AN ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACH**

We have seen above that traditional approaches to research do not yield results in terms of revealing the hidden funds of knowledge which the learners bring to their literacy and numeracy learning. Using ethnographic approaches is more likely to provide the information we need to build new and more effective learning programmes for adults.

But we are not saying that ethnography should replace all other forms of research. We see it (like other forms of qualitative research) as an additional tool for researchers, and for planners and teachers, a way of adding depth to other studies, a means of testing the findings of more quantitative research.

And it can also be seen as a way of looking at all research – a participatory process which tries to make meaning out of the findings of other (more quantitative) researchers in terms of the researched.

**Ethnography as a Window on Literacy and Numeracy**

This becomes particularly clear when we look at the role of ethnography in developing a deeper understanding of literacy and numeracy.

Taking an ethnographic approach to literacy and numeracy means that we start from the premise that people already have literacy practices. The question for adult educators is, ‘How do we build on these practices?’ This question is different from assuming that people have no pre-existing literacy. But when we look at literacy in real life, we see that the word ‘literacy’ is used in many different ways. For example, some staff in some
universities say, “The students these days are illiterate.” This usage is different from the use of the word ‘illiterate’ in other contexts, particularly in a developing country context.

An ethnographic approach to literacy then does not start by assuming that people are not literate. Rather, it seeks to discover what literacy activities there are in any society and how different people relate to these activities. Our first question will then be, “Are they using literacy in some ways?” There are many different modes of communication, but people may not use all of them; which mode a person uses is a choice, whether conscious or unconscious.

Our researches have shown us that there are local literacy and numeracy practices, what a recent book has termed ‘hidden literacies’, that have been overlooked. When adult and non-formal educators try to persuade people to become ‘literate’, the question arises, “which literacy?” We need to recognise the different kinds of literacies people have.

For instance, along the drive from the Addis Ababa to the training centre in Yirgalem, a variety of languages were seen being utilised. Brian Street questioned the use of scripts when he noticed that Isuzu cargo trucks had the word Isuzu inscribed in both Arabic and Latin scripts on the back of many trucks. Multilingualism and multi-scriptism are then built into the experience of being literate in Ethiopia in a way that it is not in other places.

If we walk around the town of Bahir Dar, what can we learn about literacy practices? Are local people taking for granted that signs will be written in a number of different languages and scripts whilst to outsiders this needs explaining and is not necessarily ‘normal’? Which script is used for which kind of sign? Local people are making complex choices all the time but visitors – like the turtle upon dry land – need help with understanding what they mean.

**Identifying different literacy practices**

Such choices when studied begin to fall into patterns, what are called ‘literacy (and numeracy) practices’. In engaging in any study of literacy, it is useful to draw a distinction between a literacy event and a literacy practice.
A literacy event is a specific event, a one-off occurrence of literacy involving some text.

A literacy practice is a repeated behaviour, a demonstrable pattern that continues to occur – it shapes the literacy events, just as the literacy events accumulate to make up the literacy practices.

A similar distinction may be developed with respect to numeracy, namely between numeracy events and numeracy practices.

In ethnography, it is important to go beyond the individual literacy and numeracy events to connect them into a practice, to move from the particular into the broader field. And doing this, it is possible to identify different kinds of literacy practices.

Brian Street (1984) found in his area of Iran three main kinds of literacy practices - commercial literacy practices found among the shop keepers, religious literacy practices widely throughout the community, and the more limited schooled literacy practices used by the educated. The commercial and religious literacy practices in his case were linked together but the schooled literacy practices were more separate. These insights provided questions that can be asked in other contexts, including Ethiopia as members of the workshops walked around Yergalem and Bahir Dar and observed literacy in mosques, churches, schools, shops, streets, markets etc.

These are the public literacy practices. But there are others less public – domestic and family literacy practices. Collecting stories about people’s lives can help to find and identify these more private literacy practices. In a book called African Hidden Histories, historians and ethnographers document the phenomenon of ‘tin trunk literacy’, where community members were found to have kept a host of letters, diaries, agendas and other literacy materials in tin trunks. Many houses have texts of some kind on their walls, even when they cannot be read. This phenomenon has encouraged literacy ethnographers to ask, ‘Is there a local history of literacy that is hidden? Are people doing things that we have not even thought about?’ This can be seen elsewhere. In one area in Japan, literacy
seemed to have blossomed, and researchers wanted to know why. They found that much earlier, books had been distributed to each household. No instructions were given. The people wondered if they were going to be punished if they did not read the books; they inquired but were not able to find out. Because they couldn’t find the answer, they just started reading, using their own devices.

Ethnographic studies of literacy and language have uncovered the importance of the role of the ‘mediator’. In Mexico, for example, researchers saw how people go to scribes in the plaza who mediate and write down information and legal documents for them (Kalman 1999). In Ethiopia, such mediation can be seen in a bank or post office when an officer on duty fills a form out for a client. Literate clients have sometimes found this process frustrating because it is time-consuming to repeat each address and telephone number and the client could have filled out the form in a fraction of the time. However, since many people do not have literacy skills or bureaucracy navigation skills, a system has developed which assumes all clients come without these skills and thus need mediation. Without having to question the client and embarrass them to disclose whether they are ‘literate’ or ‘illiterate’, the officer behind the desk instead mediates for all. Ethnography helps to identify these local literacy practices.

And ethnography reveals that these local literacy practices are tied up within the existing power systems of the society. In one case in Ethiopia, programme implementers found in one community that people who had control over writing had control of the land. Therefore some farmers were not able to get access to this land. The literacy programme implementers engaged with these farmers, so that they gained the appropriate literacy skills for claiming land.

The models of what counts as literacy are changing. The narrow definition of literacy used in the UNESCO and other international literacy learning programmes of previous decades as meaning only schooled literacy led to these programmes failing to achieve their objectives. This understanding was overtaken by Freirean literacy which again saw ‘literacy’ as something which had to be introduced into the local community rather than a set of practices which were already in the local community. For in both cases, as our
case studies show, many of these local practices are not regarded, either by the providers or by those in the community who use them, as ‘proper literacy’. They are ‘informal’ (vernacular, indigenous) literacy practices, not ‘your sort of literacy’ as one informant put it. Ethnography can show in greater detail how different cultural models of language and literacy manifest themselves in each different set of circumstances.

**Developing community literacy learning programmes:** And as we have seen, such findings can form the basis of developing a more effective adult learning programme to enhance the use of literacy throughout the community. This is of course a rather different approach from the traditional adult literacy learning programme. The two elements in an ethnography of literacy – identifying the different literacy practices, both formal and informal, being used in the community as a whole, and identifying how the non-literate are negotiating these literacy practices - will in turn lead to two closely related literacy learning programmes, both of which will aim to help the participants to learn to use literacy and written forms of numeracy more effectively in their daily lives. The ‘literate’ as well as the non-literate need to learn more useful ways of using texts to record and plan, monitor and evaluate their activities. That is part of a much wider brief for adult literacy than simply introducing reading and writing into a particular context; it is introducing the culture of *effectively using* reading and writing to improve performance in life’s projects. As our case studies showed us, many people, literate and non-literate alike, are still being informed by non-literate practices in real life; for example, many are not using their literacy in their livelihood activities. Schools and adult education learning programmes are not attending to this, since they focus on learning to pass exams and not on the ways literacy is used in daily life. So the primary focus and concern of an ethnographic approach to literacy and numeracy learning is to find out and understand local ways that can improve the use of literacy in life’s projects for the purpose of improving people’s performance in those projects.

The value then of ethnographic approaches to literacy and numeracy is that only through this kind of approach can local literacy and numeracy practices be identified and used as the basis for building new adult learning programmes and developing new forms of teaching-learning materials. Discussion of these issues led the workshop participants to
explore the need to conduct lobbying work with those creating all kinds of literacy materials, so that material developers can receive cultural advice based on ethnographic research about the appropriateness of what is being produced.

**HOW DO WE USE ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACHES – TOOLS AND METHODS**

In discussing how to conduct ethnographic-style research into literacy and numeracy practices, the LETTER workshops distinguished between three issues – ethnographic technique, ethnographic tools and ethnographic methods.

*Ethnographic Technique*

A recent book by Shirley Brice Heath and Brian Street *On Ethnography* (2008) has compared ethnography to juggling. “It isn’t a technique that you suddenly do. It is a technique that is slowly learned and absorbed”. So too an ethnographic technique can be developed slowly over time; it is more a frame of mind than a set of methods to be applied mechanically.

Among the attitudes which the workshop participants identified as characterising ethnographic style research are the following: valuing the community and its practices, a non-patronising approach, respect and politeness, a willingness to listen attentively, and above all the attitude of being an inquirer, a learner, of not being satisfied with one’s own presuppositions, a questioning of one’s own assumptions. There are in all ethnographic research major ethical considerations.

And yet at the same time, the belief and value systems of the researcher are not suppressed in a search for objective truth and an unbiased account. Through reflexivity, ethnographic researchers are conscious of their own assumptions, their own values, their ideas and positions on numeracy and literacy and those of the informants. To detect one’s own assumptions, one must be conscious of them: we need to know ourself. What assumptions am I making about other people and about myself?
In addition, ethnographic researchers will be conscious of the wider aspects of their research. For example, there is the language in which it is conducted – not just the tongue but also the register. They will be conscious of the cultural gap between themselves and the researched – a gap caused by factors such as education, residence, dress and mobility (arriving in a vehicle will create all kinds of expectations on the part of the researched). But such features do not make the researcher superior to the researched. As Dave Baker reminded the workshop participants, “We who are educated are more restricted and in deficit compared with the rural people who are able to translate from the rural and traditional [measures] to the standard. Part of ethnography is observing the gap between you the researcher and the one who is the centre of the ethnography.”

Throughout the whole research will be issues of power. The researchers will tend to control the process, dictate the topics to be discussed, select the items they want, and can leave the research context at any time they wish to do so. Mutual respect will need to be created to complete the task successfully.

Ethnographic research then is the coming together of two unequal partners, researched and researcher, to consider the topic area under consideration. In doing ethnographic research, the co-operation of the community will need to be secured. Ethnographic research is more than just ‘hanging about’ (as some have designated it) although that is a large part of it. It means staying with the people and participating in the activities of life in which the researcher is interested so as to understand them; to observe them very carefully and ask questions that can help one to understand them.

Ethnographic methodology

A great deal was said during the workshops about the methods of ethnography. Some of the participants saw ethnography in terms of a tool box to be picked up and used in their own situation rather than a substantial change of attitude. But as their attitudes changed, there came certain methodologies which proved useful.
Although they are different, ‘method’ and ‘tool’ in ethnography are often used synonymously. In our approach, ‘method’ is considered as a broader concept to mean ways of doing things, while ‘tool’ is considered as an instrument to put into practice the method. Whatever method we have adopted, there are some instruments with which we are able to implement that method. Within this context, what follows aims at providing an introduction to some applicable methods and tools to carry out an ethnographic study.

Ethnographic studies of literacy and numeracy practices will imply a multi-method approach involving the use of extensive (wide) and intensive (deep) key informant interviews (sometimes known as biographical methods), participant observation, and collecting and analysing documentary evidence of literacy in the community. Other methods involve the use of film, videos and photographs to provide visual data and the collection of artefacts where relevant. There is no one set of tools and methods – different contexts and themes will call for different methods to be used.

There are alternative ways of doing ethnographic study. One can choose a method or multiple methods based on mainly four issues, namely: the researcher, the researched, the theme of the research, and the environment. The method(s) chosen should fit the ability and experience of the researcher, the culture and norms of the researched, the subject under scrutiny, and the prevailing context of the study. As our field work showed, the ways of investigating the literacy and numeracy practices in a church, in the market or with a local institution like an Edir (funeral club) are clearly different.

The following are some of the appropriate methods that can be used for ethnographic study.

- Observation
- Collecting documentary evidence and artefacts
- Photography and videoing
- In-depth interviews (and taping interviews)
- Focus group discussion
- PRA-Transect walk /social mapping
**1. Observation** refers to the technique of watching what is going on. Observation is the most important method which gives us a chance to look into the existing condition of the environment and people. This adds an important dimension to the more normal process of interviewing (Atkinson et al 2003: 112-114). Interviewing seeks to find out the inner dimensions of the respondents’ lives; observation seeks to identify the social interactions in which that inner life is expressed. It is through watching and provoking into action, balanced against what is said, that a fuller picture can be built up.

Among the things we identified to look for in a literacy and numeracy survey are:

- **Settings**: the physical and temporal circumstances as well as settlements of the community
- **People**: who interact (or do not interact) with the written texts; those who are involved in the social relationships of producing, interpreting, circulating and otherwise regulating written texts
- **Activities**: actions, routines, strategies, rules as to what is appropriate and eligibility; who are included and who excluded
- **Resources**: material artefacts, tools, accessories, all other resources brought to the literacy and numeracy practices including non-material values, understandings, ways of thinking, feeling, technical skills and knowledge; beliefs, representational (semiotic) resources
- **The different scripts and symbols** with which the community is interacting
- **Ways of communications** that are practised by the community in their daily life
- **Domains or institutions**: existing formal and informal institutions as well as fields of social or institutional practice within which events take place and from which they take their sense and social purpose.

*Some important tools used during observation* include photography, pictures, drawings, village walk, maps, etc.

**Participation Observation** refers to the ethnographer joining in the activities of the group being observed. This will help to create a climate in which new relationships can
be built and result in a greater participation of the researched in the research. An example was given by one of the participants in local terms: Some extension workers had found that sometimes gypsies with whom they were working had decided not to answer questions or not to answer correctly because they feared that the questioner might be trying to persuade them to settle down, to stop travelling or may trick them in some way. An anthropologist who wanted to explore the life of gypsies, instead of directly questioning them, took up the business of selling secondhand goods. She found that the gypsies began to associate with her and explain what she was doing wrong. One way of learning as an ethnographer is to start doing something wrong and allow others to correct you; the people being researched are the ones with the knowledge and expertise and the researcher is the learner.

2. Interviewing: Much ethnography is based on information provided by the researched, either individually in an interview (semi-structured or unstructured) or in a focus group discussion (Kvale 1996). There are of course limits to this; it is sometimes better not to ask direct questions. People may be suspicious of outsiders’ motives and they may, in any case, use different terms to describe their experience.

But having a conversation with a person from whom we want to learn or collect data is inevitable when conducting an ethnographic study. However, as the purpose of ethnographic study is to learn how things are, what are matters of priority to them, how people are managing their life, the traditional method of interview seems inappropriate. In a formal interview, be it semi-structured or structured, the researcher has some agenda to deal with or investigate. But the interview in an ethnographic study, in which the study theme may come out of the blue and not necessarily only in the form of a planned study, is very different. Ethnographic researchers neither ask a set of pre-designed questions, nor simply follow a pre-designed checklist. They rather explore, asking a chain of questions or chasing a theme to learn about people’s life in depth. The key activities here are not so much the asking as the listening and recording of what is said and done, especially the words being used as far as possible, the language in which the statements are being made.
But the ethnographic researcher will in one sense be more proactive than the traditional researcher. The traditional researchers ask pre-determined questions for the purpose of collecting information, and they accept what the respondent says and record it. But ethnographic researchers do not always accept what is said at face value: they will seek to obtain examples of what the respondent is saying, concrete instances in their lives when the stated behaviour actually operates. To give one or two examples: if, when talking about the benefits of learning literacy, the informant says, “We can now read the places on the bus”, the ethnographic researcher will press for an actual example of that behaviour; if the informant says that she can now write a letter, the ethnographic researcher will press for the last time such a letter was written, to whom and what was the subject of it, etc. Examples of such written texts may even be collected. The researcher in ethnography seeks the detailed life stories which reveal the reality, not what the respondents believe is happening.

*Some important tools used during interviews:* notebook, pen, pencil, audio recording (if possible with the permission of the respondents)

3. **Small group discussion:** in ethnographic study, not only individuals but groups of people are also considered as sources of information. This is not just a group interview but the group members on their own will engage in discussion, every now and again prompted by the researcher. Researchers will seek to spark discussion in line with the real life of the community and their engagement in any form of literacy and numeracy activities. The discussion will not be limited to existing literacy and numeracy practices; it will be free to roam over other aspects of the group’s lives in the context of that specific society and locality. Although the size of the group depends on various factors, the researcher should note that the smaller the group, the more interactive and participatory will be the discussion – but it can on occasion also be too small.

Focus groups have considerable value not only for the researchers but for the researched. “Focus groups tend to create environments in which participants feel open to telling their stories and to giving their testimonies in front of other women like themselves” (Madriz, 2003: 383). But it is important to appreciate that a focus group is not simply a group
interview. In a focus group, the emphasis is on the interactions between the group members and not just with the researcher. A focus group is concerned with “the joint construction of meaning” (Bryman 2004: 346) – that is, through the discussion initiated by the researcher, the group members come to some new insights for themselves.

“Interviews may be more appropriate for tapping into individual biographies, but focus groups are more suitable for examining how knowledge, and more importantly, ideas, develop and operate within a given cultural context. Questionnaires are more appropriate for obtaining quantitative information and explaining how many people hold a certain (pre-defined) opinion: focus groups are better for exploring exactly how those opinions are constructed” (Wilkinson and Kitzinger, 1995: 9)

*Some important tools used during small group discussion:* notebook, pen, pencil, audio recording, video etc (if possible with the permission of the respondents)

4. **Visual representation:** It would be very useful to supplement the collected data (quantitative and qualitative) from the study area with visual representations. Visual information is important to refresh our memories after returning back from field. In addition to this, they are crucial tools to triangulate the data we have collected using other methods. Collecting items from the research location such as texts, copies of writing, labels etc are an important part of ethnographic research methods. Such visual material is likely to provide an important piece of information which was not seen during the field work on site. PRA has sometimes been used to prepare visual representations of the information which the respondents reveal, indeed for helping them to become aware for the first time of certain aspects of their own daily lives (Guijt and Cornwall 1995; Cornwall et al 2001).

*Some important tools used for visual representation:* still camera, video camera, picture and drawings, scripts, etc.

5. **Documentary survey:** Collecting and analysing all the documents that can be found in relation to the chosen case study is of course an imperative (Burns 2000; Yin 1994). This will range from the very formal (government papers and other official reports) to the very informal (texts written on all kinds of surfaces). But the importance of these
documents is not that they are authoritative; they provide a perspective which information collected from other sources can corroborate or challenge.

Apart from the methods presented above, researchers are free to adopt other innovative and participatory methods of data collection for ethnographic research for example, material from the general environment concerning ways of communication.

**Field Work**

The major component of ethnographic research is fieldwork – going to a community to see what happens rather than reading about it from a distance.

**Snatch case studies:** We do need to recognise that some ethnographic research does not come from a deliberately planned research programme; it may just arise. As Dr Rafat Nabi said in the workshop about her case studies in Pakistan, “Before going to the field, I chose only one case study, that is the glass bangle seller. The rest of the examples were not chosen by me before going into the field. These cases came so strongly and naturally into my way that I could not avoid them. I saw something worthwhile when I was talking to them and decided to write about them”. Two of the case studies in this book are of this nature – what might be called ‘snatch case studies’, in which an unexpected incident occurs and the ethnographer snatches at it since it offers a special insight into some aspect of the general field of enquiry.

**Planned field work:** But most fieldwork for ethnographic research will be planned in advance. The following are some notes developed by the workshop participants to conduct fieldwork.

The first step is to choose both the theme and the site to be examined. In our case, *the area of study or theme* is the value, meanings and uses of literacy and numeracy in the local community, leading to an understanding of the differences and similarities between the researchers and the researched in terms of their activities, roles, needs, funds of knowledge and experiences. We wanted to identify local literacy and numeracy events
and practices, and to see how these interrelate with formal school literacy. But whatever the theme, if working with others, we need to make sure that all members of the research team have a thorough understanding of the theme and objective of the research.

With reference to the site, since we are looking for a telling case study rather than typicality or representativeness, the major criteria might well be accessibility. The case studies in this book arose in many cases through contacts made during the course of the normal work of the workshop participants.

**Before** going into the field, it will be useful if the researcher, having identified the theme and selected the site, prepares a checklist and collects background information on things like the official adult literacy rate, what is already known (or assumed) about their existing practices and indigenous knowledge, the interest of the community, the various community-based organisations (CBOs), local government and religious institutions etc working in the area. A map will usually be essential. We will need to check on language issues, for we may need a translator or mediator. It will be useful to enquire into local issues which may hinder the research work, such as public holidays or major events which may make the informants unavailable. It will almost always be necessary to acquire some form of permission, either to conduct the research in that location or to use the information obtained from the researched for our own purposes – and permission especially for taking and using photographs and recording voices. We need to bear in mind the ethics of field visits. It may be useful to draw up a brief statement about the research to hand out; but personal explanations are far better; since in many circumstances a written statement will sound too formal to establish trust and shared concerns. In every case, it is important to explain one’s objectives to interviewees and properly introduce oneself to the “gatekeepers”.

Some preparation in advance of data gathering tools (observation, questionnaire, informal dialogue, interview, etc.) will be useful, but it is important that these do not become restrictive to the research project – it must be open-ended and free-flowing.
We need to note that ethnographic research rarely goes smoothly, especially at the beginning. Many of our case studies started out in one way and had to be changed for many reasons. As George Openjuru told the participants, they may have a bright idea, and go to the community; but new experiences will emerge and then they will come to realise that the original idea might not be right for those circumstances. If they discover situations that shatter their original conceptions, they will need to come back and reformulate their original ideas. Our case studies carefully recorded this when it happened so as to indicate the way in which the case study came about.

The length of time spent in the field will of course vary; and it may be necessary to go back to check or to gather further information.

**During** the fieldwork, the aim is to learn what is going on. We are seeking to collect evidence of the learners’ numeracy and literacy practices through events that the people engage in and through the texts they have produced or used. We therefore need to find ways of identifying these events through observations, conversations and engagement with the practices rather than through formal assessment (testing, questioning, completing forms).

When looking at what is going on, it will be useful to adopt what is called an ‘extended framework’ rather than a narrow focus. In looking at numeracy and literacy, we need to adopt a broad social practice view of numeracy and literacy. If we were to use a narrow one, we would notice only a few things. We would see the skills used and not see the social relations, pressures, roles etc; we would tend to express our findings in terms of deficit and exclusion based on a particular view of literacy and numeracy rather than a more positive description. An extended framework gives richer data which goes beyond formal skills and texts or numbers to literacy and numeracy practices.

Fieldwork is based on the twin principles of listen and observe. We need to look round the total environment at signs and public texts, at language and signs - and watch the interactions with these texts and signs. Studying people’s interaction will provide clues to what is informing their behaviour. We must try to see below the surface, and not be
content with those elements which can be seen and heard. We want to discover the norms, values and beliefs of the people we are investigating, to find out their (unconscious) funds of knowledge. This is the extended framework.

Unless absolutely necessary, the researcher should not interfere with the activities that the individuals of the area are performing, but simply observe. The objective is to describe the situation as it is, not to alter it to suit our requirements. Nevertheless, some activities will sometimes help to promote the research. Some of the workshop participants bought items from the market stalls; they compared the informal local measures used in different parts of the markets with the standardised measures. Throughout all our research, however much we try to avoid involvement, we need to be aware that our very presence is going to change things and influence the situation.

And above all, an ethnographer will ask questions – usually in the form of “Why…?”. As George Openjuru put it, Ask what may appear stupid questions politely if the meaning of some actions are not clear. You should ask questions the way the monkey does. He stops, faces you square and looks at you. Then he moves around and stops and looks again. Then he climbs a tree and looks at you from the top. Then he takes a good long look at your backside.

Questioning in this way depends on the relationship built up between researched and researchers. Ethnographic research is based on the establishment of mutual respect between the parties – the informants become partners in the research. Creating this relationship will usually take time and certainly takes effort. Introducing oneself and explaining the purpose of the visit will defuse some of the suspicion and fear. Participating in what they are doing (depending on the type of activity) will often help. An ethnographer will always seek to take time - there is no rush.

**Field Notes**

While watching, listening and asking questions, we also need to be recording - taking notes, if acceptable and it is not disruptive, in an unobtrusive way, without attracting
attention to what we are doing. The products of our ethnographic research are our **field notes**. These are very important (Eisenhardt 1989).

Our notes should be as detailed as we can possibly make them. We must not forget to record the time and the context of the observation, the when and where - indeed to note everything that happens during the process of data collection as far as we can. Detailed field notes should include subject matter even if at the time we think that it is not relevant; we can decide afterwards what is relevant or irrelevant. Experience informs us that we should not believe ourselves when we say, “I will remember that”. We won’t.

To keep our notes brief, we can use abbreviations and our own form of shorthand.

When taking notes, we need to develop a system to distinguish between recording things that actually happened and noting down those things that we think about while looking. We can make what are sometimes called ‘headnotes’ for ourselves – those personal comments we want to make on what we see and hear. Some people divide their notebook into two columns, one side for recording what is going on, the other for personal thoughts; others put such notes into the text but marked off in some way (square brackets, for example, or underlined) or find some other way to ensure that passing comments are not lost.

Apart from making notes, there are other forms of documentation of what we observe which we will need to use, such as video and photographs and collecting samples wherever possible. But we do need to remember that sometimes people pull back when they see a tape recorder, and be careful about choosing when to use a tape recorder. We must always get permission to record and to take photographs.

**WRITING UP**

*After* the fieldwork there come two or three further stages.
1. First, there will be the **writing up of our field notes** – making our rough notes into usable notes. This should be done as soon as possible after the field work. We will be surprised at how many queries we will find as we go through our notes. We must be prepared to go back to the field if need be.

2. Then comes the **writing up of our case studies**, presenting a story of what happened. This is one stage of refinement beyond our field notes which record what we did and what we saw and heard in sequence. Writing up the case study will involve selecting items from our notes so as to make a consecutive narrative out of the dispersed notes. It is important to include as much background information as possible to help the readers. Case studies will provide detailed accounts (vignettes) of actual processes and should include the voices of the participants – both researcher and researched. Throughout the process, we need to place ourselves in the communities’ place and see things from their point of view.

3. Then comes the final and most difficult part, **the analysis**, drawing conclusions from the findings. Once the data has been collected and arranged, it can be analysed (Miles and Huberman 1994). This process involves understanding the meaning of the data collected. We seek to understand the literacy and numeracy practices discovered in terms of the values, social relations, contexts involved in these practices.

This analysis normally takes the form of detailed description and explanation of the data. We need to be as descriptive as possible, remembering that we want a ‘thick’ description. We have to pick out and show what seems to be the key evidence as clearly as possible, and describe the patterns and themes that are evident in the data. We are looking for evidence relating to the themes which fit the objectives of our study.

The analysis and sorting into different categories is one of the most important phases of the research. There are many methods used to analyse ethnographic data. Among these are the following:
• **Thematic analysis** (or coding data into categories) – separating out different themes from all the material collected. For example, different forms of counting or measuring.

• **Textual analysis** of interview transcripts and documents – what did they say and why did they say it, especially why did they say it in that way? Example: “You are illiterate?” – Response: “Yes, I have never been to school”, would indicate that the respondent assumes that ‘literacy’ means ‘going to school’.

• **Content analysis** (discourse analysis) – comparing where different informants talk about similar topics but use different words to express their ideas, how the language they use reveals the world picture they have in their minds, often unconsciously.

• **Photographic analysis** – looking for things in the background which could have been missed while you were there.

In all these and in other forms of analysis, the most important thing is for us to see patterns and seek to answer the question ‘why’. And through it all, we will need to be reflective about our perception of and our impact on the research outcomes and conclusions.

Some of us found that one way to work on our notes was to use highlighter pens or post-it notes, etc. Others found it helpful to use one colour for one theme. Such devices will help us to draw conclusions and to use the collected data systematically.

In our case studies, thematic analysis seems to be the most useful way to produce the conclusions we have drawn.

**WRITING UP THE REPORT**

Data analysis will be followed by writing the report.

Ethnography involves collecting data about those being studied. This data can be spoken, written, visual or physical. However, ethnography is not just about collecting data but
also about **presenting** data or materials. This may mean first, speaking about the data to others, second, demonstrating with visual aids, and third, writing for others.

There is no one way to write an ethnographic report, for just as the research is individual, so the report will be individual. But to help the workshop participants, Brian Street suggested that ethnographic presentations should deal with the following areas:

- Framing
- Methodology
- Data
- Themes

**Framing:** In order to communicate unfamiliar data to an audience, the data needs to be appropriately framed. What do we need to tell the audience so that they are on the same page and have enough context to comprehend? This is often one of the major problems with presentations on ethnography, that the research does not make the imaginative link to the audience, that the presentation does not give enough information to someone who was not there or who does not understand the background. Each report should contain background information – a short and precise introduction setting out both the context and the objective(s) of the study, why it was done; and the methodology used.

**Methodology:** This section should explain why exactly the researcher chose to use certain information-gathering techniques, e.g. interviews, observation, tape recording, photographs etc. This section should also contain a discussion of what actually happened when the techniques were used and the issues that arose, for instance, ethical issues, photographing issues, and so forth.

**Data:** There will never be enough time and space to present all the data that we will have collected. The data is potentially open ended. The categories are not necessarily there and we need to cull through the data to identify themes. Like a sieve, we need to pull out the hay, stones and dirt, i.e. the things that are not relevant to the themes we are exploring.
**Themes:** In moving from data to themes, we are on provisional grounds. Looking at the data, we must see if we can identify a theme and then can justify it. The identification of themes is not an attempt to present the whole of what we have found. In the time and space available, we may be only able to present one or two themes.

Condensing the presentation of an ethnographic study into a limited space-time forces discipline. Consolidation will be necessary in making our presentation precise. Ethnographic material must be cut down. It is as if we have to present our life’s story in 15 minutes.

Our case studies are designed to be ‘telling’ case studies; so the report will include a section on ‘what does this case study tell me?’ But we hope that enough material has been presented below so that others can find out other things from our case studies.

But the main body of the research will consist of the description of the case study – what happened, what the informant(s) said about themselves, what they did and why they thought they did it; what they felt and assumed; what the researcher actually saw and heard; and what sense/meaning the researcher makes of this story. This last part is very important. Here we will try to draw upon all our own background experience of other research and also on our reading. We will try to relate what we saw and heard to the wider literature on literacy and numeracy. We will indicate where we saw what we believe to be a good example of something which is described in the literature or where the story we are telling challenges commonly held assumptions.

We are not preparing a scientific thesis but telling a story. The important point is to try to tell our story to someone else so that they can understand what we are saying. Just like the turtle and the fish.

In doing this, we will need to extract from our case studies detailed accounts of the actual process being studied, including the voice of the participants. We must keep our own voice to a minimum. But equally we cannot and should not try to hide ourselves. We need to recognise the role that we as researchers have adopted. In every case study, the
reader needs to be able to see where the researchers are at any stage of the research. Equally we need to try to identify our own personal biases and assumptions. One evidence of this are those occasions when we find ourselves struck by what appears to us to be unusual or unexpected.

In writing up, an ethnographer will avoid generalisation and personal judgment. The aim is to state what actually happened, not what generally happens. Our work is aimed at challenging generalisations: all we can say is that in our case studies certain things happened or were said, not that all such people do or say these things.

In writing up, as well as in data collection, it will be necessary for us to try to obtain knowledge from different sources for triangulation purposes. We can check up what some of informants are saying with information from other situations or even from within the same situation. Comparing all our different media (photos, documents, observations, notes and artefacts) will provide triangulation, as will reading other ethnographic studies. Sometimes we will be able to find other informants to explore similar subjects.

In writing up our studies, we should try to avoid adding further difficulties to comprehension for the audience by adding a new terminology too quickly. We should follow the pedagogical rule of starting from the familiar; we can analyse and reflect on our own analyses later.

The workshop agreed on a general format for the reports, although each researcher was encouraged to use a different format if they felt it necessary – the group did not advocate a one-size-fits-all template for such reports. Nevertheless, they felt that each report should include an introduction (short and brief), with background information. It should state the objectives and describe the methodology used.

The main body of the report should describe the findings, the literacy and numeracy practices found in the context and how they were used. It was important that the researcher should not write down everything found, although we recognised that the process of selection of matter related to the objectives is a difficult task. We also felt that
the report should avoid negative value judgments, our aim is to try to understand what is being done and why, not to judge it.

A conclusion can be added, drawing out some of the implications of the findings, especially for our teaching and learning programmes for literacy and numeracy. This will always be tentative, for others will see things in our data which we cannot see. And reflection and analysis takes time before we can make use of the ideas in our teaching. This is explored in Part III of this book.

CONCLUSION

This LETTER programme seeks to introduce the workshop participants to the concepts and practice of ethnography as applied to local literacy and numeracy practices. In part, it was a theoretical study; in part it was practical, for all the participants undertook micro-studies during the workshops and a larger study between the workshops. In this first part of the programme, the participants saw the need for ethnographic studies to be added to their existing ways of finding out about the learners in their learning programmes. They explored some aspects of how to go about such studies and how to write them up. What follows is the series of case studies of local literacy and numeracy practices in Ethiopia which they produced, and then the analysis we drew from these case studies as applied to our adult learning programmes.
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PART II: CASE STUDIES

1. Literacy and numeracy in livelihoods:
   a) Small-scale trading
   b) A small-scale shop
   c) Weaving

2. Literacy and numeracy in the market
   a) A grain trader
   b) A cheese and butter seller
   c) A butcher
   d) A trading and farming family

3. Literacy and numeracy in life histories
   a) A beggar
   b) A law suit

4. Literacy and numeracy in rural lives
   a) An artist in mud
   b) A small farmer family

These case studies of local literacy and numeracy practices in Ethiopia relate to several different aspects of daily life. The first set are devoted to livelihoods, especially incomes and expenditure. Here the counting systems adopted by many non-literate persons are very different from those taught in the (adult) classroom.

LITERACY AND NUMERACY IN LIVELIHOODS.

CASE STUDY 1: Women in small scale business in Arbaminch town
This case study is drawn from the members of a micro-credit scheme. It was conducted by Kebede Jobir and colleagues from Arbaminch College of Teacher Education.
**Introduction**

Generating and controlling income enables women to learn to handle cash and, by managing their micro-enterprise, to learn how to handle the family budget and manage debt. This allows them to assert their viewpoint on family decision making and to take certain decisions alone.

Arbaminch town is located in the Southern region, about 505 kms away from the capital of Ethiopia (Addis Ababa). It is the centre of Gamo Gofa administrative zone. Being located near two rift valley lakes Abaya and Chamo, and bounded by Nechsar National Park, the town serves as a centre of tourist attraction and for running small scale business activities.

**Methods and Process**

This research used ethnographic case study methodology, which should not be confused with other kinds of case studies, such as those used as exemplars of good practice. Thus the methods used were

- Identifying the individual women who take loans by asking the nearby Arbaminch microfinance office.
- Focused observation
- Informal interview
- Observation while walking to the office and individual houses with informants
- Visual ethnography including photography.

**Small Group Focussed Discussion**

We talked to a small group of nine women from the areas of Limat, Konso and Menoriasefer all of whom were members of a micro-credit scheme. They all said that they were not born in these areas but had come in from the countryside to get work and money. Where they came from, there was “only farming”. One of them said, “I hate it, because my parents were farmers but they don’t have money and they didn’t even send me to school, they are poor; I don’t want to live their form of living. So I got information
from one of my friends Kantuse who went to Arbaminch before me and asked her to take me to the town, with no information to my family, because they refused to allow me to go away. I came to Arbaminch and with the help of Kantuse we got work as house maids. *Then both of us got married*. We asked Kantuse whether she can read and write. She said she had learned “in school up to grade 4, while I lived with my parents. My parents didn’t want me to continue, because they want me to work in their farm, so I dropped out and came to town. I was married and now I raise my family. If I get a chance, I want to work as a cleaner or otherwise I want to work in a Arbaminch textile factory.”

During this focus group discussion, we asked the women how they hoped to improve their lives and their family lives. They said, “*We have dreams of improving our families’ economic well-being, developing our own income-generating project, setting our children, especially our daughters, on a path to a better life through school and even university which they never dreamed of for themselves*”. We asked the elderly spokeswoman Hambelle, “Why do you focus on your daughter?” “Because I don’t want her to live my life. It is bad, I don’t have a better home, clothes, and my way of life is not good. We are poor. I was even beaten by my drunken husband. I used to take a loan from the microfinance and struggle to raise my family, make my children to go to school, even buy trousers for my husband but he makes me angry, all to make that devil, his secret wife, happy. My friends laugh at me, they told me what he buys for her, everybody knows. She gave him a child, cheated him, and he gave our money for her”, and her eyes filled with tears.

Despite all these difficulties, the interviewed women responded that they have no choice but to act, and inspired by their dreams try to overcome the obstacles in their path in order to supplement the inadequate incomes their husbands bring in, when it is not to provide all the family's income. For this, they said that they talk with their family, friends and neighbours and act on their strategies individually or in a co-operative manner.

**A co-operative business (Hambelle and Guye)**

Hambelle with her friend Guye work cooperatively; they are also neighbours. We talked to them, and they said, “*We take a loan of 500birr each. Our children in school write the*
loan and the income on separate sheets of paper. We keep this secretly, because it may get mixed with other papers and be lost. We have different activities like araki making, tella, buying clothes, and retailing, etc., because if one fails to be profitable, the others will compensate; for example, if banana retailing costs decrease, we get income from araki or others. We got this knowledge from our friend Gelete who said during the coffee ceremony that earlier she used to sell one item, making alcoholic drinks only, and had few consumers, didn’t know her profit, and failed to return her loan on time, so she was not allowed the next round of money. So her experience helped for our success. Because we got experience of different items, we know the market needs, and thus we shift from one item to another based on the consumers’ need.”

In addition to this, both women said that “we have some form of enterprise which is not known by our family and is not documented. It is banana trade as distributor, buying from farmers and retailing to small scale street traders”. ‘Why do you hide this information from your families?’ Both laughed and said, “If it is known by our husbands, they will be suspicious. Husbands need to control and decide on all the family’s income, they don’t want us to buy and wear good clothes and shoes, they want us to serve him and our family only, so it is to fulfill our need; and also it serves as a guarantee. You see in our society, the husband is dominant, due to different reasons. If he wants to marry another, he chases us out of our family and gets married to another. So if such a thing happens, we may struggle with this little hidden money. Thus we hide the information for a guarantee, and also to help us to look beautiful to our husband, so that he does not marry others”, and they laughed. They continued, “To this trade, we contribute 23 birr each, with a capital of 46 birr. We chose this number because it is the day of St. George’s church where we pray every month. This is the core for our secrecy to one another in the name of him, St. George’s church. We go to the church, hold its door and promise in the name of him to be honest with one another and keep our secret. The whole money that we collect from our sales was kept in a locked box with St.George’s picture on it and kept in her [Hambelle’s] house”. ‘Why was the St.George’s picture kept on the box?’ Because if somebody tries to steal our money, St.George will defend and punish him/her”. The church is not more than 100 metres from their homes.
We asked, ‘When did you start this trading? Is it profitable? How do you calculate your profit?’ They said, “We started to work together in October 2006. It is profitable because we shared out our original sum with a profit of 75birr and 35 cents for each of us after one year. We didn’t use any calculation because we put the money we get from selling with no mixing with other money, because it is the money that we promise to one another in the name of St George’s church not to mix, not to buy anything from it or lend it to others etc, so we collect it in a locked box for a year and we open it at the day of St.George i.e. 23rd of the month. Because this is the date in which we believe in him, we are honest with our share and sales, we believe that we remove any dishonest action especially on this date. This year we increased our capital by doubling the initial money (46 birr each) to make a total 92 birr. We will continue this activity by increasing the same amount of money we contributed, bearing in mind the day of the angel St. George”.

Fig. 1.1 Hambelle and Guye banana selling
Guyato, a trader of Konsosefer

One of the respondents, Guyato Guyala, lives in Konsosefer; her house is a little bit far from the centre of the town. We talked to her and she said, “I used the age of my elder daughter 16 years for 1600 birr (one thousand six hundred birr) to know the total amount of money that I borrowed from the microfinance last year. I used her age, because I never forget her age of 16 because it was at this age that she dropped out of school when her father was out of government work and become unemployed. We didn’t have enough money, her father was always angry, not happy, drunken; he beat me always. In this condition, my friend Kumee shared her experience and told me to take a loan from microfinance. I discussed this with my daughter and she decided to leave the school until the family situation was changed, and I agreed and she helps me now in boiling cheka” (a cultural drink of Konso).
Guyato said that her family condition was now good. “We get money by selling cheka, and retailing of sheep, so it is good”. I asked how she calculated her profit. She responded that “a cup of cheka sells at 0.40 cents, and out of the 50 kilo grain that I bought, I got about 70 to 80 cups; the profit of which is nearly 28 birr. I know the amount of profit based on the water that I add to the boiling container by assuming losses by evaporation.

Guyato also used to buy a sheep at a low cost, feed it from the product of the cheka and sold it at a high price. ‘How do you know about buying and retailing of sheep?’, we asked. She said, “During the coffee ceremony with my neighbours, we talk about
marketing. One day, a woman, Gadisse, told me her experience in buying sheep at a low cost, feeding it from the product of cheka and retailing. We pray in the same church and she has never told me things that hurt my family, I believed her. I buy small sheep at a low cost, my daughter writes how much money I spent, and during retailing I ask my daughter to read for me the amount of money I paid previously to know the amount of profit money that I get from retailing of the sheep.”

I asked Guyato when and how she used to return her loan. Guyato answered as follows: “I used to pay monthly 40 birr for a period of 40 months; for this I counted 40 grains (of maize) and kept it in safe place, in which a single grain represents 40birr, so when I pay 40 birr, I reduce one grain and so on”. ‘From where did you get such experience?’ She said, “I heard when my father Guyala talked about his father i.e. my grandfather who was dead before my birth. My father talked to our family about my grandfather. I heard my father say that his father was having so many sheep, he used sand to count their number; when there is a new birth, he added one sand grain; if he slaughtered, he reduced one sand grain and so on. I was astonished by the knowledge of my grandfather at that time when I heard his practice, so I think it is my grandfather’s experience that was transferred to me and helps me to calculate my loan of return.” During our observation, we saw that there were 26 grains. When we asked how many had been paid and how many remain, she automatically responded, “I have paid 560 birr, and 1040 remain”, which is correct.
I asked Guyato, ‘Do your family members know where you keep this grain?’ “No”, she said, “Because my husband always asks me for money to buy drink. I refuse to give and he gets angry and we quarrel always. He thinks I have more money and, he used to say, he is unemployed, so I am afraid that if he knows this, he may steal and throw away my grains to make me angry”, she said. I asked her, ‘What if something happens to you when you are away from home? Or if something like fire burns your house?’ She smiled and “Don’t worry”, she said, “I am not a mother who leaves problems to my family. Every information about this is known by my mother. I told her and she knows; I also keep some money in her home, because I am afraid of my husband that he may steal it when I am not at home.”

**Wudnesh in the market: a different attitude towards micro-finance.**

The microfinance responsible person, Negash Getachew, informed us that they are helpful and work to enhance the women’s empowerment, and in doing so they are successful in achieving their goals. This is their view, but not that of all the users.
Fig. 1.7  Wudnesh marketing

For example: One of the informants in the market, Wudnesh, told us she hated microfinance, because after she had taken a loan of 600 birr earlier, due to lack of experience, she misused the money and could not return her loan. She said, “I asked them, saying, ‘I am illiterate, you are the government, hence excuse me or give me a longer time’, but they refused and I sold my cow from which I earn 65 birr from a litre of milk. After this, I have been preparing pepper, buying and retailing common salt, etc. They are not good, they didn’t help us, there is no training, no follow-up, but simply collecting the money, with no excuse. I hate them.” ‘How did you misuse your first loan?’ we asked. She said, “They gave us the money and said, ‘All of you work with this money and return it after a long time’; so I was happy and took the money, and used it for different activities that I can’t remember now.” ‘But you know that it is the government money and you should have to return it?’ “Yes”, she said and added, “There is no clear information on how and when to return it, but they used us for their propaganda”.

From this case study one can understand that every adults have their own local literacy and numeracy practices, thus further study is needed on how many profit does the banana resellers obtains and how much does the local drink residue that the sheep feed costs?

1 We have translated their words from Amharic into English
CASE STUDY 2:  TIRHAS: A SMALL SCALE BUSINESS IN ADWA, TIGRAY

This case study has been prepared by Sisay Kahsay. It describes a group of ten women who run a small scale shop near a college of education, each member taking two days in turn to serve in the shop.

Introduction

This case study was conducted in Ethiopia, region Tigray, town Adwa. It explains how this woman engaged in a small scale business with a group. The purpose of this study is to see her literacy and numeracy practices as well as the ways of accomplishing her daily activities.

It was 23 October 2007 when I walked from my home to the market place of Adwa town. I saw different items placed on the market side of the road. Suddenly I met Tirhas, a woman who was my neighbour, selling different items and we exchanged greetings in our local language Tigrigna. Tigrigna is widely spoken in that local area.

I asked the woman, "Are these items prepared for a wedding ceremony?", "Yes," she replied showing a smiling face and laughing. Again I asked her, "Why are you laughing?" She said, "I told you that for joking. These items are prepared for selling; it is our small scale business shop." I decided to try to assess how they buy and how they sell without her knowledge by chatting with her.

Another day I went to Tirhas and I tried to observe without her knowledge. I asked about the prices of the items. She asked me, "Why are you asking me all these things?", so I told her my purpose. The woman accepted my reason and was ready to tell me her story.

Tirhas Gidey lives in Northern Ethiopia, Tigray region, in Adwa town Kebele 07. Her age is 34. She has two daughters. Their names are Tarik Leul aged 17, she is grade 10, and Selam Leul aged 15, she is in grade 9; both of them are in school. I asked her how she joined this small-scale business and she said "I was a fighter with TPLF/EPRDF in the field. After the Derg Regime failed, I became a civilian and I started leading my life with the salary I got for my retirement. It was very small and I couldn’t manage very
well with my family. So I sent Helen to her father to Axum, because we were divorced. Due to this economic problem, I decided to discuss with my friends to do something, and we agreed to establish an organisation of a small-scale business in 1989 E.C. To open this small scale business, we had not enough money. So we agreed to apply to the Don Bosco Catholic Church to get support from church. When we went to the church, we got the leader of the Church and we told him our problem. The leader of the church volunteered to help us with 80.00 birr every month.

‘‘However” she said, “It could not be a permanent solution, rather we were developing dependency. Therefore, we changed our idea. That is, to borrow 500.00 birr each, making a total of 5000.00 birr from this church and 500.00 birr each from the small scale business office, total 5000.00 birr; totally we borrowed 10,000.00 birr.

I asked her, “How do you allocate your money to different items and how did you get the shop?” She said, “By the money we got from microfinance and the church, we invested based on the need of the community”, because the women's small scale shop is near the teacher training college. “We got the shop by the help of microfinance office. So the students [of the college] need different items such as more barley flour (tihini)”. I asked, "Why?” She said, “Because they can drink it simply by stirring it with water. So we invest more money in barley flour than in other items.” Moreover she said, “Some of the students need to prepare food by themselves. Therefore, they need pepper. Hence next to barley flour, we invest money in pepper”.

I also asked her, “Besides the small plastic packets, you have pepper in quintals, so why do you display it prepared in quintals?” She said, "We have an agreement to supply one quintal of pepper to Adwa Hospital every six months. That is why we make ready the pepper in quintal (100kgs).” I asked her, “Do you have a written agreement?” She said, “No, it is not written but we supply every six months”. I asked her to tell me the price of the items. She told me that the price of each item is clearly depicted. They bought different items and prepared different things.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Bought</th>
<th>Selling prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pepper</td>
<td>50.00 birr for one Kilo</td>
<td>60.00 birr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lentil</td>
<td>7.5 birr for one kilo</td>
<td>8.00 birr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bean</td>
<td>5.50 birr for one kilo</td>
<td>8.00 birr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macaroni</td>
<td>6.50 birr for one kilo</td>
<td>7.00 birr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>50.00 birr for one quintal</td>
<td>75.00 birr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2.1 The small scale shop

I asked her, “Do you have rules within the small scale business shop?” She said, “Yes. For example, if anybody wants to withdraw from small-scale business, she can withdraw at any time. If somebody violates the rules such as corruption, she will be dismissed from the membership.”

I was eager to know how she records her expenses and profits. Therefore, I decided to spend two days with Tirhas and her friend in the small-scale business shop. Her friend was not happy with me in spending that much time in the small-scale business shop. Her friend did not accept this and she and I discussed it with Tirhas. Then they told me to bring a letter of permission from the
microfinance office. When I wrote my application to the small-scale business office, they gave me a letter of permission. Then after that, they volunteered to give me all the information.

I asked Tirhas “How do you record your items?” She said that “Since some of us can write and read, we do not have any problem in recording items. But some of us cannot write and read. However when we sell different items during the two days of our turn, we have our mechanism, that is, every item is packed in small plastic bags. Therefore, when we transfer to the next turn of our members, we have two alternatives: We should have to transfer the already counted plastic bags; or if we sold different items, we should give the already budgeted money to one of the Auditors.”

I asked her; "How many members do you have?" She said, "We are ten."

I asked her, “From all these items, how do you calculate your profit?” She said, “I can calculate my profit easily because for each item I know how much I bought and how much I have sold”. I understood in that way that from a kilo of pepper, they got 10 birr profit. Her friend also said, “Sometimes we sell some item without profit”, and I asked her "Why?" She said, “For example, we buy bananas for 4 birr and we resell them for 4.00 birr. We do this in order to attract our customers.”

While I talk with them, one foreigner, an English speaker, came and he wanted to buy macaroni. They tried to communicate by signs; additionally I helped them by translation. By that case, I become interested to know about their communication with other languages. I asked her, “Do you know any other language other than Tigrigna?” She said, “I try to speak Amharic to some extent. But I do not speak other languages.” So I asked her, “If so, how do you communicate with other language speakers, to buy and sell the items?” Tirhas said, “I can communicate by signs and sometimes by mediators.”

I also asked her, “Have you had enough time so as to return your loan? And how much money have you deposits up to now? Where do you put it?” She said, “Yes, we have had enough time to return our credit, that is 500.00 for Catholic Church and 500.00 for
small scale business office every month, and we have returned all. We have 40,000.00 birr and we put it in the bank.” I also asked her, "Do you put the money in the bank all the time?" She replied, "We share some amount of money during celebrations and festivals during New Year and Christmas, for instance."

While I was discussing with Tirhas, her daughter Tarik who is 17 and attending school came and gave her some money. I asked her, “Why did your daughter give you money? From where did she bring it?” She said, “She works one shift as a cleaner at Don Bosco, her salary is 20.00 birr per week and I collect her money. When she gives me the money every week, she puts her signature, to assure that she gave me the money. By now she has collected 640.00 birr.”
LITERACY AND NUMERACY IN LIVELIHOODS: SMALL SCALE INDUSTRY

Literacy and numeracy are not only used in the community when trading; it is also embedded within many crafts and industries run on a small scale in rural and urban areas of Ethiopia. This case study concerns a weaver.

CASE STUDY 3: ASHA, THE WEAVER

Compiled by Markos Mekuria, Lecturer and Adult Education Coordinator, Awassa College of Teacher Education

This study was conducted in Southern Ethiopia, Awassa which is about 270 kMS from Addis Ababa. It illustrates the case of one individual who is engaged in weaving business. As the study adopted an ethnographic approach, the researcher tried to learn and understand many issues from the practices in the study. The research methods employed in this study were interview, informal discussions, observation and visual documentation (photos) of the selected activities. Photographing and interviews were done with the permission of the subject of the study.

It was Saturday morning 16 January 2008. I went to the Saturday market to buy a ‘Gabī’ (a cultural cloth made of cotton, used to wear during cold time) for my father. There I met a ‘Gabī’ seller and bought one ‘Gabī’ by 160 birr. I was struck by his interesting speech and the way he sought to attract the attention of ‘Gabī’ buyers, and I became very interested to know something about this man and his occupation. I politely asked him whether or not he would be willing to tell me his name and his background. He replied positively, and said, “My Name is Asha Agena. I live in Awassa. I was born and brought up in Awassa, Berhan village, the son of a weaver and farmer. I used to help my father while he was weaving. I learned weaving skills from him. After his death, I continued weaving in order to help my mother, my two brothers and my sister, for I was the elder son in the family.”
Then I asked him whether he had schooling or not. He replied, “I had no schooling. I did not go to any school, my father did not send me to any school, for he was non–literate and wanted my labour at that time.” Asha continued saying, “This reminds me of something. You know, when I grew older, I decided to get married and be blessed with children. After eight years, I got married and currently I am the father of three kids. I started sending my kids to school. This year I sent my daughter to one of the private schools, she is learning at grade 1 and my son to the kindergarten level one, to take revenge against my no schooling.”

After that, I told him that I would be interested to know more about himself and his occupation another time by visiting his home. After that, we made an appointment by exchanging addresses and I departed. We met on Tuesday May 6, 2008 as per our prior appointment. After exchanging greetings, I started asking how he makes cultural clothes such as ‘Gabi,’ ‘Kutta,’ and ‘Netela.’. He answered, “First, I buy a medeb (set of raw cotton) of cotton from the market, (Gabi) and give it to my wife for processing it and she converts the cotton into thread (mag) form in her free time, including the night time. And then she or myself convert the ‘likakit’ (mag) into ‘Kesem’ (a small cut bamboo which contains cotton thread on it). For example, he said, currently the price of one medeb of cotton in the market is 20 birr and that amount is adequate for making one ‘Gabi’ or ‘Kutta’ (another form of flat cultural cloth used to wear during cold time).” He added, “I use ‘Kesem’ or Likakit to determine the amount of mag adequate for one ‘Gabi’ or ‘kutta’. To make one ‘Gabi’ or ‘Kutta’, about 60 medium size ‘likakit’ of mag are adequate. I convert the mag (or likakit) into ‘kesem’ form, for it is more convenient to throw or use between the stretched threads.”

Asha (the weaver) also informed me that one medium size ‘likakit’ of mag can be converted into three ‘kesems’, and to make one ‘Gabi’ or ‘Kutta’, about 210 ‘kesems’ of cotton thread are enough.

Suddenly I asked, “How do you know this?” He answered, “From my experience. I know it in two ways. First I calculate it in my mind and secondly by counting my fingers, that is, representing one finger for three ‘kesems’ or for one ‘likakit’.” I was also interested
to learn the differences between ‘Gabi’, ‘Kutta’ and ‘Netela’. I asked him, “Are there any differences and similarities among ‘Gabi’, ‘Kutta’ and ‘Netala’?” He replied, “‘Gabi’ and ‘Kutta’ are similar in many things except their length. ‘Gabi’ is two arm lengths longer than ‘Kutta’. They are made from similar materials. However, ‘Netela’ and ‘Gabi’ are different. ‘Netela’ is made from ‘dir’ (white factory-made thread) only. It is called ‘dir’ be ‘dir’ and has embroidery at the two end parts of its length. However, ‘Gabi’ and ‘Kutta’ are made from ‘mag’ (the locally processed cotton) and ‘dir’. It is said to be ‘dir’ be ‘mag’ and has embroidery at the two end parts of its length. ‘Kutta’ and ‘Netela’ can have similar lengths, i.e. five ‘kind’ (five arm lengths) in length and three’ kind’ (three arm lengths) in width. ‘Gabi’ and ‘Kutta’ are meant for men, while ‘Netela’ is meant for women and girls.”

I asked, “What units do you use to measure their length and width?” He answered, “I use ‘kind’, ‘sinzir’ and ‘ermija’ to measure their length and width for making these clothes. I use ‘ermija’ (a foot step) when stretching ‘dir’ (thread) outside the work station and to fix my local machine in the work station. ‘Sinzir’ is from the tip of the thumb to the tip of the middle finger when stretched. I also use ‘sinzer’ to mean half of a ‘kind’ or two ‘sinzir’ equal one ‘kind’.”

I asked, “How long does it takes you to make a ‘Gabi’, ‘Kutta’ or ‘Netela’?” Asha answered, “Well, it depends on my speed and the type and size of embroidery to be used. For example, it takes me about a day to make a ‘Gabi’ or ‘Kutta’, but I can make at least three ‘Netelas’ in a day.” In addition, he told me that the design and the size of embroidery is determined by the preference of the individuals who give orders for the work, although sometimes it is determined by the weaver himself based on the customer’s/retailer’s need or market preference.

During my field visit (observation), I observed a work station and asked, “Who established the work station, the machines and other required materials?” He answered, “Most of them were produced by me, but I bought some materials from the shop, I established the work station, the ‘dir’ and ‘mag’ processor, the ‘kesem’. But other things were bought from the market.” I asked, “How do you protect these tiny cotton
threads from being cut during stretching?” He replied, “Before stretching the ‘dir’, I prepare the solution of water, sugar, bread and used carbon papers and put the thread into that solution to keep the ‘dir’ from being broken or cut while stretching. This is a practice which I acquired from my father.”

I asked him for whom he makes these clothes, how often he makes them and who helps him. Asha answered, “I make these materials mainly for two people. First, I make ‘Gabi’ or ‘Kutta’ or ‘Netela’ by order for individuals who want to have such a cloth, when they bring all the necessary materials (dir, mag, and coloured threads for the embroidery). For making ‘Gabi’ or ‘Kutta’, I charge them 50 birr for each, and for making ‘Netela’, I charge them each 20 birr only. Secondly, I make these clothes for sale in the market, especially for retailers. The estimation of materials needed for making ‘Gabi’ or ‘Kutta’ is 60 medium size or 40 big size ‘likakit’ (mag), 8 sets of ‘dir’, and 8 sets of small balls of factory-made threads of different colours for embroidery are used. And for making ‘Netela’, three sets of ‘dir’ which cost 8 birr each and coloured factory-made thread (for embroidery) of 10 birr are needed.”

During discussion, he also told me that his estimation regarding the amount of materials needed was most of the time correct or exact. He also indicated that he has a third option for whom he makes these clothes. He said, “I have a third option, for example, if I finish or complete the work that I was ordered by individuals and by customers (retailers), I will not sit idle; rather I make some of these items for the market, i.e., for selling them myself in the Saturday Market. I sell ‘Netela’ for 50 to 60 birr, ‘Gabi’ for 150 to 160 birr and ‘Kutta’ for 140 to 150 birr when I sell them myself. But if I am busy with duties, I give them to my relative to sell them. I pay him an allowance of 20 birr per day, and in addition I allow him to have the money above the minimum price of the cloth, that is, 50 birr for ‘Netela’, 150 birr for ‘Gabi’ and 140 birr for ‘Kutta’.”

He went on, saying in his own words that, “Usually I am busy in winter months from Meskerem (September) to Miazia (April) because it is in these months that most of my customers get money and time to give orders. However in the other months, mostly I make on the on-and-off basis and I get some rest.” Asha also informed me that he was
mostly assisted by his wife. She helps him in buying cotton or ‘mag’ and ‘dir’, and in processing and converting these into ‘likakit’ form and then into ‘kesem,’ form, in putting and taking out ‘dir’ from a solution prepared for strengthening the ‘dir’. In addition, Asha said, “When my wife is busy and engaged in household and other duties, I used to buy the processed ‘likakit’ of ‘mag’ from the market and make the aforementioned clothes.” I asked, “How do you determine the quality of your clothes?” He answered, “The quality of the produced clothes or materials (Gabi, Kutta or Netela) will largely depend on the quality and type of raw materials used (‘mag’, embroidery, ‘dir’, etc).”

I asked, “How do you know your profit or loss?” He answered, “I know my profit. I don’t do anything without profit. From a ‘Gabi’ or ‘Kutta’, most of the time I get 50 birr profit, when I produce them for individual users and customers. I get more when I sell them myself in the market. For example, as I have informed you earlier, if I buy one medeb of cotton with 20 birr to process it and convert it into ‘likakit’ (mag), for embroidery 15 birr and for buying eight sets of ‘dir’ which cost 8 birr each, the total expense will estimated to be about 100 birr, and the price of one ‘Gabi’ or ‘Kutta’ is from 150-160 birr, that is why I said, my profit is from 50 to 60 birr per ‘Gabi.’ For ‘Kutta’, since it has a length of five ‘kinds’ (arm length) which is two ‘kinds’ less than that of ‘Gabi’, its price will also be less than the price of a ‘Gabi’. However, he said, I expect the same amount of profit, i.e. the profit I get from a ‘Kutta’ will not be less than the profit I get from a ‘Gabi’. I invest an equal amount of time. From one ‘Netela’, I can get about 20 birr.” So, as he informed me and illustrated with examples, he is able to estimate the profit he is supposed to get. Asha also affirmed that he knows his expenditure items. He mentioned these items in his own words. “I expend my money on food, clothes, school fees and uniforms for my kids, for water, electricity and telephone services for buying cotton (mag), for social services like ‘Idir’, ‘Mahber’ and other expenses.”

Finally I asked him how he keeps his money. He replied, “I don’t want to keep my money in the Bank, but I save some of my extra money in ‘Equb’ (a local saving institution). I save 500 birr per month in ‘Equb’, and I save the rest of my money at my
home in different places, which I do not want to tell the exact location.” He further informed me that he has his own house and has some amount of reserve money which he is not willing to tell the exact amount.

From this case study, it can be concluded that Asha (the weaver) experiences and has many numeracy practices in his occupation and manages his business without formal literacy.
LITERACY AND NUMERACY IN THE MARKET PLACE

The next set of case studies relate to trading in the market place. Here the local ways of measuring are again very different from the standardised approaches of the (adult) classroom.

CASE STUDY 4: ADE YESHI HEYI, A GRAIN RETAILER

This case study was prepared by Zewdu Deriba, ODA's NFE co-ordinator

This case study has been conducted in market area of kebele 04, Asella town, Oromia regional state, 175 kms south of Addis Ababa. I decided to visit this market regularly with the aim of getting anything pertaining to literacy and/or numeracy as social practices. Although there were many women engaged in business activities, one of the women was able to catch my attention. The name of this woman is Ade Yeshi Heyi.

I visited and observed Ade Yeshi for five days at the market area where she retails grain. I observed that she uses a container locally known as kuchibelu, to measure the grain when buying and reselling.

Ade Yeshi told me that she lives with her daughter Meseret Abera in Asella town kebele 06 and is leading a hand-to-mouth life. I guess she is about 60 years old. She says that she cannot read and write, but she can count. For the last 16 years, she has led her life by making and selling local drinks ‘arake’ and ‘tela’ in her small house. But, as she told me, because she lost money repeatedly in making this local drink; she decided to give up this work. After thinking thoroughly, she went to market to observe the work her relatives do. Her relatives buy different kinds of grains from the farmers or wholesalers and resell to consumers. Observing this, after a week she decided to start this work specialising a little bit. Ade Yeshi buys different kinds of grains as her relatives do. But she mixes them. After mixing, she sells using the same measurement that she uses for buying.

When she buys and resells, while counting cups or kuchibelus of grains, no written calculation is used to know the payment. If both the buyer and seller agree to pay 8 birr
for 9 cups of grain, she counts 9 cups and says ‘8 birr’. For a second purchase, she counts from one to nine and says 16 birr (8+8). Also if additional cups of grains needed, she counts again from one to nine and says 24 birr (8+8+8) for herself, using her language, Afan Oromo. The same is repeated for any other additional 8 birr and the buyer pays the amount said during counting.

On my last observation, the fifth day, I tried to discuss with Ade Yeshi to find out how she prepares the grains for selling. Ade Yeshi told me the following, looking at the grains mixed. “I have bought 8 cups of wheat grain for eight birr. Also 12 cups of sorghum for 8 birr differently. Then I mix the two kinds of grains and sell 9 cups of mixed grain for 8 birr for my customers who need it to prepare injera”. Also she said, pointing her finger at one bag of grain, “Look at this mixed grain! It is not pure as that of the previous and it is not the mixture of only two kinds of grain. As you see, it is a mixture of maize, barley, wheat and sorghum. I bought 8 cups of wheat and barley for seven birr each and 13 cups of maize and sorghum for 8 birr each. Now I am ready to sell 9 cups of this mixed grain for seven birr for my customers who need it to prepare the local drinks ‘arake’ and ‘tela’.”

After her explanation, I asked her, “How do you know your profit?” She answered that it is very easy. “Concerning the sorghum and wheat grain, I bought 8 cups of wheat for 8 birr and 12 cups of sorghum for the same birr. And I sell 9 cups of the two mixtures for birr 8. This means I have a loss of one cup from wheat and gain of three cups from sorghum. That means from the two mixtures of grains, I have a gain of two cups”.

“For the other four kinds of grains, I sell 9 cups of the mixtures for seven birr. This means I have a gain of four cups from each of the maize and sorghum, and a loss of one cup from each of the wheat and barley. This shows that I have a profit of three cups from the sale of the mixtures”.

After all this, she has told me that though this is not a good profit, both Ade Yeshi and her daughter Meseret have been covering their expenses of daily food and clothing each year since doing this work. Not only this, after her all necessary expenses she saves 2-5
birr or above each week. She does this after counting the principal of 1200 birr that she has borrowed from the credit and saving share company of Oromia. Out of this saving, she saves 21 birr every month at the company she borrowed from.

Lastly I asked her, “For what purpose do you save?” She answered that “Sometimes I might buy the grains at an expensive cost and before I finish reselling, the cost may fall. During this time I face a loss and these savings will cover this loss”.

From this study I can conclude that:

- being literate (to read and write) is not mandatory to engage in an occupation people want to do and that they can still calculate their profit.
- using a standard unit is not mandatory for buying and reselling purpose.

So I suggest that those who want to prepare teaching materials for the purpose of adult education could examine such calculating practices deeply.

THREE TRADERS IN ALELTU MARKET IN CHEESE AND BUTTER, MEAT AND GRAIN

After attending the LETTER training, a team of five trainees went out to do ethnographic research using case study approach to gather information on the existing funds of knowledge and to explore the existing literacy and numeracy practices that would assist in developing themes that would reinforce the learning process of adults. With this in mind, the team travelled to the north eastern part of Addis Ababa to Aleltu district and compiled three case studies. The team members were Abraru Sherif, Makda Getachew, Selamawit Admassu, Yared Anthionious and Minna Addisu.

General introduction

Berhe Alleltu woreda (district) is located at a distance of 55 kms north east of Addis Ababa with a population of 200,000. A majority of the people are followers of the Christian religion.
Aleltu is a highland area and most of the communities are engaged in subsistence farming. In the market of Aleltu, people from different corners meet to buy and sell. The market is open every Thursday and Saturday, and is estimated to accommodate (according to our observation) about 1000 marketers during its peak hours from 9:30am to 1:30pm.

The research team from Addis Ababa arrived in to Aleltu district on March 1, 2008 to work on their case studies. The team used the following methodologies: observation, dialogue, interview, transect walk, interpreter/mediators, visual ethnography (photography) and on-the-spot analysis.

CASE STUDY 5: EFE ALEMU, A BUTTER AND CHEESE SELLER
This case study is based on two interviews with Efe Alemu, a market trader, which took place on November 10th, 2007 and February 29th, 2008 in the Aleltu Saturday market.

Market day is, to many people, not only a market day; for some, it is the day they meet their relatives and friends. It is also a good opportunity for most to exchange information, as some come from adjacent districts. It is also an interesting spot for the youth to choose their mate. Observing the different scenarios taking place in the market, the market seems to operate in its own unique ways. It holds its shape, and sellers of similar items sit together displaying what they have to the buyers. All seem to have their own style to attract the buyers. The sellers in the market appear to be competing with each other, but giving more weight to the formal and informal relationships with each other, they try to attract buyers mostly by their eye contacts.

Fig 3.1 Efe Alemu at her stall
Among the different sellers in this market, Efe Alemu is one. Around 9:30 am, Efe was making herself comfortable sitting close to her selling place “Medeb” (the name of her stall), preparing and re-arranging, re-organising what she brought, negotiating, greeting people she knows, etc. On that very busy market day, she was actively trying to attract her customers in a better fashion than her other counterparts were doing, which at the same time attracted the attention of the team. Efe has counted years since she started selling butter and cheese in this same market. Efe with her villagers travel about three to four hours to reach the market twice every week.

Efe was born in the rural town of Berhe where she lives now\(^2\). Her parents have given birth to seven children (four boys and three girls). Efe is the sixth child of her parents. In her childhood, she was occupied with assisting her parents with household chores and tending the cattle. Efe got married at the age of 17, although girls in her tradition get married at an earlier age of say 13. We asked her how she knew her exact age of marriage, because we know that a birth certificate is not a common practice, especially in rural areas. She said that it was looking at the record kept by the local church elite which helped her to know her age. A priest who is close to the family members told her her age (we think this needs further investigation in the field). In the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, every day of the month is made into a religious day, and she said that this helped her to know the dates and the months. She began naming the days by ‘St Abo’ which is the 5\(^{th}\) day of a month, and a week from ‘Abo’ is St Michael, 12\(^{th}\) day of the month. St Gabriel is one week following St Michael which is the 19\(^{th}\), then two days later is St. Mary, the 21\(^{st}\). Two days later is St George, the 23\(^{rd}\). This is how she counts the dates in a month. When she was asked about her age, it took her only a few seconds to tell her age, and “I am now left with a year to be fifty” was how Efe told us her age.

Efe had had no chance of going to school, having been born from parents who had not gone into any kind of formal education but who have amazing skill of counting numbers, which she learned from her parents using beans, dried sheep waste called ‘betet’ and using her fingers. She starts counting first using her hand fingers, then her toes, and if the

\(^2\) The interviews were conducted in Amharic and Oromifiya
counting goes on, she uses beans (if available) or dried sheep waste. “It is easy. I use my fingers and if the counting continues, I will collect grains of beans; otherwise I use sheep ‘betet’ (sheep waste) ... Tens of hundreds equals one thousand”.

During her childhood when she was a cattle herder, it was not only by counting that Efe identified her cattle but also by their names: “‘lomi’, ‘bure’, ‘boka’, ‘gura’, ‘dale’,...are some of my cattle I went after”, Efe told us.

A new chapter in her life started after she was abducted (she was forcefully kidnapped by the husband and taken away to his family’s home) and married to her husband in a traditional way. In order to formalise the marriage and secure the blessing of her family, the groom bought a dowry of ‘buluko’ (a traditional blanket made of cotton) for the bride’s father, a dress and ‘gabi’ (a traditional shawl made of cotton) for the mother. For the bride, the groom bought perfume, hair oil, an umbrella, jewelry, etc. Efe’s family provided traditional an Ethiopian table ‘mesob’, ladle, box for clothing, tray, coffee, soap, sugar, etc in the form of gifts to their daughter and the groom.( It is a tradition to give gifts and different items to the newly married couple but the gifts vary depending on the financial capacity of the family). The whole marriage process and the marriage feast consumed the meager resources the groom had accumulated so far, as a result of which the married couple were forced to work hard and earn money to sustain their life, as well as support the in-laws. The husband started work in a distant village farming for the rich landlords as a daily laborer. In the same way, Efe also started working in her village cleaning barns, mowing and any other available work that would earn some income. She later started producing traditional trays - ‘sefed’, (a traditional tray made of dry grass which has flat shape), ‘enkib’ (a bowl made out of dry grass with curved edges, of different sizes), and ‘agelgil’ (a traditional lunchbox made out of dried grass with a cover) - and selling them to generate income.
In the course of time, Efe was forced to change this income generation activity into the selling of vegetables, as sitting for long hours to produce the traditional trays coupled with continuous giving birth to 8 children (6 girls and a boy, one died at an early age) caused her to have backache. Efe also compared the profit gained and the time spent to produce the traditional trays and the money gained from the sale of vegetables. “It takes some days to produce local trays and I get only two birr profit, whereas I get more than two birr profit a day from the selling of vegetables.”

According to Efe, to begin vegetable and cabbage selling is not capital intensive. Before starting this business, Efe took close observation of how the women in the market sell what they have. On the next market day, Efe was in the market with her cabbage and vegetables to do her business. “A day’s observation is enough to do business in the market, anybody can do it”, was how Efe expressed how she started the business in the
market. Being in the market also helped Efe to look at other sellers in the market and compare the income she earns with that of the other sellers.

A friend of hers in the market who sells cheese and butter introduced Efe to this business activity. Starting this business was not easy as it required some amount of initial capital, which forced Efe to look for an ‘arata’ (a traditional money lender). For the traditional lender to give Efe money, she and her husband needed to undergo a long process of convincing the lender. This is an unwritten law agreed and practised to get a loan from traditional money lenders. With her husband, Efe was supposed to give free labour for the family that will lend them money. This was the initial step Efe went through to sway the lender’s family to make a loan. She needed to find a guarantor who would have to make an agreement with the lender. She signed an agreement for the guarantor, that if she failed to pay back in the due period, the guarantor would pay back the loan to the lender and the guarantor will take the collateral. Her collateral was a plot of farm land and one eucalyptus tree from their land. They cannot take the loan for more than one month. “It is not easy to get a loan even for a month” was how she explained the difficulty of getting a loan from traditional money lenders. This is because traditional money lenders calculate their interest per month.

Once she has bought the butter from a farmer for 34 birr, she will resell it for a different price. She decides to buy the butter from a farmer knowing that she will sell and make a profit. She uses different scoops such as a coffee ceramic cup and a tin cup. She uses her hand to measure the weight and estimate the price. She knows the weight/measures using her hand and fixes the price accordingly.
She sells a small coffee ceramic cup of butter for 11 birr which weighs ¼ kilo (we checked the weight in a shop). Elsewhere in Aleltu market the price of 1 kilo of *Sheno kibe* [a type of butter] was 44 birr and 11 birr was the exact price for a quarter of a *kibe*. We checked the price from another butter selling shop.

The tin cup ‘*kibe*’ of butter weighs a little more than half a kilo and sells for 28 birr – it therefore earns 2 birr extra. She bought it for 26 birr and sells for 28 birr.

The prices vary according to the season. When the Christmas fasting and Easter fasting are ended (*sifeta*), the price will rise. During the fasting season, the price goes down. She checks the price from suppliers who sell butter to the women and other merchants who buy and store and sell as a wholesaler to the town of Addis Ababa. She checks the price of the market before she buys and fixes her selling price. The diagram below shows her market link.

```
Supplier (farmer)

Merchant (sells in bulk)    woman (Efe)

To urban market    Consumers
```

Efe buys from a farmer who supplies butter to merchants who sell in large amounts in the town (through urban markets) and also to small retailers like Efe. She then sells in small amounts to the consumers. So Efe has a way of checking the current price from the supplier (farmer) and fixes her price accordingly.

She uses three different forms of measuring instruments.
### Units of measurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Units of measurement</th>
<th>Her unit of measurement</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tin cup – ‘tasa’</td>
<td>1 tin cup = more than ½ kg</td>
<td>Note here that her estimation for the piled up butter over the cup is measured using her hand as a weighing scale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bigger size of ceramic cup – ‘sini’</td>
<td>4 big cups = 1 kg.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Small size of ceramic cup – ‘sini’</td>
<td>5 small cups = 1 kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Jag – plastic container</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Formerly they used to weigh butter using a tin bowl to buy and resell. Currently all butter sellers use the above listed items for measurement.

In the market, Efe uses different techniques to attract people who come to buy cheese and butter. “I keep the butter and cheese fresh, the bucket and the cups I use are also clean” continued Efe, “The cleanliness of my hand by which I do all the measurement and the exchanges also matters to my customers.” She buys cheese and butter from the Onodo market and sells in the Aleltu market on Saturday. If she does not sell all her items, then she will take it to the Hamus Gebayi market. This is how she tries to finish all that she has bought. At other times, Efe buys some items from Aleltu market and sells them in the Hamus Gebayia. On her bad market days, Efe will wrap the butter in castor leaves - ‘Gulo leavse’, put it in a plastic bag, put it in a basket and hang it up on her wall. She does that to protect it from cats and rats and also from dirt. For her cheese, she will wrap it in a plastic bag and put it in water until she takes it to the market again. She keeps it the same way for about 14 days in cold water but she will not forget to change the water now and then. To give it a pleasant aroma, the cheese and butter will be kept in a smoked container fumigated with fragrant wood-olive (weyra maten) so that the cheese and butter will preserved and it will give it a good taste and flavour.

In buying and selling, Efe repeatedly counts the money before giving change to the customer and vice versa. “Isn’t it money?” was what she said when asked about checking her money. “Even if one gives me a 200 birr note, I can give change without any miscalculation.” She keeps her money in a traditional wallet and hangs it on her neck under her dress in her chest.
The profit she has made from the sale of her items will be calculated after she has completely traded all she has brought to the market. With her profit, she buys chickens and sells eggs. Her profit covers food items for her family such as coffee, berbere (powdered pepper), onion, salt, oil, etc. She does not sell on credit. “To whom would I sell on credit? I do not know the client. ‘I don’t sell’, I will tell them that I have a problem and won’t sell on credit.”

At some point in our discussion, Efe was looking at the passersby, so we asked if she wanted to go. “Yes, I have to go at three”, Efe responded. We all looked at our watches and it was quarter to be three. We wanted to check how she knows the time and asked her what time it is: “twenty or fifteen minutes is remaining to be nine”, responded Efe. It was almost the same time as that of ours. With amazement, we asked her how she knows the time, “I will either ask a person with a watch or I can tell using the shade of my body.” Wanting to know more, we followed her into the sun to listen to her explanation. “It is now a few minutes to be 3 pm,” continued Efe, “as you see, my shadow is shorter than my actual body length; had it been longer than the shade of my body, the time would have been after 3 pm”. Efe believes that she is at the same level as an individual who has completed secondary education: “life has given me quite a lot of knowledge; I am no less than a person who has completed secondary education”.
CASE STUDY 6: Abate the butcher muddles through life with multiple skills.

The ethnographer team from Addis Ababa arrived in the town of Berhe in Alleltu woreda on 1 March 2008 to further enrich the case study that was organised two months before. The day was not just any other market day. Rather, it was two days before the 55 days of the fasting season that is practised among the Ethiopian Orthodox Christians. In these fasting months, the followers are expected to refrain from eating food stuffs having dairy products, natural protein, egg, meat and chicken. The team was travelling around the market to observe how the market people interact with one another. “Today, unusually, a lot of people are in this market, as the fasting season is to begin, people want to buy food items and celebrate”, Beletu told the team. Beletu is a young merchant lady who lives in the town of Berhe and Alleltu, and who has continuously assisted the team in filling communication gaps.

A lot of different kinds of interaction were taking place in the market. Most marketers were with a smiling face as they are safely and peacefully anticipating to start the fasting season. Greetings, bargaining, transactions, negotiations, sounds of different animals, buying and selling of cereals and eggs are among the many things which gave beauty and grace. But the crowd at one end of the market attracted the team most, the butchery market. The team members were observing how the communities interact in the butchery market. The groups of people at the butchery shop look at the pile of displayed meat, discussing among themselves and then with the attendant and finally they leave after paying the price for the meat they chose. In fact, the team were surprised at the way the people were assisted by local and old-hand sales persons of meat so as to manage to choose meat from the piles of meat with a large volume and a good quality and leaving behind other piles of meat. As making observation from afar was difficult, the team decided to come closer, to see and listen to the buyers and sellers of meat at the butchery shop.

As the team members got closer to the butchery shop, they were able to notice two people handling clients coming to this butchery shop. From closer observation, it was understood that meat of different sizes were displayed in groups having different prices. The price of
these displayed groups of meat ranged from 100.00 birr to 25.00 birr. Most of the buyers in the market call for the butcher Abate now and then to help choosing the pile of meat they want.

We interviewed Abate and this is what he told us:\(^3\)

Abate Kebede is a 33 years old man born in North Shoa, Assageret woreda. When Abate was three years of age, his parents sent him to live with his aunt in Berhe woreda. While living with his aunt, he had the chance to go to formal school. Abate attended his education up to grade nine. It became very difficult for Abate to continue education after grade nine, as the family was constrained by economic problems. This situation forced Abate, to work as daily labourer by selling his labour to earn a living.

\(^3\) This case is compiled in Amharic.
It was at this time that Abate started working as a daily labourer providing assistance to a local carpenter and a traditional house contractor by carrying and delivering tools to them. His assignment was only on a daily basis, as he did not possess practical experience in the field of carpentry or construction. It took him quite a lot of time and many difficult moments to reach a level of perfection. He says, “I am now one of the most popular and favoured contractors working in this village.” Continuing his assertion, Abate explained, “I really want to appreciate those people who have continuously coached, mentored and supervised my construction works and enabled me to be a good constructor of residential as well as business/commercial houses. Once I had constructed/established my own residential home and having proved that I had the required qualities and skills for constructing houses, the near-by communities started requesting me to build their houses, and when the people ask me to build their houses, this has boosted my confidence.” Later on, lots of contacts looking for his skills have continued to flow. “I have endured a lot of challenges and lessons in order to reach this level.”

Working in the butchery is one of Abate’s part-time activities. Abate has been working in a butchery since the time he was admitted into junior secondary school and this part-time work helped him to earn a small income to cover the expenses related to schooling. “Going to a slaughter house, with a neighbour who works there, was also one of my childhood favourite activities that helped me know the quality of meat and a good ox before it is slaughtered.” On special days, holidays or when there is high demand for meat, Abate works in a butchery assisting his childhood friend, Pawlose Mehari. Pawlose is the owner of the butchery shop where Abate was working as a part-time assistant.

Abate doesn’t use a scale to weigh meat for sale, but he makes a pile of meat in groups (a ‘medeb’) that will cost 100.00 Birr or 50.00 Birr. In this market, the least price of meat that a buyer can get is for 25.00 Birr by dividing the pile of meat for 50.00 Birr into two. “The community will choose the ‘medeb’ of meat they want just by looking at the different ‘medeb’ displayed. The community prefers buying meat by ‘medeb’ to buying in kilos.” The pace with which other butcheries finish their estimated piles of meat for the
clients describes the extents to which other butcheries are performing in the market. “The number of ‘medeb’ we are going to prepare will be decided based on the price of the ox and the profit we are expecting to generate out of it.” On that very busy day, Abate is handling all his customers in a very polite and a smiling face.

Abate is confident when he talks about his skills; “having attended the formal education up to grade 9 has helped me, but none of the skills I am currently using are from the schools. All of my works are up to the standard, both in a butchery or and in the field of construction.”
CASE STUDY 7: ENANI, A FARMER IN THE MARKET

Introduction

Our team went into the Aleltu market area and met a woman called Birke. We introduced ourselves and told her why we were there. We asked for her willingness and she agreed to work along with us the whole day. We stayed with her for half day and agreed to do the remaining interview in her house. We fixed an appointment to meet with her in the afternoon at 11:00 pm at her home. When we arrived at her home, her house was locked. She was not present in her house, so we had to look for her in the village. We found her at her relative’s place. We felt she was not interested to continue the discussion. We asked her and she told us that she was not interested. After spending half a day with her, we had to change our case and went to Enani’s house. The case written below is the story of Enani.

We met Enani when we were looking for Birke. Enani was the one who took us to Birke’s relative’s house. Enani did not approve Birke’s behaviour and so she took the initiative to be interviewed. The team immediately decided to proceed with Enani as we were running short of time to look for another person and thus we continued our research with Enani’s help. Our aim was to get as much information as possible that would help us to compile Enani’s case using an ethnographic approach.

Enani – a savings group member

We arrived in Aleltu ‘Ilu Farmers’ Association’ at Enani’s residence at about 11:30pm. There were five people in her house with her: her father, sister in law, two nephews and her daughter.

Fig 5.1 Enani’s home
Enani’s house is located a few kms outside Aleltu district and 70 metres away from the main asphalt road. Their compound covers close to 1,000 sq. metres area. Few houses are located in that area; the rest are settled far away. The area’s settlement structure is based on family lineage; so the area we visited is owned by Enani’s father who gave a plot of land to his daughter to settle there when she got married.

Enani’s private hut has one room, separated by a curtain into a living room and bedroom. A radio was on when the team entered into the house and the Saturday afternoon Ethiopian radio programme was playing. She has a traditional kitchen built outside the hut 3 metres away from the main hut. Next to the kitchen is a small old barn. On the left side, there is an old mud store for animal feed which is also used to keep hens. In the compound there was a dog, a puppy and a number of hens.

Fig 5.2 Chickens at Enani’s house

The living room was neatly arranged with handmade cultural chairs, a table and ‘medeb’ (a long seat built all around the wall, made of stone and mud which serves as a chair). The wall was covered with magazine papers and also with some religious, cultural and educative quotations all written in Amharic language.
Some of the quotations stated

‘Don’t admire a person by the type of clothes he/she wears and don’t judge a book by its cover’ – ‘sewen belibsu ena metshafin beshifanu atadinku’

‘Happy Holiday for the Finding of the True Cross’ - ‘melkam yemeskel baal’

‘People have come to believe in witches and satan rather than believing in one God’ ‘be-and fetari maman akitoachu beseytan betenqwai honwal imnetachu’

‘It is neither what you say about yourself nor what people say about you but rather you are the one who knows yourself’. - ‘maninethi ante endemitlew ena sewoch endemilut siyhon helinah behak endemiyawkew new’

Enani prepared the coffee ceremony whereby all family members gathered together. Her husband Bekele came from his farming and joined us. We had dinner of injera (local pancake) with fried egg and meat. Then we had our coffee. Her daughter who is five years old also drank coffee with us.

While eating and drinking coffee, we discussed about the food she prepared. We felt that she went out of her way to prepare food and coffee for us. She said, “I did not buy anything for you. I cooked the eggs and meat I had at home. We drink coffee three times a day, so I had to prepare it for ourselves”. She got the eggs from her hens. She had bought the meat for her family as it was a time to start the Christian fasting season in two days’ time. While drinking coffee, we were all surprised to see her five years old daughter drinking coffee with us like an adult, because children do not usually drink coffee but milk. We make our comment and Enani told us that her daughter started to

---

4 This case is compiled in Amharic.
drink coffee for the sake of tasting the sugar. We observed that Enani’s daughter has teeth which are all brown because of decay.

We also discussed about the radio being played. We asked the family members if they play the radio regularly. Enani’s father replied, “We play the radio especially for the educational programme for the children. They learn a lot by listening to the radio.” Enani’s daughter and her nephew have not joined formal school yet. “They are too young to go to school on their own. They can’t cross the main road and they will be exposed to a car accident, that is why I did not send my daughter to school this year.” The reason they gave us was the absence of a formal school close by and that it will be hard for young children to walk a long distance at their age. Their parents have a plan to send the children to a formal school in the coming Ethiopian new year, in September 2008.

It was getting dark, so Enani lit a lamp. We then continued our conversation with Enani’s father about the radio. We saw there is no electricity, so we asked what power they use for their radio. The father replied, “We use dry cells.” Our next question was about the cost of dry cells if the radio is played for long hours every day. The father replied, “It is not that expensive. When the power is low, we take out the dry cell from the radio and charge it on sunlight for long hours. We reuse the dry cell again.” [Actually in our next day’s meeting, our camera battery went low and we had to recharge it to take a few extra pictures.]

The other thing we talked was about the tasty injera we had. “I put black wheat together with the ‘teff’ (cereal used to make injera). That is why it tastes different”, was Enani’s reply.

We decided to continue the interview on the next day. So on the following day, Sunday, we arrived at about 8:45 a.m. at her house. There was a monk, her sister in law with her two boys, and Enani’s daughter whose name we now learned was Kalkidan. The radio was playing like yesterday.

We asked Enani to tell us her life history in detail.
She was born in the Ilu Farmers Association (the name of a settlement area) with 3 younger brothers and 3 sisters. She went to school up to 8th grade. Her parents always wanted their children to complete their education before settling down. However, the tradition of abduction for marriage would not let Enani continue her education and thus her parents were forced to send her to Debre Zeit (located in the eastern part of Addis Ababa and 110 kms away from the village she lived) to live with her uncle. She could not continue her education there either because she could not produce evidence about her past educational performance. Her uncle in Debre Zeit lived with a relative of her uncle’s wife. During her stay in Debre Zeit, she faced the same problem of abduction. She told this to her cousin and also of her interest to go back home. However, the cousin told Enani to stay with her uncle and help him because he lives alone in the house. Enani also missed her family, so she decided to go back home badly. When her father came to visit her, she told him the whole history and insisted to go back home with him. The father became concerned about the seriousness of the problem and decided to take her back home, promising that he and her brother will protect her from an unwanted marriage. “As long as I am alive, I will protect you in any way I can. Your brother will also be there for you.”

Coming back home, Enani faced the same problem in her village. Due to this, she thought up a strategy to avoid marriage by going to the church and monastery to become a monk. “My mother brought us through so many hardships and passed away, so I did not want to pass the same process, so I was very much interested to continue my education and live a better life”. She made her decision believing that people will not chase monks. However, her strategy did not work. She went to Debre Berhan (in the northern part of Ethiopia which is 105 km away from her village), in ‘Sela Dingay’, to Tsadkane Marriam church (St. Mary church). There a monk who lives in the monastery told her about her future life, stating that she will be married and will not continue to lead her life as a monk.

Coming back home, Enani started in the grain trade, buying from Kotu Gebeya market and Hamus Gebeya and reselling in Aleltu market which is close by to where she lives. But the trading was not profitable: “The buying and selling price was not that much
attractive and profitable”. Then she changed her business to brewing and selling a local alcoholic drink called ‘araké’. This was also labour intensive and has a negative effect of changing the face colour and creating freckles. “It is labour intensive and damages your face colour (melanin)”.

Enani had to change to brewing another local drink ‘tella’ (an alcoholic drink made out of barley) because it is less labour intensive and makes a better profit. Then she started selling the local bread with the ‘tella’. “My clients told me that if they are served snacks with the ‘tella’, then they do not need to have breakfast at home and it will save them time to arrive in the market place earlier to start their business”. The money earned was used to provide for her family (father, sisters and brothers).

Enani was married to a deacon called Bekele on February 23rd, 1995 (EC), which is March 2nd, 2002 GC, which was exactly 5 years before our visit. She was married in a church ceremony. Bekele is a farmer and petty trader. He had been in the grain trade before getting married.

After getting married, Enani moved to the house where we visited her presently. She started making the local drink ‘araké’ to sell in Addis Ababa which she was asked to prepare by her sister who lives in Addis Ababa and can sell it at a better price. She produces 10 to 15 litres at a time and sells it for 15 birr per litre.

Currently she is engaged in a number of small business activities such as poultry and sheep farming, and her husband works on cattle fattening. She attended a training programme which gave her an insight to expand her poultry. Enani is a member of a literacy-led savings and credit programme. This programme is funded by PACT and implemented by local non-governmental organisations among which ANFEAE is one. Enani is a member of this programme. She got an opportunity to attend a programme of training among which management committee training was one subject. She was also provided with reading materials that provides information on how to interact in a group, manage group money transactions and businesses, how to be a good leader, etc. She did
not pay anything to get the training but one needed to be a member of the programme and save regularly to get that training.

Bekele (Enani’s husband) went to a priest school. She told us that her husband is very good at calculation and record keeping. However, her husband was not at home for us to ask him to show us his documents. “When he buys one cattle, at the same time he buys the feed. He calculates all the costs incurred to fatten the cattle including medication while he fixes the price to sell”.

He buys cattle from the market, and a drover (‘neji’, assigned to bring and/or take cattle from one place to another, usually for long distances) paid 5 birr per cattle, brings them back to his place. The drover brings all the cattle merchants buy from a specific market. The merchants put different marks or signs using different colour paints. Bekele usually uses red paint to identify his cattle. The merchants enter an agreement to make the drover responsible to pay the cost of the cattle, if lost. When Bekele resells the cattle, he has to remove the red mark from the cattle to ensure that the cattle are grown and well fed at home.

When Bekele sells cattle for farming, he signs an agreement for a specific period of time with the buyer to prove that the cattle the customer has bought are healthy. If anything happens within the agreed time period, Bekele will pay back the money.

Enani is an active member of a women’s empowerment programme. She keeps the group’s cash box at her home. She showed us her saving passbook and cash box with three padlocks. Enani is one of the management committee for her group and serves as a treasurer. Her group has 25 members. As we were told, she was elected by the group members as a treasurer because she can read and write better than the other members. She told us that the programme has brought changes in attitudes among the women, such as the value of saving, women coming together to meet and share social concerns, etc.
Enani’s story raises the issue of literacy and numeracy in the context of life histories. Local literacy and numeracy practices occur outside of livelihoods. The following case studies raise questions about such practices in terms of life histories.

The first two of these case studies (Case Studies 7 and 8) are very short. They are what can be called ‘snatch case studies’, that is, an opportunity presents itself and is taken even though there is not enough time to undertake a full interview and observation. Both raise more questions than they answer but they provide telling information about the literacy and numeracy practices of some people called by the rest of society ‘illiterate’.

Note: all names in these case studies have been changed to prevent identification.

CASE STUDY 8: ABEBE: A MAN WHO CHALLENGES LIFE THROUGH BEGGING

These two short case studies were prepared by Dr Messeret.
I wanted to map the literacy and numeracy environment with a view to exploring how the findings of the ethnographic research study can feed into the development scenario. In the light of this context I dealt with Abebe’s case.

One foggy Sunday morning I went to pray at St. Yared Church, just a few metres away from my home. Following the end of the weekly Sunday Eucharist, I sat down in a tent reserved for the congregation as the rain began to drizzle. A beggar dressed with Dritto [a shabby cloth patched in different places] entered the tent. For a couple of minutes, he walked around begging and finally he sat down next to me. After giving him one birr, as part of my ethnographic study, I began asking him to tell me his background and what does life look like in begging?

After expressing his consent to share his life experience, the man began narrating the story right from his childhood. Accordingly, he introduced himself to be Abebe. He was born at Debre Tabore in the southern part of the province of Gondar. He then went on to tell me that he engaged in farming at his birthplace. Regarding his family, Abebe told me that he had been married to a woman living in his locality and blessed with a daughter. According to him, the marriage didn’t last long and it was dissolved through divorce. He added that currently his daughter is living with his parents at Debre Tabore.

When I asked him why he was divorced, he paused, at a loss for words and confessed to me that his sexual dysfunction is the reason for the divorce. With a deep grimace and pathetic voice, he told me that owing to his impotency; his wife could no longer endure living with him. Thereafter, “I found myself in deep psychological trauma which was aggravated by a disease called Leshimenia which I contracted just a year after the dissolution of the marriage”, he added. According to his explanation, Leshimenia is a disease characterised by spots of wounds on the skin. This event led him to come to Addis Ababa in search of treatment. As he told me, though he got free treatment for three months in the Black Lion hospital, he ran out of money during the course of his treatment.
Following this, the hospital ended the treatment and discharged him. Thereafter, he was faced with a serious financial crisis to make ends meet. Since he was unable to engage in any work compatible with his health condition, he made a decision to lead his life as a beggar.

Abebe explained to me that in the early days of his career as a beggar, his daily income reached an average of ten birr. Nonetheless, as time went on, he managed to get more money and much better sums especially during holidays. When he got a relatively large amount of money, Abebe was sending some of this money through merchants to assist his daughter who was a Grade Seven student at Debre Tabor. Abebe lends money for one month only to individuals whom he trusts to the amount of one hundred birr in return for interest at 5%, a rate which would give an annual interest rate of more than 60%. In other cases when he got an amount less than one hundred birr, he would hoard it in pockets he had made in different places in his patched Dritto. In such a way, he succeeded in avoiding the identification of his place of deposit by other persons who could hardly realise that his old patched clothes serve to keep money.

Abebe said that he is illiterate; however, through experience he has learned to count numbers through a repeated act of counting on his fingers. He told me that he is counting in units of 12 up to 3000 birr by using the fingers of both the right and left hands, counting three units to one finger. As a result, Abebe realised that he deposited cash in his pockets amounting to three thousand birr. As time went on, he came up with his own system to remember the whole amount of money he owns through begging. In line with this, he attached buttons to his Dritto, each of which represents a thousand birr – at present three buttons for three thousand birr. Through this mechanism, he managed to know the money he collected through begging.

Abebe assured me that he has no intention of abandoning his begging life as he is getting a good income from it. In addition to this, he told me that he has no plans of returning home although his health is improved, and that it would be difficult to him to get any better job in his home town. Instead, Abebe stressed that he pursues his begging life and collects as much money as he can to improve his life and assist his daughter.
From the foregoing story, we can learn that Abebe has succeeded to overcome the challenges of life by his wisdom and creative thinking despite his illiteracy.
CASE STUDY 9: ALMAZ: A STORY OF A YOUNG ILLITERATE WOMAN WHO WON A COURT CASE

During my semester break on 5 March 2008, I went to the Federal First Instance Court of Addis Ababa (Yeka division) to visit a friend of mine who serves as a judge in the civil Bench of the court. As he was on duty entertaining cases, I decided to wait for him in the courtyard until the court session was adjourned. Accordingly, I took my rest in the enclosed area reserved for visitors and parties having a case in the court. A couple of minutes after my arrival, a young woman came and pulled up a chair and sat down beside me. As time went on, I felt bored waiting for him and decided to talk to the lady who sat next to me. I started my chat by introducing myself and asking her name. Further, I asked her to tell me why she came to the court. Then the woman introduced her name to be Almaz Girma and told me that she appeared in the court in order to collect a copy of a court decision from the registrar (the verdict was written in Amharic).

While waiting, I asked her if she would be willing to tell me the subject matter of the case. She expressed her consent to talk about the case by nodding her head. Almaz explained to me that the case decided by the court pertains to an application she made in this court of law some six months back requesting a court order pronouncing the existence of paternal filiations between her child and her deceased partner. Furthermore, she noted that the relief sought in the application also included a declaration that her child is entitled to a share of the inheritance left by the deceased. At this juncture, I requested Almaz to elaborate as to how she came across the man she claimed to have had a love affair with and the reason for bringing a legal action. The woman then went on to narrate the whole story from the moment she began her romantic relationship till it finished and led her to apply for the court order.

Almaz began her story starting from the reason why she came to Addis. According to her, she came to the city to seek work. Almaz told me that upon her arrival, she went to her relatives who were residing in Bole area and stayed there for a short period of time.

5 The conversation took place in Amharic
During her stay, she requested them to help her to get a job with a reasonable wage which would assist her to make her living. Nonetheless, “their knowledge concerning my illiterate background prompted them to advise me that I had better look for low-profile jobs”, she said. She then told me that her relatives helped her to become employed as a housemaid in the home of a well-to-do family residing in their locality.

As she told me, it was at this moment that the romantic relationship with her deceased partner began. At that time, the head of the family named Bulla approached Almaz to have sexual intercourse secretly. In due course, Bulla made repeated attempts to persuade her to engage in sexual intercourse, knowing her status in the house; she refused to accept the request. One day, in his wife’s and his children’s absence, Bulla forced her to have sexual intercourse. Subsequently, Almaz confessed to me that they continued to have repeated sexual intercourse.

On one occasion, Bulla’s wife caught them red-handed while making love in her bed. The next day, the indignant wife Melat expelled Almaz from her home. Following this, Almaz began to live in a private residential flat independently and because of their prejudice, she was not in a position to inform her relatives of her unhappy situation. In contrast to Melat’s expectation that the situation would break Almaz’s tie with Bulla, however, the two continued their romantic affair in secret. According to Almaz, Bulla increased in his affection towards her to the extent of covering her livelihood. A few months after her relocation into the new flat, she gave birth to a baby boy. When she disclosed this fact to Bulla, he congratulated her for bearing the child and promised her that he will do his level best to raise the child and told her that the baby is his son.

Thereafter, Bulla made frequent appearances at her home and extended necessary assistance for her and the child. Apart from the financial support he made to the child, Bulla manifested his paternity towards the child by taking such measures as signing documents revealing the child’s identity. Unfortunately, Almaz told me that Bulla died due to a car accident.
At this point, I asked her what measures did she take after this incident. Almaz said that she did not take any concrete step until the time when her cousin came to visit her. One bright morning, “my cousin who was studying at the Addis Ababa University came to visit me. I then told him the whole story what happened to me and asked him to give me some advice on what to do”, she responded. “He then offered me advice to bring a legal action before a court of law seeking for a pronouncement of fatherhood”. Then Almaz outlined the events in the following words.

“Replying to my request for advice, my cousin after consulting a resource person proposed to me that I should institute a legal action demanding a court order confirming that the newly born child is the son of Bulla. Besides this, he emphasised to me the need for making an additional claim seeking for a decision entitling my son to a share in the inheritance from Bulla’s property. I accepted his advice but told him that the cost of preparing the application and the court fee were not affordable to me. Fortunately, he understood my financial condition and he covered the cost required to prepare the application. As to the court fee, he helped me to get a certificate from the local kebel (town administrative organ) revealing my poor financial status, which would help me to apply in the court of law without the need to pay a court fee.

After the completion of these important steps, I made an application to the court to substantiate my claim. I presented the following evidences”:

1. Oral witnesses who testified that Bulla treated the child as his son.
2. A birth certificate on which Bulla had put his signature in the space provided for parents.
3. Several private letters he communicated to me citing his concern for the health of the child and stressing that the child is his beloved son

Then I asked her where and how, despite her illiteracy, she had gained an understanding of recording these three evidences. She said, “I know that my life is very much in danger and I am not able to make my living and to raise my beloved child in my poor situation.
Thus I am well aware of the situation. I also learned many things in the house I was working with, particularly when relatives were chatting during festivals. This gave me an opportunity to realise the importance of keeping these evidences to substantiate my claim. To my surprise, the said evidences were proved to be sound to back my argument, and the court passed a verdict in favour of me”.

She said that the order in the court’s verdict contained the following:

The value of Bulla’s family capital worth 1,500,000 birr be apportioned to his wife Melat on the one hand and his three children, two from Melat and the one he got from Almaz. A sum of 750,000 birr is reserved for Melat as her share of the communal property and the remaining 750,000 is to be equally divided between the three children. The share of her child to the amount of 250,000 birr is given to Almaz as the mother and tutor of the former.

I found the case to be educative in that, despite her illiteracy, the woman was able to understand the fact that the evidences she brought to the court are relevant to her claim. Moreover, this case study built up a picture of how some people progress in literacy and increase in the community to which they belong.
LITERACY AND NUMERACY IN RURAL LIVES

Literacy and numeracy practices do not just occur in urban areas and markets – as the story of Enani shows. The following case studies come from rural areas – women and men farmers and their families.

CASE STUDY 10: AYELECH: AN ARTIST IN MUD

Compiled by Negussie Hailu, Agri Service Ethiopia

This case study is conducted in Enebse Sar Mider woreda which is located in the north western part of Ethiopia, Amhara National Regional State. The subject of the case study is living in one of the kebele located nine km from Mertule Mariam town (an ancient town that serves as the capital of the woreda). I made the field visit on the 3rd of January 2008 to collect the data necessary for compiling the case study. The methods I used to collect the data were village walk and observation, informal/unstructured interview, and photographs.

I went to the area at first to collect additional data for the case study I started earlier on Edir, a social organisation established by the community mainly to facilitate a funeral ceremony. At the time of my arrival, the people whom I should have contacted were late to arrive at the appointed place. Until they came, I wandered around and saw three people threshing grain on the ground using cows and oxen. After greeting, as usual, I asked them about their harvest. I explained my wish to visit their home if they would agree and if it is not far away. They told me that they would be very glad to show me if I wait for some time until somebody would come and take the work on the threshing (one of them told me that he was waiting for his son to come there to help them and promised to accompany me in his arrival).
At that moment, I saw two women coming in our direction carrying water pots on their back. One of them went apart in another direction, while the other one came nearer to pass to her home on the nearby road. Before passing, she greeted us (it is not uncommon to greet or to be greeted by everybody, whether he/she is stranger or not), and continued her journey. Suddenly, I asked her permission to allow me to take her photo. She smiled and stopped, shrugging her shoulders in a manner that explained her acceptance of my request. I took enough pictures and then I raised another question; “May I visit your home, please?” I asked. When the men heard my request, they told me that her home is nearer and insisted that I to go with her. Still, I asked one of them to accompany me since I was afraid to go with her alone. I felt that I must be cautious not to violate the norms of that community (entering into someone’s home particularly in the absence of the head of the house, the husband, might create a bad feeling, and even may be resulted in conflict to the extent of losing one’s life). They understood my worry and assured me that there wouldn’t be any danger. I followed her to home and arrived near the compound.
On the way I asked what her name is and her family. She said she was Zenebu Adamu, 22, and married with one child.

Unlike the settlement of other rural villages, the one I visited was dense and seems well planned. The houses are constructed in raw. When we entered the village, I stopped outside the compound of her home until invited to enter. She invited me and I entered the compound. I found the compound very clean and well organised. Before I went into the house, I looked intently at all the corners of the compound. I couldn’t believe my eyes, it was beyond my expectation. The roof of the house was made of corrugated iron sheet and the wall was well plastered with mud and cow/ox dung. There were two rooms sharing the same roof. There were other small rooms constructed with simple materials but not plastered as the bigger one. I whispered to myself, ‘Is it really a farmer’s house?’
What caught my eyes were the drawings and texts written on the wall. First, I couldn’t realise the drawings and fixed my eyes on the texts and read them carefully. Two texts were written in Amharic – the local as well as the national language - and contained a sort of proverb/slogan and poems.

Figure 4: Wall writings: The texts are translated in the following way:

1. I know that a friend of today is tomorrow’s enemy,
Knowing this, I prefer to be alone to extend my existence.

2. Take off your gossip bonnet before you come in to this house!

Here again, I had to stop outside until I was invited to enter to the house. Zenebu entered into one of the rooms and came back after putting down the water pot. Standing at the door with her little daughter, she invited me to enter the house.

When the sheep heard her sound, they came in from the outside and pointing their heads towards her expecting to get something (it seemed they were begging her to drop something into their mouth).
Instead of accepting her invitation, I moved closer to the wall to look at the pictures. I was extremely excited to be there and very surprised with the events which had happened without my intention. Since I was not satisfied with the data I collected from the other village, I was very eager to explore all that had happened here. And I assumed that the place was the right place for and the home of ethnography. Indeed, attracted by the events, I had forgotten the appointment I had outside and decided to stay there.

Zenebu gave some feed to the sheep and came to me, still begging me to enter her home. Meanwhile, a lady came out of another room and saw me with surprise; she greeted me with some reservation because she didn’t expect a man to have appeared there in her compound. I replied respectfully. I told her my name and address. She became glad and smiled when I told her from which organisation I am. And I tried to hide my excitement and started to raise some other social and economic issues that led me to the major agenda. In addition, Zenebu tried to introduce me to the lady and told me that she is her mother-in-law.
Her name is Ayelech. “All these drawings are Ayelech’s product of her long experience in life”, said Zenebu. She also told me that her home management is unique in the area. All what I heard from Zenebu increased my eagerness to know more about the lady Ayelech and the events there.

Ayelech Yibeltal is 48, widowed and has 5 children (2 female); two of them (1 male and 1 female) are married and the other three (two male and 1 female) are living with her although two of them are attending their education (grade 12 and 10) at Mertule Mariam and come home every Saturday. Her elder son (Zenebu’s husband) is living in the next room and he is responsible to support her in the preparation of her farm plot otherwise she is living independently. After her husband died, she took all the responsibilities and manages every thing by heself. I changed my mind and decided to enter Ayelech’s room instead of Zenebu’s. But I decided to stay for some time outside raising questions about the texts and drawings on the wall.
I asked Ayelech whose drawings these were and why they had been drawn. [The drawings are not painted using brushes. Nor are they sketched using pencils. Rather they are made from mud. They are a sort of moulds/sculptures. She used charcoal, ash or limestone to paint hair and other parts of the drawings].

She started telling me the story, “All the drawings are mine. The texts are written by my daughter. I can’t read and write. I have had a good friendship with mud throughout my life. You can do everything with mud. I drew these pictures long ago [pointing to the pictures by her chin]. They represent members of the family. Look, they are five in number. Remember I told you that I have five children.”

Figure 7: Ayelech’s drawings representing her children

Figure 8: Ayelech’s drawings

‘These five pictures represent my five children; of course they are not exactly their pictures. It is only to represent. I drafted these pictures (pointing to the other one) recently when my son get married with Zenebu. I have the oldest pictures at the back wall.’ She paused to check whether I am interested to see them or not. I showed my interest and we moved together to the back side of the house.
We had to cross the ‘family room’ to go out through the back gate. She showed me the pictures. “These [pointing her finger to the picture] represented my husband and me.”

“I have a strong belief in a one-to-one marriage. For this, our religion (Christianity) is the base. That is why I put the cross in between our pictures. I believe this teaches others also. We (with her husband) passed many ups and downs together. He appreciated all my works. All our materials we are using - the bed, shelves, box, chair, table, grain store, etc are made of mud. I have no time to waste. I am always busy in making something from mud. That is why I said I have a good friendship with mud”. From her explanations and voice, one can easily observe her inner emotions and compassions.

There was also another picture which represents mother and child.
I took out a picture from my pocket and asked her whether she knows the picture or not. She smiled and told me that the picture is St. Mary and The Son. Then I asked, “How do you know?” “I know this picture since my childhood. As an Orthodox Christian, I usually go to church and I saw it there and you can find this picture everywhere among the community. And you can find this picture in the books prepared for prayer.” I raised another question: “Do you have any such books at home?” “No, I do not have. Since I am illiterate [Mehayim in Amharic] I do not have it. But my children have lots of such books. Usually they read for me and I enjoy hearing it and looking at the pictures in it.” I did this because I saw in her drawing a picture similar to this one. Putting the one which I had behind the drawing, I asked, “Does this represent the same?” She laughed and said, “No, that was not my intention. I sketched it to express mother’s love to her child. Since my drawings are not as perfect as other pictures, it is immoral for me to compare the Lady and The Son with this one”. And she took the picture from my hand and kissed it and she did not want to continue the discussion any more. Instead she led me to the other works.
To show me what she was making, she turned her face to the back, moving forward and said: “Look at that storage. That is what I am making now. It is for grain/flour storage. Most of us here in the locality using such a storage”. The storage she was making was purely made from mud. It has layers.

Figure 13: A mud-made storage with layers mostly for grains
Figure 14: A mud-made storage mostly for flour

Look at the layers, I asked the lady to tell me the purpose of the layers. She told me that the layers have three functions. “1. It makes the construction very easy and strong. 2. You can easily take out the grain/flour by pulling out the layers turn by turn. 3. You can measure/estimate the amount of grain you have left in it.” She said that it is estimated that one layer contains one ‘Dirib’ – a local unit of measurement that contains twelve ‘Sahin’ – again another unit of measurement (it is a dish) which all the people in this area use in selling and buying grains. ‘Sahin’ is a factory-made material available in the market. But Ayelech has her own material made of mud that exactly measures the same amount of grain where a ‘Sahin’ measures. We measured it while we sat and discussed other issues. As she said, one ‘Dirib’ is equal to twelve ‘Sahin’. And I measured the
aforementioned amounts in kilograms after I came back home. The twelve ‘Sahin’ grain measured almost equal to seventeen kilograms.

Figure 15: ‘Sahin’ a measurement material

She requested me to accept her apologies for making me stay outside without requesting me to enter to her home for coffee and something to eat and she forced me to enter. I accepted her invitation and entered the house following her. As I said, unlike other rural homes (I know many of the rural houses are not so clean and well organised), hers is clean and well decorated. Moreover, the utensils are kept properly on the shelves made from mud by her wisdom.
As one can see from the pictures, all the cups, glasses, bottles, pots, and others have their own place. I raised a question that came into my mind. “Why do you do all this?” “You know”, she replied, “You can easily pick a tool which you want without any problem. The other thing is that you can keep it always clean and anybody who wants to use it, whether he is a family member or guest - during mourning for example, can get it easily without waiting for the owner”. “Most importantly”, she continued, “you can extend its years of service. As you see, it is not accessible to children”.

During my observation, I saw relatively bigger shelf-like materials planted on the two opposite sides of the wall. These shelves were also made from mud. The one which was behind me had a window and a mosquito net was stretched covering the window opening. The one which was in front of me had a rawhide on it. When I saw the leather, I realised that these two shelves were beds, because I know and I myself have had the experience that in many rural parts of Ethiopia, the rawhide serves as a mattress.
The shelves have three layers. The lower one serves to keep shoes and other materials. The second and the third serve as beds; the second one is for babies as it is near to the floor and the third for adults. I asked Ayelech why she stretched the mosquito net on the opening of the bed. “It is provided by the health agents and it serves to protect from mosquito bites. It is very useful”. I extended my question, “But the net is not properly hung. It allows mosquitoes to enter to the bed. Is it in this way that…?” She immediately interrupted me before I finished my question and said, “No, no, it is not in this way that I was trained. It must be hung properly in that it couldn’t allow mosquitoes to enter. You see these beds are far better than the one made from wood and a rope that you stretched on the floor. The two or three sides of my beds are walls I only need to protect the mosquitoes from one or two sides. Mine is much better to control them. Look, this one is hung to cover the two sides. Yes, as you said, this is not stretched properly. This season is not that much dangerous. At other times, I stretch it very tightly. I know the benefit of this net very well”.

Figure 17: An overlapping bed: look at the layers

Figure 18: A bed with mosquito net
She started to make coffee. But I refused the coffee and accept her request only to eat my lunch. I know what would happen if I refused all the invitations. She cooked a sauce (called *Shiro Wot* in Amharic) very quickly. She didn’t use any flat wooden material to chop the onions. She simply used a knife and her hand. She served me a very nice lunch. The sauce was my favourite and cooked in a way that goes well with my health. It was really very testy and I was questioned her up bringing in the rural area and asked whether she stayed in the towns or not. But she told me that she do not know even the Woreda (District) town – Mertule Mariam very well. She never ever goes to the towns or cities other than this town. Even she goes to this town only on market days for marketing.

Figure 19: Cooking

After lunch, I raised the following question: “Have you paid the land tax regularly?” Her answer was fast and positive. She told me that she had already paid the previous year’s tax and she is going to pay this year’s pretty soon after she collects her grains from the field. “What other payment should you settle? How do you collect the receipts and where do you put them?” These were the next questions I asked.
In answering the question, she tried to show me her caution. She collected the receipts from the concerned body who requested her for payments. The farm land taxes, the church membership fee, payments for Red Cross Society, and Sport are some of her compulsory payments. She put all the receipts in her box, which is mainly made to keep clothes of the family. On my request, she brought some of the receipts from the box (she did not volunteer to show me the box). When I asked her to give me first the receipt of the land tax, she selected from among the others quickly and gave me. I read the receipt and it was exactly the receipt collected for the payment of farming land tax. “This is the church receipt and this one is the Red Cross,” she presented them turn by turn and asked me whether she selected correctly or not. I confirmed that she had done it correctly. She was not sure only about one of the receipts she brought. I took the receipt from her hand and told her to read the title of the receipt like the others, to see whether she identified the others by reading. But she replied in this way: “Do not be mistaken. I couldn’t read and write”. I asked, “If so how do you identify the receipts?” She took the receipts and started her answer for the question in the following way.

Figure 20: Ayelech identifying the receipts: look at her fingers
She picked out the receipt for the land tax and told me, "Look, this one is larger in size than the others and the receipts I collected for such purpose are very thin, and relatively soft. Look at the others they are small in size and a little bit thick and rough. I can identify some of them using the emblems attached with the receipts (church and Red Cross)." Finally she concluded, "It is in this way that I usually identify the receipts."

During our discussion and my stay with her, I had the opportunity to observe Ayelech’s hands. They are very rough and deformed. I felt bad when I looked at her hands. I think they took the current shape due to her unreserved and devoted work on mud to produce many things and her work on the farm land.
Finally I raised the following question: “You told me that you can’t read and write. As you may remember, there was a literacy campaign in the 1970’s all over the country. I know that many adults were able to read and write as a result of that campaign. Didn’t you participate in that programme?” “I did”, she replied with regret, “But we were not that much conscious and interested to attend the classes. Do you know what I did? I took some eggs [as a bribe] to the teacher and he filled in the attendance sheet as if I was present. Since I didn’t attend the programme, properly today I remain illiterate. I can identify some of the letters but with many problems”. But with all her skills and knowledge, should we label Ayelech as illiterate?

Another time, when I travelled to a village next to Ayelech’s village, I stopped there for a while and made a visit to that particular area and checked the houses of her neighbours. I visited two houses and I observed that they are managing their home in
a similar way except the drawings. I asked them how they develop such a skill. Unanimously, they told me that it was mainly the influence of Ayelech; they learned from her.

These are some the points that I find out from this case study. But, there are still so many other literacy events in the house of this lady which include pictures pasted on the inside wall, texts written on the wall, printed texts (like newspapers) pasted on the wall etc. The writer of this paper leaves these things untouched due to time shortage. All these will have their own contribution to the intended purpose. So I strongly recommend further exploration and preparation of additional case studies on the same subject.
CASE STUDY 11: A FARMING FAMILY

This case study was conducted by a team of two staff of ADA, Girma Yeshanew and Solomon Tadesse.

This paper reports on a case study which focuses on literacy and numeracy practices of farmers, both men and women, of Ambomesk locality in Mecha woreda, west Gojam zone, Amhara Region. Specifically the case study involves a husband and wife, Ato Genet and W/ro Mulu, who are residing in that locality and participating in the Functional Adult Literacy (FAL) Programme implemented by Amhara Development Association (ADA) in collaboration with IIZ/DVV.

Information was gathered using ethnographic research perspective including interview, observation and discussion. The findings of the case study have two important dimensions. On the one hand there are literacy related practices within the household as a result of literacy programmes and supports given by different actors including ADA. On the other hand and more important was the finding that people also have their own indigenous and tradition-based skills and knowledge of numeracy and literacy practices applied in the day to day life.

It was on Monday 10 February 2008 that we travelled to Ambomesk to meet two participants in the ADA-FAL programme, Ato Genet and W/ro Mulu at the kebele office, which is a mile away from their home. While we were going back to their home, we had the opportunity to talk about issues related to their life. That helped us easily to start discussion and build trust.

As we went into their house, we were invited to sit on the medeb, a traditional seat made of stone and mud. As we prepared ourselves to start the discussion with Genet and Mulu, the team had the opportunity to observe the insides of their small tukul. Like most rural houses, that small tukul was subdivided into three small parts, where one part is for keeping the cattle, the second serving as ‘gotera’ for keeping grain, and the third for bedroom and living room. We also saw in one corner a shelf made of mud for keeping the household utensils.
Just as an ice breaker, we started the discussion with what we had seen in that small tukul. We asked them, “Why are the animals living together with you in the same room?” W/to Mulu said that, “It is for security that we live together. If we don’t watch our cattle properly, a thief would come and raid them out.” Her response was interesting in that we learned that it is a tradition to live with their cattle; they highly value them and consider them to be a member of the household. Although the cattle are living with them, we observed that the house is not as messy as one would expect. Mulu and Genet seem to be quite vigilant in maintaining cleanliness and order in their room. Considering this as one important issue related to our subject, we asked Mulu another question. “Your house is so clean and orderly, can you tell us how and why you do that?” She responded by relating to the health education and advice given by health extension workers in the village. She said, “The health extension worker, Zenebech, has taught us how to keep our house clean and where to dispose of garbage and dirt. She also taught us that we get ill if we don’t keep ourselves clean.”

The team was aware that Mulu was one of the beneficiaries of the credit scheme linked with the FAL programme. We asked her what she had done with the money she borrowed from the FAL programme. She told us that she had taken 1000 birr credit and added 500 birr from own saving and bought an ox. She did the fattening for four months and sold it for more than 1800 birr, and she obtained a profit 300 birr out of it. We asked her, “What about the forage the ox consumed in the fattening. Didn’t it cost you?” She replied that, “We didn’t buy any; there was only grazing in the field and feeding hay we had for our other ox and cow.”

During our discussion, we came to know that the main source of income of the couple is agriculture. They have two ‘kada’, equivalent to a half hectare, land for growing millet and ‘daggusa’, a grass type cereal with very small grain. They cultivate the land only once in a year. They produce only 400 kg of daggusa and 900 kg of millet in one harvesting season, and they affirmed that it cannot satisfy their needs to feed themselves until the next harvest season. Mulu said, “To overcome this problem both of us were engaged in other income generating activities on top of the farming. My husband works as a daily labourer in the town and I prepare arakie, the local spirit, to sell in the market.” She continue narrating her story how she started preparing arakie. “Unlike many other newly married couples, we had nobody to give us any
presents as is accustomed in our culture. I lost both my parents when I was a child. I grew up with my sister. Then I moved to the town, Merawi, to work as a housemaid. That is when I met Genetu, my husband, who had been working as a guard in our neighbour’s house.

When the government was conducting the land redistribution programme, my uncle helped me secure my parents’ land. Having land to farm, I was forced to go back to the village and settle there. This made me and Genetu think about marriage. He brought one ox and we started to live together as husband and wife. We just started our marriage with out a ‘gabi’, (a local shawl made of cotton) to wear when we sleep. We were feeling cold at night. I was wondering what to do to buy night clothes or a blanket. A thought had come to my mind, preparing arakie to sell. However, I had no experience on how to prepare it, I didn’t have a mother to show me how to prepare it either. While I was thinking, an idea came to my mind, consulting my aunt. I know she prepares arakie for holidays. Immediately I went to Merawi where my aunt is living. When I raised the issue of her preparing arakie for selling in the market, at first she was hesitant, afraid of going to the open market. Finally, she agreed to prepare the spirit and let me sell it in the market. We partnered for some time, working together and sharing the profit. In the meantime, I started learning how to prepare arakie. Consequently, I started to prepare the arakie all by myself. Since then I have been preparing arakie and sell it to the wholesaler.”

We asked her, ‘How do you calculate the profit and keep a record?’ She told us that since she had lost her parents at an early stage in her life, she had never joined the formal school but she can calculate the balance and keep everything in her mind. She started telling us how she calculates the profit. “I use 5 kilo daggusa for 14 birr, 25 kilo of millet for 55 birr, 10 big cups of germinated barley for 25 birr, and 2 kilo of gesho for 8 birr. I obtain 17 litres of arakie out of it. It costs 2.70 birr for grinding the grains. I will invest a total of 112.70 birr to get 17 litres of arakie. I will sell a litre of arakie for 8.5 birr, which will bring me 144.5 birr. I get 31 birr profit.” The process for making arakie takes 10 solid days. We realised that the wood that is used as a fuel for distillation and the labour she expended are not considered as expense to calculate the actual profit. We were very surprised by her quick and perfect calculation skills. We asked her to show us how she adds and subtracts numbers
without writing them. She replied that “When the numbers are big, I use sticks and count; otherwise I do them in my heart.”

Immediately Genetu brought sticks from the garden and broke them into equal pieces. Then he started to show us how his wife uses sticks to calculate. He gave us an example. “If I want to add, for example, 67 and 36, first, I put 6 sticks to the left, then add 3 sticks which each stick represents tens. I then put 7 sticks to the right and added 6 sticks where each stick represents ones. The six and three sticks placed at the left together made 9 sticks which is 90 and the sticks from the left side count up to be 13, which is ten and three, therefore the total will be 103.”

![Diagram of 67 + 36 calculation](image)

Remembering the discussion we had while travelling in the car about the lesson she took in the FAL centre on poultry, we asked her, ‘Why do you prefer this activity than other income-generating activities like poultry?’ She said, “The other activity we were engaged in was poultry some time ago. But an epidemic erupted, killing a large number of hens in the village. We sold our chickens at low prices so as not to be a victim of the epidemic. Though we were taught on modern poultry and the vaccination for disease prevention, we found it very laborious and costly. Moreover, fodder for the chicken is not easily available. It requires investing huge money compared to arakie preparation. Distillation and selling arakie is relatively simple and less costly.”. She added, “Poultry need additional manpower that stays around when we are away from the house.” We asked her, “Do you think that having a child is a solution to solve the problem?” She said, “No, it is not a solution, rather a burden. We
have to have enough wealth to do so. Therefore, I am taking a contraceptive not to have a child. Sometime in the future we have a plan to have one or two children."

Ato Genet, her husband, is fighting poverty by engaging himself in different activities. He is working as a daily labourer obtaining 15 to 20 birr per day besides farming. He told us he and all participants in the FAL centre took practical lessons on nursery growing, which helped them to cultivate and sell plants for people who want to plant in their land. Now he is preparing seedlings of eucalyptus trees and green peppers to sell in the coming summer.

While we were observing the house, searching for any written documents, we saw a paper warped with plastic and hanging on the wall. We asked the husband what it says and why it is kept carefully. He said, “We built a toilet and use it properly; that is important to prevent contaminated diseases. We constructed a fuel-saving stove, a mud shelf for household utensils, and a ground well for dry waste disposal. Because of these and the like activities, we were selected as a model farmer and awarded a certificate by the woreda health office.”

Finally, we asked them, “Why do you need literacy?”. They said, “We need literacy to keep and maintain our detailed records, to read and count numbers, not to be cheated by some merchants and to keep our health well”. But there are no signs that in fact they keep such records, and it is clear from their counting systems that they do not use paper to calculate their accounts. The FAL programme was more useful to them for its social improvements than for the written forms of literacy and numeracy taught.

We noticed that the couple are fighting poverty as much as they can. They have their own forms of literacy and numeracy skills that help their daily activities. What kind of literacy centre will help them develop the type of literacy they need?
PART III

SOME FINDINGS FROM THE CASE STUDIES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING LITERACY AND NUMERACY TO ADULTS

Many ethnographic studies of local literacy and numeracy practices have been conducted and published in many parts of the world (Street 1995, 2001; Prinsloo and Breier 1997; Mahiri 2004 etc). But such surveys often lead to the doubting question, ‘So what?’ What is the value of such accounts? What is their relevance to our literacy learning programmes? How can they be of practical use to those who plan learning programmes and those who teach in them? This part of the book seeks to address these questions.

This section is based mainly on the work undertaken in the third LETTER ETHIOPIA workshop in April-May 2008 in Debre Zeit, Ethiopia, but it also draws on the whole programme. It falls into two main parts:

I. Some general conclusions from our field work, some of the lessons we are able to draw out from the case studies
II. An analysis of some of the implications of those lessons for our adult literacy learning programmes

I SOME CONCLUSIONS

The lessons which we have chosen to describe here fall into two parts – those concerning literacy and numeracy, and a number of other findings which struck us as being relevant to our theme.

I. 1 Literacy and numeracy findings
The workshop participants welcomed some visitors from the Government of Ethiopia and from donor and development agencies on the last full day of the workshop. In preparation for that, a number of key points arising from the LETTER programme were prepared and presented to the visitors (they appear below in the boxes). What follows is an expanded version of these key points.

1. We were struck by the fact that **people we labelled as ‘illiterates’ are engaged in literacy and numeracy activities in their daily social practices.** Many of our informants who call themselves ‘illiterate’ nevertheless engaged in literacy practices. Ade told us that she cannot read and write, but she can count. Mulu said that since she had lost her parents at an early stage in her life, she had never joined the formal school but she can calculate the balance and keep everything in her mind. Almaz said of her relations in Addis Ababa, “their knowledge concerning my illiterate background prompted them to advise me that I had better look for low-profile jobs”. All these use literacy texts in various ways. Almaz could not have progressed with her law suit without access to and using the many documents in the case including letters sent to her and birth certificates. Genet the farmer valued the certificate he had received and hung it on his walls, although he too said he was ‘illiterate’. Ayelech put it clearly: When asked whether she had in her home any books similar to the ones she had described, she replied: “No, I do not have. Since I am illiterate [Mehayim in Amharic] I do not have them. But my children have lots of such books. Usually they read for me and I enjoy hearing it and looking at the pictures in it.”

So these so-called ‘illiterates’ negotiate the literate world. Some of this of course they manage by mediation. “Our children in school write the loan and the income on separate sheets of paper.” Ayelech got her daughter to write her proverbs and poems on the walls of her houses. The women who shared their small-scale shopkeeping in Tigray also shared their literacy skills. Efe used the village priest to consult her birth records and Enani’s husband Bekele kept accounts for her. But equally they sometimes manage by themselves – Ayelech can pick out for herself the different documents she had by their size, their texture and various symbols on them. Almaz can identify the documents she needs by their size and feel.
And they do not feel any great need for learning literacy skills for themselves. If they attend adult literacy learning programmes, it is more for the skills training they can get from them than for learning literacy. As Genet said, he and all participants in the FAL centre took practical lessons on nursery growing, which helped them to cultivate and sell plants for people who want to plant in their land. The literacy element was of less use to them.

And some of our case studies show that people who do have literacy skills often do not use them. The photograph of the small-scale shop shows no signs or labels at all and most of our informants kept their business accounts in their heads rather than on paper. But others do use formal literacy and numeracy skills and benefit from them. Enani became the treasurer of her women’s credit and savings group because, as she said, “she was elected by the group members as a treasurer because she can read and write better than the other members”.

Such findings challenge many of the assumptions on which our adult literacy learning programmes are based.

2. Our field work, both during the workshops and in our major case studies conducted between the three workshops, revealed that there are multiple literacy and numeracy practices.

“We have learned that there are multiple literacies in the homes, the community, the market, workplace, the church and the mosque.”

This is not just a matter of different languages and different scripts, although these do of course exist. Even within one language and one script, there are different literacy practices, different ways of writing and meaning making.

We noticed for example religious literacy practices – reading the Bible in Geez, for example, or reading the Qu’ran. We noticed shop signs, street notices, and advertisements. We saw writing on the walls of houses and other buildings. We saw the different literacy and numeracy practices associated with different livelihood activities; occupational and commercial literacies. Income generation activities led
some people to use their own ways of recording the results of their hard work. We came across examples of bureaucratic literacy, public notices and posters, bills and invoices, and government literacies associated with issues of health, elections and the census. We saw an example of legal literacy. We noted a good deal of social literacy practices, such as informal notes passed among members of a family or friends and text messaging by cell phones is increasing, even among people officially designated as ‘illiterate’. We noticed some home or domestic literacy practices: “While we were observing the house, searching for any written documents, we saw a paper warped with plastic and hanging on the wall. We asked the husband what it says and why it is kept carefully”. One example of farming literacy can be seen in the case of Bekele:

“The merchants put different marks or signs [on their cattle] using different colour paints. Bekele usually uses red paint to identify his cattle. The merchants enter an agreement to make the drover responsible to pay the cost of the cattle, if lost. When Bekele resells the cattle, he has to remove the red mark from the cattle to ensure that the cattle are grown and well fed at home.

When Bekele sells cattle for farming, he signs an agreement for a specific period of time with the buyer to prove that the cattle the customer has bought are healthy. If anything happens within the agreed time period, Bekele will pay back the money.”

So we saw many different kinds of literacy practices, unlike the literacy taught in the classroom. We agreed that we can call these ‘local’ literacy practices.

In particular, we noticed that there are many different kinds of numeracy practices in the home, the market and the street. Local ways of measuring volume, weights and distances are matched by individual ways of counting (using buttons, sticks or beans/grains/ seeds). Some of these ways of measuring were individual but many were communal, used by all who operated in that market. There is among the people we are trying to teach no one right way to count, measure and calculate.

3. We noticed a number of features of these everyday literacy and numeracy practices.
First, that they were often written using *more than one language and indeed more than one script*. Messages were on several occasions repeated in Amharic, in Afaan Oromo, and in English, using different scripts. And written messages, like so much speech, often combined words from Amharic or another language with words from English, to make a hybrid language. Local people, ‘literate’ and ‘illiterate’ negotiated their way through this linguistic jungle almost without recognising what they are doing: they switched from one script to another, from one language to another, without being conscious of it.

Secondly, many of these literacies were *multi-modal* – that is, they combined signs, symbols and pictures together with text. Road signs often had words and symbols on them; advertisements almost always had some picture. Text messages on mobile phones often included some symbol like an emoticon – it is a natural thing to do to send a picture.

Thirdly, we noticed strongly that *numeracy in real life is always integrated with literacy*. There is no such thing in real life as ‘three’, only ‘three somethings’ (three cups, children, coats, or cauliflowers etc).

4. We noticed that **the local literacy and numeracy practices are often different from those being taught** in the adult literacy learning programmes. The last point about the numeracy practices illustrates this. In the taught class, numeracy (in the form of ‘sums’) are kept separate from writing; in the local numeracy practices, written calculations always have some indication of what the figures mean (money, goods, people etc).

**We have learned that the literacy and numeracy practices in the homes/community/workplace/churches, mosques are DIFFERENT from the literacy and numeracy practices taught in the classroom**

One major difference however is that the literacy practices of the classroom possess a measure of what may be called ‘formality’, in that they teach us there is a ‘right’ way to do something and all other ways are ‘wrong’. This is shown by the use of a
(usually red) tick or cross, itself an interesting academic literacy practice. But the local practices are informal; there are many different ways of spelling words (for example, in a shopping list or in a letter to a family member); there is no one right way to send a ‘txt mssg’. Instead there are many different right ways for different people.

The numeracy practices of the classroom teach us there is one right way to add up figures like 27+38 and one right answer, 65. But in real life, what appear at first sight to be simple sums do not have only one answer or at least do not have the formal school answer, as the reports of the workshops show clearly. “2+2 = 4 is not always true. If you push the elevator button, “2” twice, this will not take you to the 4th floors. If you merge 2 groups of training participants with another 2 groups, you end up with 1 group, not 4.”

Ethnographic research into street numeracies has discovered that people use a number of different strategies to calculate. Our case studies show people using maize grains or sticks or other ways of calculating. We also noticed how much calculation is done by estimation rather than by calculation; exactness is not always required in real life. The life of the classroom is an artificial context designed for the purpose of learning certain practices with a preciseness not known in much of daily life.

5. We learned that these different sets of literacy practices have a power dimension to them. Different values are attached to different sets of literacy and numeracy practices – some are felt to be more valuable than others. The literacy practices of the classroom are regarded as ‘the (one and only) literacy’, as are the numeracy practices. The other literacies and numeracies are regarded as either not existing at all, or being in some way inferior – they are sometimes called vernacular or even proto-literacies.

We found that even those using these informal local literacies often did not regard them as ‘literacy’. Men and women who are writing and reading in their own fashion continue to call themselves ‘illiterate’ simply because they had not been to school and were able to engage in the formal literacy practices of reading a discursive text and writing without spelling mistakes. The local literacies ‘did not count’ as literacy to
them and to many others. Rather than seeing these as different but equal forms of literacy and numeracy, society in general elevated the formal schooled literacy above all other forms of literacy. The schooled literacy carries with it status in society, the informal literacies do not have such status.

We noticed some gender divides also – men and women engage in different literacy practices. There were class and occupational divides also; poor farmers engaged in different literacy from the richer tradesmen; the women in the markets used different numeracies from their wholesalers.

6. We came to the conclusion that all of these are valid forms of literacy and numeracy, that they are different and equally valid. For we noted that each of them had their own functionality. Rather than ‘functionality’ being tied to only one form of literacy and numeracy, that taught in ‘Functional Literacy Programmes’, we saw the informal literacies of the shopkeepers as very functional for their purposes. Religious literacies had functionality for religious rituals and for membership of a religious ‘community of practice’, but it did not have a functionality for reading a newspaper or writing a letter. The schooled literacy has a functionality for continuing in education and for getting a job in the formal economic sector, but it does not help anyone to read the Qu’ran or a sura or for the informal literacies of the market place. Each literacy and numeracy has its own value in its own context.

7. For this reason, we felt that in our adult literacy learning programmes, we should try to bring the various kinds of literacy and numeracy together. We came to see that, because the literacy practices of the classroom are different from the literacy and numeracy practices of the home, the market, the community, there is a barrier to the learners learning the classroom literacy practices and especially to them taking these formal literacy practices into their daily lives.

We decided that starting with the more informal local literacy practices before moving on to the formal school literacy practices will help the learners to make sense of their literacies and more easily to relate their literacy learning to their daily lives. We also agreed that adding the schooled literacy practices of the classroom to the local literacies would increase the range of skills available to those who came to learn –
they would be able to cope with new sets of literacy and numeracy practices. And we could use these existing local literacy and numeracy practices in helping our learners to learn the formal literacy of the school.

**We aim to bring the local literacy and numeracy practices into the classroom and the classroom literacy and numeracy practices out into the community.**

8. We came to agree that learning literacy and numeracy are not enough to bring social and economic benefits, to help people get out of poverty; that they need to **use them in their daily lives**. So our concern is to identify the special uses of the local literacies and to encourage and enable the learners first to learn them and secondly to use these in their daily lives, and then move them on to the formal schooled literacy and numeracy taught in the adult classroom. We came to realise that teaching a core' literacy to be used later in life would not be so useful or practicable as building on the existing literacy and numeracy practices which the learners already have. We aim to teach literacy and numeracy practices that are embedded in real life situations rather than a detached ‘literacy’ and ‘numeracy’.

**Literacy is learned to be used. The benefits come from using literacy, not from learning literacy – i.e. from literacy and numeracy practices rather than from ‘literacy’ or ‘numeracy’**.

Learning the formal literacy and numeracy practices of the classroom will become easier if the informal literacy and numeracy practices of the everyday can be valued by the facilitators, brought into the classroom and related to the formal practices. Bringing their own everyday matters into the classroom will help the learners to see the relevance of what they are learning to their daily lives. This should make the learning much easier and more motivating for the learners who will quickly be able to see the connection between their literacy learning and their everyday life and to continue learning even when not interacting with the literacy facilitators.
9. This is in line with the **general principles on which adult learning programmes** are built. Adult facilitators are always trained (as we saw in a review of training manuals for facilitators which we conducted during the workshop) that teaching adult learners is different from teaching children because adults bring to their classrooms much existing knowledge and experience and they are already engaged in many (literacy and especially numeracy) practices. Those who teach adults should ‘start where they [the learners] are’, build on their existing practices, use their existing knowledge and experience in the classroom.

   **Start from where the learners are, from what they know and do.**

10. It is this which led us to develop **ethnographic approaches to adult literacy and numeracy**. For in this approach, the facilitators will need to try to find out what their learners know, what they have experienced, how they see the world, what they are doing in their daily lives and livelihood activities, and how literacy is involved in these activities.

And to do that they need to use ethnographic approaches. As we have seen above, traditional research methods such as asking the learners on their own will not result in full knowledge of what the learners are doing in literacy and numeracy. In many cases, the learners will not really know what they are doing, for they are often unconscious of such practices. Or they will not regard the ‘scrappy’ writing or calculating they are doing as ‘literacy’ or ‘numeracy’; it is not the ‘right’ kind of activity. Or they may tell us what they feel we want to know. Only a mixture of observing, asking and analysing will lead to an appreciation of these practices and the value attached to them.

   **How can we find out where they are? What they do?**
   **One answer is ethnographic-style study or research**

**I.2 OTHER FINDINGS FROM OUR CASE STUDIES AND FIELD WORK.**
Before looking at how we can use these local literacies and numeracies in helping adults to learn the standardised formal literacy of the classroom, we examined some of the other findings from our field work and case studies which might be of value in our work. We have chosen here some of things which struck us as being new, which opened our eyes. The case studies are full of the word ‘surprised’, for we found our own assumptions were constantly being challenged.

**Focusing on the daily lives as a whole:**

The case studies placed a strong emphasis on **traditional methods** of doing things (e.g. counting, measuring etc). But equally we were aware that ethnography is not about traditional ways of doing things, neither is it about informal ways only but rather about all the existing popular ways of life, that is, life as it is being lived by the community under study. There is in much ethnography of literacy and numeracy a tendency to ignore what appears to be formal and concentrate on what is seen as traditional and informal ways of doing things. The case studies here have also been influenced by this perception of ethnography, hence their emphasis on informal and traditional methods of counting etc, sometimes not seeing the formal methods also in use in the community.

For example, we noticed in one field visit that a vaccination card for a child that was carefully wrapped in a polythene paper and hung on a wall was ignored, while the participants were more interested in the stones which a shopkeeper had improvised as weights for his weighing scale and the different glasses that the same woman with the child vaccination card was using as measures for selling her local brews etc. If these vaccination cards are among the important written materials that the community is confronted with on a daily basis and thus constitutes part of their literacies, they cannot be ignored just because they are formal and come from a formal health institution. An ethnography of literacy in any community does not concentrate solely on the non-literate and on the specifically local literacy and numeracy practices but on all the practices, formal and informal.

**Occupations:** we found far more people engaged in working their own way out of poverty than we expected. We did not choose these case studies because they were
engaged in income generation activities; but the range of different livelihoods which presented themselves to us was striking. Most of them were individual but in some cases they formed partnerships as in the case of Hambelle and Guye – and if (as in the case of Mulu the farmer’s wife and her aunt) the partnership did not work, they broke up and went on, on their own.

In particular, we did not expect them, especially the women, to be engaged in multiple occupations. Genet “is fighting poverty by engaging himself in different activities. He is working as a daily labourer obtaining 15 to 20 birr per day besides farming. He told us he and all participants in the FAL centre took practical lessons on nursery growing, which helped them to cultivate and sell plants for people who want to plant in their land. Now he is preparing seedlings of eucalyptus trees and green peppers to sell in the coming summer.” “Currently she [Enani] is engaged in a number of small business activities such as poultry and sheep farming, and her husband works on cattle fattening.” Abate the house builder said that working in the butchery is one of his part-time activities. Mulu the farmer’s wife fattened oxen and brewed arakie. Hambelle and Guye told us: “We have different activities like araki making, tella, buying clothes, and retailing, etc., because if one fails to be profitable, the others will compensate; for example, if banana retailing costs decrease, we get income from araki or others.” Guyato brewed drinks and fattened sheep.

And they changed their occupations as and when changes in the local economy and the seasons made it worth while to do so, carefully working out reasons for this change. Enani started in grain, turned over to araki, then to tella brewing and finally to making and selling bread with her drinks. She went on:

“The other activity we were engaged in was poultry some time ago. But an epidemic erupted, killing a large number of hens in the village. We sold our chickens at low prices so as not to be a victim of the epidemic. Though we were taught on modern poultry and the vaccination for disease prevention, we found it very laborious and costly. Moreover, fodder for the chicken is not easily available. It requires investing huge money compared to arakie preparation. Distillation and selling arakie is relatively simple and less costly”. She added, “Poultry need additional manpower that stays around when we are away from the house.”
Here are reflexive traders. They made a serious study of their chosen occupations. They asked around; they watched for some days other traders in the market. Efe said that in the course of time, she was forced to change her tray and basket making to selling vegetables, as sitting for long hours to produce the traditional trays coupled with continuous giving birth to 8 children (6 girls and a boy, one died at an early age) caused her to have backache. She also compared the profit gained and the time spent to produce the traditional trays and the money gained from the sale of vegetables. “It takes some days to produce local trays and I get only two birr profit, whereas I get more than two birr profit a day from selling vegetables.” Ade similarly decided to change from making arakie because she felt she was losing money. “After thinking thoroughly, she went to market to observe the work her relatives do. Her relatives buy different kinds of grains from the farmers or wholesalers and resell to consumers. Observing this, after a week she decided to start this work specialising a little bit. Ade Yeshi buys different kinds of grains as her relatives do. But she mixes them. After mixing, she sells using the same measurement that she uses for buying.” She did not copy; she made her own niche in the grain market.

We noticed that in our case studies, few of them were using any literacy or written numeracy practices in their livelihood activities. Even those who possessed literacy skills felt that it was enough to keep their accounts ‘in their heads’. This led to a major challenge to us. All our literacy learning programmes so far have concentrated on the people defined as ‘illiterate’; but we can also focus on helping those who do possess literacy skills to see how they can use these more effectively in their daily life activities.

One thing which struck us was that the women, none of whom kept written records, were running two different systems of accounts in their head at the same time. There was the ‘normal’ approach which appears in the textbooks – that is, to determine the income first: how much do we have to spend? to be followed by expenditure second, what can we afford to buy? This was the way they ran their household expenditure – they had a certain sum available to them and therefore they could afford to buy this thing but not to buy that thing. But in their livelihood activities, their accounting system was different. They all told us first what they had spent – that is, they started
with the expenditure. Then they calculated what they would have to charge to make sure that they more than covered their expenditure. This process is not taught in any of the textbooks. But they were managing the two systems without any sense of contradiction, any sense of difficulty. They switched unconsciously between the two systems effortlessly.

**Empowerment of ‘illiterate women’**: We found men and especially women who were in control of their lives. They had problems and poverty; but even Wudnesh who had lost money through her borrowings had taken charge and built a new future for herself. Here are women who plan their futures for themselves and especially for their children and grandchildren: “I am taking a contraceptive not to have a child. Sometime in the future we have a plan to have one or two children.” Enani and her husband plan to send their children to school in the next year. “We have dreams of improving our families' economic well-being, developing our own income-generating project, setting our children, especially our daughters, on a path to a better life through school and even university which they never dreamed of for themselves”. “Why do you focus on your daughter?” “Because I don’t want her to live my life”. Because I did not have an education myself, I am sending my children to school, said Asha the weaver: “I had no schooling. I did not go to any school, my father did not send me to any school, for he was non–literate and wanted my labour at that time.” Asha continued saying, “This reminds me of something. You know, when I grew older, I decided to get married and be blessed with children. After eight years, I got married and currently I am the father of three kids. I started sending my kids to school. This year I sent my daughter to one of the private schools, she is learning at grade 1 and my son to the kindergarten level one, to take revenge against my no schooling.”

Here are men and especially women who manage their own development. They receive training from health extension workers and livelihood trainers. “The health extension worker, Zenebech, has taught us how to keep our house clean and where to dispose of garbage and dirt. She also taught us that we get ill if we don’t keep ourselves clean.” Ayelech thoughtfully manages her mosquito nets because of her training. Enani attended a training programme which gave her an insight to expand her poultry, and she like several of the others is a member of a literacy-led savings
and credit programme. And Genet the farmer claimed proudly, “We built a toilet and use it properly; that is important to prevent contaminated diseases. We constructed a fuel-saving stove, a mud shelf for household utensils, and a ground well for dry waste disposal.” Illiteracy was no bar to these people’s determination to improve their own lives. They are in their own ways already empowered.

**Learning:** We would like to have explored their out-of-school ways of learning in greater depth. We noticed many learning through the family: as Asha said, “I used to help my father while he was weaving. I learned weaving skills from him ... This is a practice which I acquired from my father.” Guyato learned her method of accounting from her father describing her grandfather’s methods of counting cattle: “I think it is my grandfather’s experience that was transferred to me and helps me to calculate my loan of return”. But not just their immediate family of parents and grandparents, although they were important, but other relatives – aunts and cousins. “I had no experience on how to prepare it, I didn’t have a mother to show me how to prepare it either. While I was thinking, an idea came to my mind, consulting my aunt”. But perhaps the most important were their neighbours, especially through the coffee ceremony which is such a feature of the different parts of the country they came from. Many picked up new ideas and learned the skills they needed from neighbours during the coffee ceremony. In one of our case studies, some of the neighbours had learned a wide range of things from an ‘illiterate’ woman. Hambelle and Guye started their trading after discussion at the coffee ceremony, as did Guyato. They learned from friends, from their whole social environment: “A friend of hers in the market who sells cheese and butter introduced Efe to this business activity”. “I really want to appreciate those people who have continuously coached, mentored and supervised my construction works and enabled me to be a good constructor of residential as well as business/commercial houses”. Almaz the domestic servant learned from her whole social environment: “I also learned many things in the house I was working with, particularly when relatives were chatting during festivals.” And they learned on the job: “Abate started working as a daily labourer providing assistance to a local carpenter and a traditional house contractor by carrying and delivering tools to them. His assignment was only on a daily basis, as he did not possess practical experience in the field of carpentry or construction. It took him quite a lot of time and many difficult moments to reach a level of perfection”. Our case
studies taught us that the ‘illiterate’ learners who come to adult literacy learning programmes are already learning in a number of different ways and they bring these multiple ways of learning with them – they do not have to be taught how to learn!

And on the whole, this group of case studies held positive attitudes towards formal schooling. Enani sought by every means to avoid the abduction route to marriage for the sake of her schooling but in the end her career was interrupted, preventing her from benefitting fully from schooling. Asha the weaver sent his children to private school, vividly saying it was a revenge for him not having schooling himself. Abate the builder-butcher had more ambivalent feelings towards school: “having attended the formal education up to grade 9 has helped me, but none of the skills I am currently using are from the schools. All of my works are up to the standard, both in a butchery or and in the field of construction.”

Religion: Finally, we came to appreciate the important role that religion played in the daily lives of these people. They swore oaths of loyalty on the church; they made decisions about amounts of money to commit to enterprises according to saint’s days; they relied on the interventions of the saints to keep their money safe. They counted dates by religious festivals and calculated ages through the church. Enani brought a monk into the conversation. Ayelech put a cross into her pictures to denote her religion and the sanctity of marriage; and could recognise pictures of the Virgin Mary and Child while denying that her pictures possessed any virtue of representation in this respect. Any adult learning programme for people such as these which omitted all mention of religion would hardly connect with the daily lives of the learners.

There are many other aspects of life which these case studies reveal and each of us will find things which strike us most. But the importance of these findings for our work as adult educators has still to be examined. Having found out what their learners are doing in the way of local literacy and numeracy practices and in other aspects of their lives, how then should the facilitators use these findings in the classroom? How can they relate to the learning programme already provided by the literacy programme? What are the major implications of our ethnographic studies? The workshop turned to this issue next.
II: IMPLICATIONS FOR ADULT LITERACY LEARNING PROGRAMMES

Creating or adapting a curriculum? Before we started on this consideration however, the workshop participants turned to discussing their own situation. During the discussions on how to use the findings of ethnographic research in our adult learning programmes, a distinction was identified between those participants who felt themselves to be able to develop new learning programmes, new curricula and new teaching-learning materials and those who felt that they are obliged to teach to a pre-ordained programme using set textbooks. It was agreed that we need a model which could be used by both groups of programmes. Some of us, especially those who worked in or with government institutions and educational institutions, felt that they had very limited room for manoeuvre; they and their facilitators are tied to a set curriculum, a set primer and other materials, and a set examination. Others, mainly those working with NGOs, still felt that they could experiment with devising a completely new curriculum, able to create completely new programmes with a new curriculum and new teaching-learning materials. Nirantar (as we shall see) was creating a completely new form of adult learning programme in a participatory way, getting learners as well as facilitators to work with them in developing new aims and objectives, activities, materials and forms of assessment – but not all of us have that freedom or the resources to do that in such detail.

But it was agreed that all facilitators, whatever their programme, were able to supplement their existing programmes by bringing in additional subject matter and use additional teaching-learning materials developed from their ethnographic studies and materials which come from the learners. We agreed that there is always room and time available in any adult literacy programme for the facilitator to bring in additional material from the learners. For what we were looking for was a new attitude of the facilitator to the learners – not to regard them as ignorant and inexperienced in literacy and numeracy but to seek out what they know and especially what they are already doing bit by bit and to help the learners to build on that. That can be done even within the tightest existing curriculum.

A new approach to adult learners
The first conclusion then which applies to teachers of adults in both situations is that this implies a changed role for the teacher of adults, a changed set of relationships within the class, a changed attitude towards the learner. For when one looks at what the adult learners are already doing in their lives, we realised that it will be impossible to continue to regard the learners who come to adult literacy learning programmes as ‘illiterate’ – as ignorant, as having nothing to contribute to the programme, as having no control over their own learning, as lacking in confidence.

And if we can no longer regard the learners as ‘illiterate’, perhaps the justification for having classes which are exclusively confined to ‘illiterates’ needs to be thought about again. Since adults tend to learn best from their family and neighbours, it may be useful to form mixed groups of literate and ‘illiterate’ to share their learning.

We found men and women who had considerable control over their lives, who were making forward steps in their own ways, self-reliant. We found men and women who were learning – and learning quickly. They used many strategies for their own learning – from family and neighbours, from trial and error, from the churches and mosques, from discussion in small groups. Adults learn a great deal from other adults, more than from a teacher, which suggests much for our formal adult learning programmes. Collaborative rather than individualised learning is the norm in everyday learning, and the learners in our adult learning programmes could perhaps learn more effectively from each other than from the facilitator. They are used to learning in that way.

We found men and women who controlled their own finances, articulate and confident, who expressed their feelings strongly, who did not feel they needed help, who taught us a great deal when we met them. And yet when these same men and women come into our adult literacy learning programmes, they change their identities: they become meek, unconfident, reliant on the teacher, conscious of their lack of everything. The purpose of our adult learning programmes must surely be to help the learners to realise who they really are, to recognise their own large funds of knowledge, to value their own practices as well as to learn more. What our programmes are doing is to ‘add value’, not to teach ignorant and unskilful people what they do not know and what they cannot do.
The changed attitude of the programme planners and the facilitators to the adults who come to us to learn new things will be the greatest result of our ethnographic studies of local literacy and numeracy practices.

One way of achieving this new attitude, and of showing that we appreciate the value of what the learners know and do, is to use these same funds of knowledge and practices in our teaching-learning programmes, The workshop looked at this question in some detail. Our aim is that our facilitators should build on the existing experience of the learners, on their tacit funds of knowledge and on their existing practices. To bring adults into a classroom and to ignore what they already do and teach them some new thing is to treat them like children, not as adults. It is to erect barriers to effective learning – barriers of our making, not theirs.

This is widely recognised in other sectors of development education. Agricultural extension workers, for example, always start off assuming that the learners are already farming and seek to build on these existing practices and help the farmers to change and improve. The same is true of fishing communities – no-one brings in fishermen and tries to teach them about fishing in their own location, or the fishermen would walk out! Even in health extension, many workers in nutrition will start by asking the women they teach about their families’ existing eating, shopping and cooking habits. They all build on what the learners know and do.

One suggested barrier to such an approach was considered. Some have suggested that adults – like children – need to learn simple words first and then move to more complicated words. But ethnographic research shows that adults do not learn in this way. Rather they move from the known to the unknown. They learn what appear to others as difficult words if these are words they use regularly and which mean a great deal to them. Adults can learn from the texts they find around them; they do not need to use specially prepared texts as if they were children.

The workshop participants then sought to find a way in which this approach can be developed in relation to literacy and numeracy. Our researches had shown that even so-called ‘illiterate’ people engage in literacy and especially in numeracy tasks. They
may use mediators such as their children to read something or write a list or accounts. They adopt different strategies; and they often can do much more than we or they think they can do. Our task is to find out these existing practices, and the beliefs and values they are based on, and to try to find ways in which to use them in our classroom activities.

What then we seek are ways to help facilitators to become ‘researchers’. to be able to survey the existing literacy and numeracy practices of their learners and the community from which they come. And this is best done with the learners – not regarding the learners as the ‘object’ of research but as co-researchers. The learners can teach us a great deal about their own daily lives and the role that literacy and numeracy plays in that life world. In this way, we can help the learners to reflect critically on their own experiences of literacy and numeracy.

And having researched and discovered much about the experiences of literacy and numeracy that their learners already have, the facilitators need to be encouraged to use these findings in their teaching. As Nirantar has discovered, it is likely that most facilitators will be relatively good at collecting information, but they may be less able to use this information, to include their findings in their daily teaching and learning programmes unless they are given substantial training and a good deal of technical supported.

**The Nirantar model**

In this stage of our studies, we were greatly helped by the work done in India by Nirantar as described in the workshop by Malini Ghose.

The objectives which Nirantar set before themselves when developing a new programme for the *dalit* women in Uttar Pradesh with whom they were working were to enable the women to read their environment (mapping the literate environment), to bring ‘texts’ from the environment into the classroom, to enable the women to use literacy and numeracy in their contexts, and to bring literacy and numeracy together, not to separate them. The whole aim of the programme (as Malini put it) is to interrogate the power relations within which the reading of these texts are embedded,
in terms of, for example, gender and the divide between literate and illiterate (see Nirantar 2007).

‘Calendars’ were chosen as one major theme, as the ethnographic research found calendars in most homes and also found this an interesting subject which Nirantar and the women themselves felt could be developed further. A joint research team of Nirantar staff, facilitators and some learners researched and collected calendars from the participants and from the community.

On a pilot basis, the team set out to use the research findings and observations to develop teaching-learning material, involving facilitators and programme staff in the process of material development (it became a form of hands-on training). The next stage was to see how this material could then be used to train facilitators for wider dissemination. This work is still in progress.

Researching calendars revealed that reading calendars is not a part of the everyday practices of people, although most houses have an ‘English calendar’ which is referred to for dates of bank repayments, court hearings etc. The local priest is consulted for dates of festivals, for example, and auspicious dates etc., but the religious calendar (‘panchang’) is expensive. Only a few people have it in their houses.

It was found that many women can read the numbers but cannot decipher the calendar matrix. It was also found that there are local ways of tracking dates, for example tracking dates through the moon cycle. Each day of the moon cycle has a particular name.

The team decided to explore further some areas which needed fuller discussion, such as whether the women in the programme wanted to learn to read calendars, how they track time locally, how the local system interfaces with the standard calendar, and what are the practices and power relations which accessing calendars is embedded in? The group agreed that the facilitators could help them to explore these issues further and in the material development process itself.
The development of the new learning programme was undertaken by setting up a small group who would take this forward - 4 facilitators, 1 co-ordinator and 2 staff from Nirantar who met in a series of participatory workshops, followed by field-testing at selected centres and camps. The group engaged in collective reflection, using detailed field notes which they compiled, leading to further refinement and additions to the learning programme. The group agreed that the approach they would follow would be to begin with the learners ‘funds of knowledge’ and experiences and to build on that, to engage with that experience through dialogue and discussion, bringing in new ideas. In this way, they were seeking to teach and strengthen/reinforce literacy and numeracy.

The first workshop was characterised by free-flowing brainstorming. Its contents included collecting local ways of tracking dates, of making connections between the lunar and solar calendars, and of reading the calendar - numbers, names of the weekdays and months. Issues around the concept of time, day and night and the seasons led to information about daily and seasonal work patterns, including issues around the gender division of labour.

This material was then organised into four main themes:
1. Understanding local ways of tracking dates compared with ‘standard’ calendars.
2. Day and night, seasons.
3. Calendars and women’s work.
4. Different types of calendars (religious).

A pattern of working towards new teaching-learning material was developed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Existing Funds Of Knowledge</th>
<th>New Ideas</th>
<th>Literacy And Numeracy Activities (E.G. Work Sheets)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Each theme was developed into learning sessions, and worksheets for literacy and numeracy were created.
To give one example from Theme 1: Understanding local ways of tracking dates, collecting the information found that the women track dates based on the phases of the moon from one full moon to no moon, and from no moon to full moon. So activities were designed where the women named each day in their local language, linked this visually to the phase of the moon, and then used these to develop their own calendars. The lunar and solar calendars were linked and compared. The women were taught to read locally available calendars, mentioning both systems but not before they made sense of calendars on their own. They learned to write the days of the week. Puzzles around the calendar were developed. The women learnt to write the names of the months in the local language (Bundeli) and then in Hindi and English. As the moon was central to this work, the Nirantar staff asked them to tell and write local stories, songs or idioms about the moon.

It is important to note that Nirantar encouraged the women to write as they pleased, which helped break fears around writing correctly. They report that it was exciting to see women who are often reluctant to engage with the written word trying to write and asking for help to spell ‘correctly’.

Discussion found that access to calendars was not equal between men and women and between the educated and the non-literate. Despite being interested, women never think of using calendars themselves. In addition, even if they know how to use them, they never think of reading a calendar hanging in a public space and using it. Placing the calendar in women’s hands helped to demystify it. The women later remarked, “Now we know we can touch it. It is also meant for us. It is not so alien.”

Discussion of the religious calendars revealed that different festivals are celebrated in different seasons; the women looked for the red markings on the calendar. They discussed how and why different festivals are celebrated. In addition, they asked ‘why?’ As Nirantar commented, we all tend to know so little about festivals in other communities. Many myths and perceptions of ‘the other’ were discussed.

Malini’s presentation ended with a list of challenges which they were still facing - how to help the facilitators to deal with the interface between different systems of knowledge, and how to keep coming back to learners’ experiences; how to deal with a
mixed group in terms of interests and literacy/numeracy needs; how to link literacy with the other content. And there was the issue of assessment – how to measure the ‘uses of literacy’, the changes in behaviour which resulted from the programme.
USING THE FINDINGS IN THE ADULT CLASSROOM

Based on this example of ways of using the findings in teaching adults, the workshop participants came up with a general model of how facilitators could use the findings of ethnographic research in their adult literacy classes.

We wanted a model which would apply to any topic which was selected by the facilitator, in consultation with the learners, based on the findings of the ethnographic research. These topics will come from the ethnographic research. In new programmes which are being fully developed, such topics can come up from discussion of the findings of the research with the learners. In other programmes, the topic will often be suggested by the textbook, but that will still allow the facilitator space to identify local practices which can support what he/she is teaching. When teaching maths, for example, receipts can provide supplementary examples of maths being used in the community.

The CRB approach

Through extensive discussion, the following model was developed for the process of developing a teaching-learning programme which uses the learners’ existing knowledge and practices. It was intended to be a new pattern of adult learning programme which can be fitted either within an existing curriculum or used to develop a new approach completely. We called it the ‘CRB approach’, for it is built on three elements:

**COLLECT (DISCOVER):** For every topic being covered in the course, the facilitator will collect the existing practices and funds of knowledge and the different local literacies from the community as much as possible through visits, observation, interviews, meeting with people both formally and informally.

In this process, the learners can help the facilitator. This may be hard at first – they may not be used to being consulted. Their picture of themselves may be that they have nothing to contribute to the school learning process. But it is possible to discover from them orally and by observation what are their experience, their ideas,
their knowledge, and especially their practices. Collecting this will reveal that the facilitator values and respects the learners, indeed has something to learn from them. It will change the learners’ thinking about themselves and they will come to learn more quickly and more deeply. Their confidence will be built up.

**REFLECT (DISCUSS):** Once the materials have been collected, the learning group of facilitator and learners together can reflect on these local practices, the texts and practices which have been found in the local community. This will consist of a deliberate programme of discussing this collected material with them freely, getting them to reflect on it, whether it is just, whether it can be improved. How texts are used in the community, including gender and power issues, what are the literacy and numeracy practices involved in them, who uses them and who created them (and for what purpose), how they are using them, who is excluded from using them and how and why they are excluded – all these are issues which the learners can explore. In this way, a sense of desire for change can be developed and enhanced.

This stage of reflection is very important. It has often been recommended that ‘real materials’ should be collected from the community, bringing texts in from environment and using them to supplement or even to replace the textbook (Rogers 1999), and this is being done in a number of programmes. But such texts are treated as if they were a textbook – they are decontextualised, words are taken out of their sentences and broken up and through the learning of the individual elements (letters and syllables), new (equally decontextualised) words are created. But this is not the approach of LETTER, for here we are studying not texts, even when drawn from the community, but literacy practices – how texts are produced in the local community, how they are used and by whom, what they mean to those who made them and to those who possess them. So, after the collection of literacy and numeracy materials from the community, the learning group will engage on this process of Reflection, in-depth discussion and exploration of these materials in their specific context.

**BUILD ON (DEVELOP):** During such discussions, the facilitator will seek to build on what has been learned from this sharing process, to introduce new ideas and information, new skills (especially new forms of literacy and numeracy practices), new ways of working. New kinds of learning activities, new forms of writing and
new ways of calculating including written forms can be developed. The facilitator does not need to stay only with the textbook and the teachers’ manual; he/she can develop additional activities for the learners to do, using their existing knowledge and practices as the basis for new learning. By building on what the learners bring to the class, the new learning is now firmly attached to the everyday life of the learners and it will in consequence be taken back into the community at the end of each lesson. It will be seen to be relevant to their existing practices.

We felt that it is important not to see these as three separate stages; rather they are elements which will be intertwined throughout the learning session. While discussing the topic in depth, new knowledge can be provided; when reflecting, some writing and some numeracy activities can be incorporated. This can be done even within existing programmes. Every lesson has a topic; the learners can be encouraged to contribute from their existing knowledge and especially their existing practices. This material they have provided (orally in most cases but sometimes with texts from the community) can then be discussed; and during the discussion, new learning activities can be built in.

The participants in the workshop agreed that, while developing themes for learning, we need to keep in mind the following questions:

- Where are they (i.e. the learners)? - the “start where they are” principle of adult education
- Where do they want to go? Where do we want to take them?
- How can we help them to get there, using their existing practices and their funds of knowledge?
- How will we build on their knowledge? Where will they practise their knowledge?

Training the facilitators in the ‘CRB approach’ is simply another way of putting that part of all facilitator training which is concerned with ‘adult learning’. Simply telling facilitators that adult learners bring knowledge and experience with them to the class does not help them to discover this knowledge and the practices which they do. We can train them to
• **Collect** the existing knowledge and practices from their learners and from the community
• **Reflect** together on these practices
• **Build** on this knowledge and these practices.

Some of the LETTER workshop group suggested we list these three activities as DISCOVER DISCUSS DEVELOP.

If you find it more helpful to remember the three ‘d’s, then use whichever you wish; but the workshop participants agreed that in future they will do what they can to ensure that their facilitators build on what the learners already do (which they can find out by using an ethnographic approach) and not just ignore this. For rejecting what the learners do, what they value, and what they know, is to reject the learner. And that will prevent real learning.

**Some learning themes from the case studies**

The participants were surprised at the large number of findings which they saw could be used in the formal adult literacy classes. Among these were the following:

• **Receipts:** many of the livelihood activities involved giving or receiving of written receipts. Learning to write and read these could form a useful activity
• **Counting:** the participants were stuck by the many different ways in which the people in the case studies counted (this is discussed more fully below)
• **Measurements:** again we found many different ways of measuring – time, distance, weights, volume, space etc
• **Communication:** the learners will bring with them different ways in which they communicate, from written words (personal letter writing and small notes) to signs, from cell phones to paintings on the wall of their houses. The group noted that oral transmission of information and other systems of storage and transfers such as memorisation were being used by the local community. Since a large part of the functionality of every literacy is communication, discussion of these alternative ways of communicating will lead to an appreciation of the values of literacy in communication.
• Proverbs and sayings: we found several examples of these (for fuller discussion, see below).

• Stories told among members of the communities – the learners will all have their own stories.

• Income and expenditure: the livelihood activities we discovered undertaken by those who are regarded as ‘literate’ and ‘illiterate’ are based on different ways of raising and spending income (again, we shall discuss this in more detail below)

• Profit and loss: working out profit and loss means calculating in some form or other their expenditure and income. Most of our case studies did this mentally rather than in writing. The different ways in which the adult learners already do this can be taken and used in the class rather than just one model given to the learners as the right way to keep their accounts. We felt that starting with a generic model of ‘keeping accounts’ and applying that to their different activities (in effect trying to force their own accounting systems into a strait-jacket of a textbook model of accounting) would not be as effective as starting with their different ways of reckoning and improving on these.

• Savings: some of the adult learners will have different attitudes towards savings and savings schemes, based on their experiences. An examination of the different ways the community use to record their saving can became the basis for learning much literacy and numeracy.

• Loans: similarly for loans

• Helping others: we noticed how many of our participants were engaged in sharing, in helping others

• Pictures: some of our case studies involved people creating their own pictures. Not only is this a skill which can be used in the classroom, but discussion on who produces such pictures, for what purpose; who reads them, how useful are they – including gender dimensions – can be very useful for helping the learners to see the relevance of what they are learning to their own communities.

• Poems and songs: like stories, the learners will have their own favourite songs and common poems. Collecting these from the learners and writing them down; helping the learners to read them and write more will create an exciting learning environment for both learners and facilitator.
• **Timings**: finding out how people who do not have watches calculate time can provide much food for discussion and for learning new skills including much literacy and numeracy.

• **Negotiation**: as with helping others and sharing, we found many of our case study respondents engaged in negotiation – with traders, with neighbours etc. Again we felt this could be used for further learning.

Following discussion, we came to the conclusion that we want to teach literacy and numeracy practices which will be of relevance to the learners – not to teach a common core ‘literacy’ and a decontextualised ‘numeracy’ which can be applied later but (using basic adult education approaches of learning by doing rather than learning for future doing) to teach literacy and numeracy practices which are of immediate usefulness to the learners, practices which come from their own community activities.

**Four Examples of Developing Learning Programmes from Ethnographic Findings.**

At the participants’ request, a few themes were discussed in some depth so that, in small groups, they could develop some ideas of how to build a learning programme around an identified theme. The workshop thus decided to take four themes to see how it could work out – four themes drawn from the case studies in this book. The themes they chose were as follows:

1. Counting
2. Measuring
3. Income and expenditure (calculating profit)
4. Proverbs, songs and poems

**COUNTING**

The workshop participants noticed that the case studies showed people, both those officially ‘illiterate’ and literate, using many different ways of counting – by the use of people’s ages, by selected dates. One used maize beans, another the buttons on his coat. One had an elaborate system of using sticks which showed that she had worked
out for herself the ‘place value’ of formal mathematics – that two sticks changed their value according to the place they were put on the ground; in one place, they represented ‘two’, but in another place, they represented ‘twenty’. Several used fingers (and one their toes as well), but this did not mean they all counted in units of five and ten – some counted three to a finger giving a different base unit.

The situations in which they count clearly influence how they do it. In religious contexts, counting (dates, for example) may be different for them from dealing with money. Counting sheep again may be different. Valuing the different ways in which counting is done in the communities from which the learners come will completely change a lesson on counting from one in which the facilitator simply teaches what is in the primer and tries to get the learners to adopt a completely new (to them) process.

**Collecting** together such examples can lead to a number of conclusions. First, we do not need to teach adults to count – they already count, often to high numbers (one informant claimed he could count in his head up to three thousand). We need to discover how they count and to value that as a different (not necessarily inferior) way of counting.

This can lead to a discussion among the learners (**through reflection**) about the differences between these methods. Do women tend to count in different ways from men? Do schooled people count differently from unschooled? There will always be a tendency to believe that the schooled form of counting, using a base of ten, is the ‘right’ way to count, that all other approaches are incorrect or liable to more error. But different people have adopted different styles of counting for different purposes.

During such discussions, new ways of counting can be introduced. This will not replace their existing ways of counting by asserting that this is the ‘right’ way to count; rather it will **build on** them. Our aim is to help the learners to learn new ways so that they can increase the choice available to them.
MEASURING

We found that there are in every community we visited different ways of measuring solid and liquid volumes, lengths etc. Local names are given to the various measuring devices, and these are known and accepted. What is often taught in the classroom is only a very limited range of measuring tools (kilograms, litres, metres). There are many more ways of measuring than these and some people may be much happier using their normal modes of measuring than changing to ours. What is more, we found our informants switching happily and frequently between one mode and another – buying in kilograms and selling in cupfuls, for example. Thirdly, we found a great deal was done by approximation, by estimation – weighing butter by the hand, for example.

Collecting different ways of measuring, reflecting on these in depth, discussing them in the classroom, would lead to a great deal of strongly held views about the value or limitations of different ways of measuring being challenged. Again, is there a gender dimension to this? Certainly different measurements are used for different tasks and in different contexts. And such discussions can be used to build new ways of measuring using standardised measures, so that the range of ways available to the learners is increased.

To teach measuring in the classroom from a textbook without collecting in first the ways in which the learners are already measuring is surely to court disaster – there will be little effective learning. But the existing measuring practices can be built upon; new ways can be acquired by the learners so long as they are related to the existing practices.

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

Collecting the experiences which the case studies presented to us in terms of income generation and the calculation of profit from trading and production enabled us to identify another area which can be used in adult learning programmes. Many of our
researchers asked the informants how they kept records of their expenditure and incomes.

**Reflecting:** When we came to discuss the various livelihood case studies we had collected, we noticed a number of features, some of which surprised us. First, as we have seen above, many, if not most, of those we met were engaged in multiple occupations, not just one income generation activity. The rationale for this was clearly stated – they could control their own incomes more effectively if they could switch between occupations to suit the market. These women did not need training in income generation; indeed, they could teach others a good deal. But there were ways in which their activities could be improved.

One way was the application of literacy to their livelihoods. None of those who had learned literacy skills used any of these skills for their occupations; they still kept accounts in their head. Those who came to adult literacy learning programmes came for the livelihood skills training on offer, not for the literacy.

We noticed two other features of these income generation activities. One was the general issue of secrecy – keeping such activities and the income derived from them secret from other members of the family, especially the husband. This must give rise to extensive discussions in the class of gender issues. Secondly, we noted the strong element of religion in their decision-making – swearing on the church door, choosing religious dates to determine how much to borrow etc. To ignore such elements in the learning programmes is to ignore a very wide ranging part of the lives of the learners; to respect this is to respect the learners.

Many adult literacy and numeracy learning programmes include a section on keeping accounts as part of the learning curriculum. Apart from the issue of different processes of calculating their accounts which we have noticed above, when we looked at the ways in which the people in our case studies managed their accounts, and especially how they calculated their profit, we noticed in particular one feature. Most of them were very good at calculating profits mentally but only in strictly cash terms; they tended to omit the ‘intangibles’, those unsubstantial elements such as the time involved and their own labour costs. Mentally, they simply balanced money spent
against money gained - and a small margin was satisfactory to them. Conducting these same accounts on paper enabled them to include the missing elements more easily.

**Collecting** these examples of income and expenditure will enable a full discussion (reflection) of many aspects of profit making; and will provide a more relevant context in which the learners can **build** new ideas, new practices, can learn written (and more comprehensive) forms of accounting. Using their real-life examples will demonstrate the relevance of the new learning to their activities and will provide motivation for changing their practices. The use of literacy in livelihoods can be promoted only if the facilitator is able to use the real-life income-generation activities of the learners as teaching-learning materials and give them precise examples of how literacy practices can fit their existing economic activities.

**PROVERBS, SONGS AND POEMS.**

The group decided there were enough examples of proverbs and other sayings which could be used in adult literacy classes. Many came from the community itself, written on the walls. **Collecting** such sayings from the learners and from the walls of the community is fairly easy. The learners can be sent out with their notebooks to copy what they see and bring it into the class – even if they cannot ‘read’ it. Other proverbs and poems can be collected orally from the learners and written down by the facilitator. Songs too – traditional folk songs, or film and TV songs – can also be collected and written down by the facilitator.

**Reflection** through discussion of these proverbs, poems and songs will reveal much. What do they mean and what do they imply? who are they intended and in what contexts do they not apply? How true are they? Many are gendered, women and men often having different sayings or different interpretations of sayings. One key element of such proverbs is that they are ‘community-binders’ – that is, they are common to members of the community and they help to give members of that community a sense of unity. They are often imparted inter-generationally: from grandparents to grandchildren is a frequent route of transmission. Above all, they belong to the community – and thus to the learners. Whereas the textbook (primer) belongs to the
government or agency who provides it, proverbs and poems belong to the people. The learners in our programmes will be all the keener to learn to write and then to read these. Indeed, they can be encouraged to generate their own sayings and perhaps write them on the walls of their own houses: there is no need for all writing to be in the learners’ exercise book. That will be building on these sayings to learn new skills, new knowledge and new attitudes.

Here again the process of CRB (Collecting, Reflecting and Building on) can be most effective. Discovering what proverbs exist in the community, what poems and songs are being used; discussing them in depth to see how they work in the community, to whom they belong; and developing from them new ways for the learners to write, to read and to calculate on paper – these are the ways in which ethnographic approaches to adult literacy and numeracy learning can contribute to make our programmes more effective.

**CONCLUSION**

The LETTER participants left the learning programme at this point. All of the participants agreed to take their own studies further by reading; some wanted to do more case studies. All agreed they would try to disseminate the findings of the training programme further – this book is one of the agreed ways of doing this, for the participants intend to use it to train others in this approach. And all agreed they would try to find ways of using ethnographic approaches in the adult literacy learning programmes with which they had contact – either within existing curricula or by developing new curricula.

But we agreed that ethnographic approaches should be regarded as one extra element in such a programme. It has its own limitations. To focus exclusively on the existing literacy and numeracy practices to be found in the communities from which the adult learners come will confine their learning to what is current without introducing them to anything new. To learn about existing uses of calendars, ways of counting and measuring, processes of calculating profit and the range of existing proverbs and sayings without introducing new ways of engaging with all these activities would be to deny the learners the possibility of widening their horizons and adding to the range
of options before them. There is much to be learned from critically reflecting on existing practices but there is also much to be learned from other ways of living. The old and the new need to be brought together.

However, what we felt was that it would be advantageous to start with the existing practices and to build on these – not to start with the new and ignore the old. And ethnographic approaches are the best way of identifying the experience, the perceptions, the funds of knowledge and skills, the existing literacy and numeracy practices which the learners bring to the learning programme. That is what this book and the training programme on which it is built are all about.

Some of the participants decided to launch a pilot project of training facilitators in the use of ethnographic approaches to adult literacy and numeracy – forming teams to investigate the existing literacy and numeracy practices in their area and developing new ways of learning literacy and numeracy skills through the themes thrown up by such investigations. Some decided to try to introduce such methods and approaches into their existing teaching and learning programmes. All said they had learned much – not just from the resource persons who helped with the programmes or from each other, but from those they met in the field: the woman who painted pictures and proverbs on the walls of her house, the beggar who lent money to others and the woman who won her suit in court, the seller of cheese, the butcher/house builder, the two women buying and selling bananas secretly to earn some money their husbands cannot reach, the grain seller who used maize seeds to count her money, the weaver and the farmer, the small-scale shop keeper outside the college gates, the farmer’s wife who is treasurer of her savings group - these and many others are the people who taught us all so much.

For that is what ethnography does – it turns the world upside down. It teaches the teacher to learn from the learner. And paradoxically in that way we shall create better teaching and learning programmes for everybody.
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